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by Sophie Rishworth

TESTS of raw, untreated sewage 
showed 274 grams of methamphetamine 
(meth or P) was used in one week in 
Gisborne during March. 

That is the city’s highest level since 
testing began in June last year as part 
of the New Zealand wastewater testing 
programme.

Financially it equates to more than 
$100,000 spent on meth here in one week 
— based on a Gisborne police figure of 
$400 a gram.

Nationally, for that same week, the 
spend was $7,563,576, or 18,900 grams 
used.

MDMA (ecstasy) use also featured in 
the results. It showed an average of 
48 grams used in Gisborne over one 
week in March — down from 68 grams 
used in one week in October 2019.

 The New Zealand wastewater 
testing programme tests for indicators 
of consumption of methamphetamine, 
MDMA, cocaine, fentanyl, ephedrine and 
pseudoephedrine. Cannabis is not tested 
for. Samples are taken every 24 hours 
across one week each month. 

Calculations of the drugs in Gisborne’s 

wastewater are done by the Institute of 
Environmental Science and Research 
(ESR) in Christchurch.

The city’s catchment area is 37,000 
people. It does not include septic tanks. 

The amount of drugs found in 
Gisborne’s wastewater has raised 
questions from Tairawhiti’s senior police 
inspector.

In a report presented to Manaaki 
Tairawhiti by Area Commander Sam 
Aberahama, he says this raw data will 
have little impact if it is not for the 

questions being asked around mental 
health and addiction.

Inspector Aberahama wants to know 
what is going on across Tairawhiti in 
the mental health and addiction space, 
and what opportunities there are to 
better understand and co-ordinate efforts 
forward for a meth-free Tairawhiti?

There are a lot of smart people in 
Tairawhiti who have experiences 
that could add value to a meth-free 
Tairawhiti, he says.

“We’d love to hear from you, 

co-ordinate our efforts, our spend, and 
reach out to all our communities to play 
a part in our journey.”

Elimination is the goal, he says.
“There is no place for meth 

. . . from a police perspective, we are 
trying hard not to be the ambulance at 
the bottom of the cliff. We are working 
hard in communities, with communities, 
to understand their key concerns.

“We are focused on understanding the 
problem,” he said.

There is a great opportunity to take 
this factual data to another level, he 
says.

“It’s the response to this information 
and this story that is important, and how 
we keep the momentum going.”

Meth affects everyone — directly and 
indirectly, he says.

“People who use meth drive cars 
. . . work in our work environments. Its 
impact is far and wide.

“We have to make this thought-
provoking and not just a cool story.

“A lot of money gets poured into 
mental health and addiction and there is 
a whole lot of stuff going on.”

ELIMINATING METH
‘We are trying hard not to be the ambulance at the bottom of the cliff’

CONTINUED ON PAGE 3
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This graph shows the amount of meth, MDMA and cocaine consumed during one week 
after tests on untreated sewage in Gisborne for eight of nine months from October 2019 
to June 2020. No collection of samples were taken during April due to the Alert Level 4 
lockdown. In May and June, when testing resumed, there was a decrease of meth and 
cocaine in the wastewater, but an increase of MDMA for May. Fluctuations could be a 
number of things but the main driver was supply and demand, police say.

“Absolutely stoked” and “blown away” were the reactions of Wainui 
surf lifesaving stalwarts Dion Williams and Sonia Keepa after they 
were named winners at the online Surf Life Saving New Zealand 
Awards of Excellence on Saturday. Williams was named Coach of 
the Year and Keepa won Instructor of the Year. Williams is pictured 
above with some of the many athletes he has coached. From left are 
Jonty Evans, Jack Keepa and Hue Cowie. Keepa is pictured with 
son Jack. STORY ON PAGE 2.  Pictures by Keepa Digital
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Ilminster Intermediate students got creative for Book 
Character Day on Friday. Above, this group co-ordinated 
as Thing One and Thing Two — the twins from The Cat in 
the Hat book by Dr Seuss — although as the photo shows, 
Thing 4 popped up as well. From left are Jade Schwass, 
Rianamaria Hema, May Williams, Daisy McInteer, Lily Lock, 
Savanah Williams, Stevie Ann Keenan, Savanah Baty, 
Grace Ure and Frankie Starr-Naske. The Cat in the Hat 
book is the most well known of the Dr Seuss books. After 
Cat releases them from a box, Thing 1 and Thing 2 cause 
mischief by flying kites inside the house of Conrad and 
Sally. Conrad eventually uses a net to stop them. Right, 
equally mischievious is supervillain Harley Quinn (portrayed 
by Ilminster student Taliyah Marrell) — the accomplice and 
romantic interest of Batman’s enemy The Joker. Harley is 
also a member of the infamous Suicide Squad. Left, Jack 
Holden, dressed as Harry Potter, delivered a few spells 
while Carter Easterbook appeared as the bear from popular 
children’s book We’re Going on a Bear Hunt.  
 Pictures by Rebecca Grunwell

Bringing books to life

FROM PAGE 1 
by Murray Robertson

WAINUI surf lifeguards Dion Williams 
and Sonia Keepa won big at the Surf 
Life Saving New Zealand Awards of 
Excellence at the weekend.

Williams was named Coach of the Year 
after he assisted the New Zealand Black 
Fins at the Sanyo World Cup in Japan 
last year and enjoyed success at a local, 
regional and national level.

Keepa received the DHL NZ Instructor 
of the Year award.

The Riversun Wainui pair were among 
four finalists from this district in the 
awards announced online on Saturday. 

“Dion’s athletes won 26 senior and 67 
junior medals at a local level, 55 senior 
medals and four junior ones at a regional 
level, and 32 medals at a senior national 
level,” NZSLS said in the awards. 

“These are outstanding results for the 
small Wainui club, who finished seventh 
at the East Regional champs and 11th at 
the nationals in Gisborne.

“Dion is highly regarded in surf. He 
has helped produce high performance 
athletes and is open to working with 
others.

“He sits on the  Gisborne/Tairawhiti 
and national sport committees.

“He is a committed club man, helping 
with the nippers at Wainui, running 
refresher courses, volunteering as a 
patrol captain and, like so many in surf, 
continuing to help with fundraisers and 
working bees.”

Williams said he was “absolutely 
stoked” but such awards were a bonus.

“You never do coaching for the 
accolades. You front up for the kids 
and try to get the best out of them for 
themselves.

“Being among the Gisborne 
lifeguarding community is fantastic. 
It helps being part of such a great 
community,” he said.

“I’d like to thank my wife Nic for 
putting up with all the time I’ve put into 
coaching and I’d also like to thank all the 
other people who have contributed to my 

journey over the years,
“They have helped me on my way — to 

be happy in my coaching and doing it for 
the right reasons.” 

“Sonia had a year that saw her 
teach 51 lifeguard and patrol support 
candidates, six prospective IRB crew 
and three IRB drivers,” NZLS said. “It 
will surprise no one that all 60 of those 
students qualified.

“Sonia has always instructed at 
the highest level and prides herself 
in ensuring her students have all the 
knowledge and skills they need before 
they are put forward for exams.

“She was also involved in the planning 
and delivery of SLSNZ’s SLA (Surf 
Lifeguard Award) programme and helped 
with Gisborne’s SLA academy that pulled 
together the region’s clubs.

“Sonia was also active in regional IRB 
camps and patrol workshops, and as chief 
instructor at Wainui, she is a role model 
to all.

“She is widely liked and respected, and 
her students speak fondly of her and of 

how she teaches. Her advocacy of water 
safety and enthusiasm for lifeguarding is 
what Surf Life Saving NZ is all about.”

Keepa said she was “blown away” to 
receive the award.

“We do what we do in lifesaving and it’s 
a particular honour to receive this award 
because we are involved at the grassroots 
of training new surf lifeguards.

“There are a lot of people who have 
mentored me along the way and I really 
appreciate their support, particularly 
the support of my husband Cody and our 
children.

“I love coaching, and instructing new 
guards ties in with the passion I have for 
coaching.”

Keepa was also a finalist in the New 
Zealand Lifeguard of the Year category. 

Wainui’s Belinda Slement and Jeremy 
Lockwood received NZ Service awards as 
part of the awards. 

Dawson Building Midway’s Rama 
Robertson and Kaiaponi Farms 
Waikanae’s Alistair Thorpe were the 
other two Gisborne finalists. 

National honours to Wainui pair
Williams named coach of the year, instructor award to Keepa
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“METHAMPHETAMINE 
turned you into a monster that 
day”, Gisborne District Court 
Judge Warren Cathcart told a 
man as he sentenced him for a 
prolonged and brutal assault on 
his wife and for terrorising her 
with a gun. 

The couple’s children witnessed 
some of the incident until the 
man finally bowed to his wife’s 
pleas not to let them see their 
father’s “bad side”, the court 
heard.

The offending showed 
the pernicious effect of 
methamphetamine (also known 
as “P”) use that sadly, featured 
all too often in court these days, 
counsel Alistair Clarke said.

It showed the enormous 
negative impact when an 
otherwise prosocial, hard-
working father allowed the toxic 
influence of methamphetamine 
into his life, and to overflow into 
the lives of those he should be 
nurturing and protecting, Mr 
Clarke said.

His client, who had been on 
remand in custody for some time, 
could now properly reflect on his 
behaviour and accepted it must 
have been horrifying and deeply 
traumatic.

The name of the man, who is 

in his early 30s, was suppressed 
to protect his wife and children’s 
identities. 

His guilty pleas to a 
representative charge of assault 
in a family relationship, assault 
with intent to injure, three 
counts of assault with a weapon, 
threatening to do grievous bodily 
harm, and discharging a firearm 
were entered late, after other 
charges were withdrawn.

Judge Cathcart imposed one 
year, 10 months imprisonment.

Leave to apply for home 
detention was granted on the 
basis he had no previous relevant 
history, had taken positive 
steps towards rehabilitation, 
was assessed as having a low 
risk of reoffending, a positive 
restorative justice process and 
spent 247 days (the equivalent of 
a 16-month sentence) on remand 
in custody.

An order was made for the 
destruction of the gun — an air 
rifle.

The judge noted the offending 
was out of character and clearly 
sparked by the man’s use of 
methamphetamine. It had turned 
him into a “monster” that day.

The couple were together for 
nearly 20 years and have two 
primary school-aged children, 

who were present when the 
incident happened at their home 
about 4pm on November 1, last 
year.

The children witnessed the 
first part of the incident — their 
father calling their mother 
derogatory terms, dragging her 
by her hair, punching and kicking 
her, and ramming her head into 
a wall, damaging it.

He seemed to bow to his wife’s 
pleas not to continue in front of 
them but before sending them 
outside said, “don’t f***ing cry, 
I need to teach your mum a 
lesson”.

After they were gone, the 
attack resumed. The woman 
tried to back into a bedroom but 
he ran in and picked up a rifle 
that was near the bed. He hit her 
several times with it, breaking 
the scope, then blaming her for 
it. He hit her with a vacuum 
cleaner, whipping her with its 
hose and striking her so hard 
with the motor part of it that the 
unit came apart.

He loaded the gun and fired a 
single shot into the air outside 
yelling, “this is what I do to 
narks”.

He went back inside, cocked 
the rifle, and ejected a round 
beside his wife saying, “you 

better go tell your daughters 
their mother is still alive”.

With a live round still in the 
gun, he held it beside her and 
told her to say she cheated or he 
would smack her teeth out.

The woman said she never 
cheated and covered her mouth 
to try to protect her teeth but 
he punched her forcefully in 
both sides of her face, vertically 
splitting molars each side.

She asked what she could do to 
make him stop. He said, “I want 
you to show me that I’ve got you 
no matter what”.

He told her there was nothing 
to cry about.

He told her to get into the 
boot of his vehicle and when she 
asked why, said “for one reason” 
and looked at the gun.

The woman believed she was 
about to be killed. She curled up 
terrified in the boot as he closed 
it.

Shortly after, he let her out 
but smirked before retreating 
upstairs.

The woman tried to reassure 
her children. They waited until 
they thought he was asleep, then 
left.  

The man went to the police 
station three days later, refused 
to make a formal statement, but 

said his wife’s account was “all 
lies”.

In court, the woman read her 
victim impact statement. 

Judge Cathcart said it was 
balanced and almost more 
focused on her children than 
herself  — as she had been 
during the harrowing ordeal.

The woman said she felt angry, 
confused, sad and broken about 
what happened.

During the incident, she tried 
to concentrate on keeping her 
husband calm and on persuading 
him to let the children leave.

At one stage she lost hope of 
getting out alive and told him to 
shoot her. But then she thought 
about their children and was 
glad he had not.

She was upset for not leaving 
the relationship earlier and for 
putting herself in that situation.

It was an ongoing struggle to 
explain to their children why 
they could not see their dad.

For the first time in many 
years, she was beginning to feel 
in control of her life again and 
that she could be herself again.  

Her husband needed help for 
his drugs and anger. Whether 
that was by rehabilitation or a 
prison sentence, she was content 
for the court to decide.

‘P’ turned man 
into ‘a monster’

Jailed 22 months 
for prolonged 
attack on wife

Last year’s “wellbeing budget” allocated 
up to $20 million to Tairawhiti’s district 
health board  (Hauora Tairawhiti) to build a 
new in-patient mental health and addiction 
unit.

Health Minister at the time, David Clark, 
said the DHB’s eight-bed facility — Te 
Whare Awhiora/Ward 11 — was not fit for 
purpose, particularly the seclusion rooms 
and outdoor areas.

Hauora Tairawhiti chief executive 
Jim Green says the new unit will not be 
a residential rehabilitation facility for 
addictions.

“Tairawhiti people who require residential 
rehabilitation from addictions will be placed 
in specialist facilities outside of the district.

“The new facility will provide a broad 
range of acute to semi-acute services. People 
with addictions will be assessed here. This 
will also be a place where people with 
addictions can transition to other forms of 
support.”

Mr Green says the first task is to 
forecast demand for an in-region addiction 
rehabilitation service here.

Additional funding for mental health 
and addiction services in Tairawhiti will 
be partly spent on a mobile managed 
withdrawal service. 

Mr Green says the service will support 
before-and-aftercare of people with alcohol 
and drug problems, and their whanau. 

“There is also funding for more 
community-based services in rural areas 
and to support the work between health 
and the police. This will focus on supporting 
people who come into custody and are ready 
to get support to address their addiction.”

Ministry of Social Development (MSD) 
confirmed $871,849 of funding will be 
delivered to the East Coast from a $27m 
package to social sector services and 
community groups over two years.

This is primarily for sexual violence crisis 
response services supporting disabled people 
during lockdown, and supporting families.

The East Coast also received $1m towards 
food banks, food rescue and community 
food services as part of a $22.6m package 
nationally.

Manaaki Tairawhiti — a group of iwi 
leaders, police, health and community 
providers — will work with the MoH 
funding of the new building at the hospital 
for acute services.

An action plan of how this will progress, 
in response to recent drug data, will be 
made available to The Gisborne Herald once 
finalised.

Manaaki Tairawhiti helps distribute 
funding from the Provincial Growth Unit 
to community organisations that provide 
counselling amd navigator services, the 
Elgin community hub and the Mauria Te 
Pono Trust who offer support for whanau in 
recovery.

“Some of the new services have already 

started and others are in progress,” says 
Manaaki Tairawhiti lead Leslynne Jackson.

Insp Aberahama is part of what he 
decribes as the Manaaki Tairawhiti “team”. 

“What better opportunities are there for 
us to better understand and co-ordinate our 
efforts forward for a meth-free Tairawhiti?”

His particular learning journey has been 
about not judging.

“Everyone will have their own personal 
thoughts in response to drug use in our 
community. It impacts right across our social 
spectrum.”

There needs to be a continuum of care for 
every person — from the womb to the grave.

“How do we understand, determine what 
really works for a whanau, a family, a 
community. Why can’t we have more than 
that?

The questions are thought-provoking but 
he is only one person, he says.

What counts going forward is working 
with groups like Manaaki Tairawhiti to 
ensure the gaps can be seen and fixed.

Some new services have 
started, others in progress
FROM PAGE 1 HAUORA Tairawhiti planning, funding and 

population health group manager Nicola Ehau 
says it is important to note the amount of drugs in 
the wastewater do not correlate to the number of 
people who are ready to seek help to address their 
addiction.

“Tairawhiti Addictions services focus on 
supporting people when they are ready to get help.

“All funded mental health services in Tairawhiti 
are currently being reviewed to make sure they 
meet the needs of Tairawhiti whanau.

“Extensive community and whanau consultation 
before Covid-19 highlighted priorities. Information 
gathered is informing a new model of how we 
care for people and whanau needing support with 
mental health and addictions.  

“We will be checking back with communities 
about what we heard during that consultation and 
getting feedback on the model of care over the 

next couple of months.”

■ ANYONE who needs help for 
methamphetamine or any other addictions can 
get support through Hauora Tairawhiti community 
health and addiction services at 110 Peel Street. 

People can be referred from their GP or other 
services, or they can also walk in for support 
between 8am and 4.30pm, Monday to Friday, 
without an appointment, says Hauora Tairawhiti 
community mental health and addictions manager 
Cilla Allen.

“The service is open to both whanau and/or the 
user needing advice and support. Phone 0800 999 
014. “The service is completely confidential.”

Whanau can also get support through Te 
Kuwatawata at 73 Peel St. They offer kaupapa Maori 
walk-in support from 9am to 4.30pm Monday to 
Friday. Phone (06) 868-3550.

A THOROUGH search yesterday 
by around 50 police, Land Search 
and Rescue volunteers and others 
in the Waioeka Gorge failed to 
find any sign of missing Tauranga 
woman Rebekah Storey.

The 29-year-old was last seen 
last Wednesday, and her Suzuki 
Swift car was found abandoned 
alongside State Highway 2 in 
the Waioeka Groge, near the 
Manganuku Bridge.

As of this morning she 
remained unaccounted for, and 
police and her family have serious 
concerns for her safety.

Search and rescue spokesman 
Sergeant Greg Lexmond said a 
search was mounted at around 
9am yesterday in a specified 
area at the Manganuku camping 
ground.

That search continued until late 
afternoon.

“We had a total of 37 LSAR 
field members from Whakatane, 
Rotorua, Tauranga and Gisborne 
involved, along with other police 
and volunteers from the Bay of 
Plenty.

“Everyone made a great effort 
yesterday but unfortunately no 
sign was found of the missing 
woman,” Sergeant Lexmond said.

“Our thanks to the search 
teams.”

No sign 
of woman 
missing in 
Waioeka
Gorge
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A NEW economic approach is needed 
to keep Tairawhiti businesses operating 
in the face of the current recession, says 
National Party East Coast candidate 
Tania Taspsell.

“New stats have revealed we are 
now in the deepest recession in living 
memory,” she said.

“Every day locals are telling me they’re 
concerned about the amount of debt 
Labour is clocking up that our future 
generations will have to pay back,” 

What concerned her most was that 
the Labour Government had no plan to 
rebuild the economy and no plan to get 

us out from under the mountain of debt. 
“The stats reveal that there has been 

a significant drop in income, with many 
businesses struggling and thousands of 
Kiwis out of work. 

“National’s tax cut plan will put money 
in people’s pockets to help grow the 
economy and create jobs.

“Labour wants to spend your money to 
support the economy through pet projects 
like the Hicks Bay Port.

“National will leave that money in your 
pocket for you to choose how to spend it.

“We are in an economic and jobs crisis 
and our tax cut plan has been well 

worked through and will deal with this 
crisis.”

The economic numbers were proof that 
the Government had failed to keep the 
economy progressing.

“The economic damage was recorded in 
three months but will last four decades.” 

According to National Party Finance 
spokesman Paul Goldsmith the country 
now faced two choices. 

“More government programmes, 
welfare and costs for businesses under 
Labour; or lower taxes, more business 
investment and investing in quality 
infrastructure under National.”

Claim National ‘will deal with crisis’

CLARIFICATION

THE caption of the front page photograph in 
Saturday’s Weekender was omitted in error. The 
photograph was of winners of the Steve Crosby 
Memorial Scholarship, pictured at Gisborne Boys’ 
High School, with Kay Crosby, Steve’s widow. The 
four in the photograph were Liam Melville, Rita 
Halley, Doug Jones and Maika Akroyd. Apologies. 

by Murray Robertson

FIRE extensively damaged most of a 
house alongside State Highway 2 near 
Scott Road north of the Kaiteratahi 
Bridge yesterday afternoon after a blaze 
in an adjoining shed spread to the house.

Fire and Emergency NZ sent pumps 
from all over the district to the blaze 
shortly before 4pm yesterday.

The 111 calls came in initially as a 
“fully involved” garage fire. 

The Te Karaka volunteers were the 
first to arrive.

“The adjoining shed was fully involved 
in fire when we arrived, and the flames 
had spread to the house,” said Te Karaka 
chief fire officer Jamie Simpson.

“Probably about a quarter of the house 

was on fire at that stage.
“We got to work with a couple of 

low pressure deliveries and breathing 
apparatus, and were able to stop it 
spreading further into the home.” 
   CFO Simpson said the home’s water 
tanks were full and that helped with 
fighting the fire.

“The people in the house had tried to 
tackle the fire themselves with a garden 
hose initially, and then concentrated on 
saving some of their furniture and other 
household items.”

There were no injuries sustained by the 
family or the firefighters. 

“We would call the result of this fire a 
reasonable save,” CFO Simpson said.    

Fire crews attended from the Te 
Karaka, Whatatutu and Patutahi 

volunteer brigades and from Gisborne.
Rural fire crews attended too.   

“The firefighters were able to save 
about half the house,” said Gisborne 
Station Officer Tim Lister.

“But the kitchen, dining room and 
lounge, and two of the four bedrooms 
were extensively damaged.

“The Te Karaka crew did a great 
job when they got there, and made a 
significant initial impact.”

The firefighters had to open up the 
home’s roof to get at flames that had 
travelled into the roof void.

“The cause has yet to be determined,” 
SO Lister said.

Specialist fire investigator Derek 
Goodwin has an inquiry under way to 
establish how the fire in the shed started.

Fire spreads from shed

NOMINATIONS have closed for the general 
election with no new candidates in East 
Coast. Several minor parties have registered 
candidates in Ikaroa-Rawhiti.

There are seven candidates in East Coast 
and six in Ikaroa-Rawhiti with Blake Webb, Act 
NZ’s candidate in East Coast, the only male of 
the 13.

The three major parties are all fielding Maori 
women for the East Coast electorate.

A total of 677 candidates (electorate and list) 
are standing across the nation, according to the 
Electoral Commission. 

The nationwide gender breakdown is unlike 
that of East Coast and Ikaroa-Rawhiti, with 413 
male candidates, 263 female and one gender 
diverse/not specified.

The new Ikaroa-Rawhiti candidates 
previously unknown to the Herald are Melissa 
Hill (New Conservative), Waitangi Kupenga 
(Advance NZ) Kelly Thurston (NZ Outdoor 
Party).

They join Dr Elizabeth Kerekere (Green 
Party), Heather Te Au-Skipworth (Maori Party) 
and Meka Whaitiri (Labour).

Ms Whaitiri has held the seat since 2013 
when she won in a by-election after the death of 
Labour’s former Maori Affairs Minister Parekura 
Horomia.

Her majority three years ago was 4210 over 
the Maori Party’s Marama Fox.

The East Coast candidates are Meredith 
Akuhata-Brown (Green Party) Kiri Allan 
(Labour), Jennie Brown (Advance NZ), Veronica 

King (ONE Party), Helena Nickerson (New 
Conservative), Tania Tapsell (National) and 
Blake Webb (ACT NZ).

East Coast is destined for a new MP with the 
retirement of Deputy Speaker of the House and 
former National cabinet minister, Anne Tolley.

Mrs Tolley has held the seat since 2005 and 
won in 2017 by 4807 votes over Labour’s Kiri 
Allan who is a locally-based list MP.

Labour and New Conservative are the only 
parties to have candidates in all 65 general 
electorates and the seven Maori electorates.

National has 65 electoral candidates and the 
Greens 60.

New Zealand First is fielding 27 candidates, a 
figure bettered by Act NZ (57), Advance NZ (54) 
and ONE Party (29).

One man, 12 women in running 

A MAN was taken to Gisborne Hospital this 
morning after a two vehicle crash on the corner 
of State Highway 2 and Beach Road at Muriwai.

It happened at around 5.30am and involved a 
car and a ute.

“We had to use cutting gear to get the injured 
man out of his vehicle,” a senior firefighter said.

“He was transported to hospital with moderate 
injuries.”

No one else was hurt. 
The injured man, aged 52, was admitted to 

hospital and reported to be in a stable condition. 

Man in hospital 
after SH2 crash 

GUTTED: 
Firefighters 
managed to 
save about half 
of a large home 
alongside SH2 
north of the 
Kaiteratahi Bridge, 
that caught 
fire yesterday 
afternoon. The 
fire began in an 
adjoining shed. An 
investigation has 
begun. 

Picture supplied

THE Trust Tairawhiti rescue helicopter was 
called in yesterday morning to get help to a 
14-year-old girl who was injured in a horse riding 
incident at Te Araroa.

A chopper spokesman said the girl’s horse 
died as she was riding along the beach front near 
the Te Araroa shops.

“The horse rolled on top of her,” he said.
“With the assistance of St John, she was 

stabilised and transported with her mother to 
Gisborne’s Emergency Department.”

At the time The Herald went to print today 
there was no update available on her condition.

Young rider hurt 
when horse dies

TAYLOR, Denise
Maxine Ormond. —
2.4.1946 - 19.9.2020.
Treasured and adored
Mum of Linda and Joel
Kijowski, and Nanny to
Taylor. You are at
peace with Dad now.

GIBSON,
(nee Mackey),
Hine Haereroa. —
18.1.44 - 20.09.20.
Haereroa passed away
peacefully, yesterday
afternoon, in the
company of her
husband Peter Gibson.
Their daughters, sons-
in-law, grandchildren
and great-grandchildren
will escort her to
Whangara Marae.
   Her funeral service is
set for Wednesday 23rd
September at 11am.
Karakia will be
conducted each even-
ing.
- Evans Funeral
Services Ltd FDANZ
www.evansfuneral.co.nz

TAYLOR, Denise
Maxine Ormond
(nee Tumataroa). —
2.4.1946 - 19.9.2020.
Passed peacefully, at
home. Wife of the late
Robert (Tinker), and
adored and much-loved
Mum of Dan,
Raymond, Peter, Linda
and Mason. Loved Nan,
Great-Nan, Sister,
Aunty, Cousin and
Friend.
   Denise’s funeral will
be held at home, 532B
Aberdeen Road, on
Tuesday 22nd Septem-
ber at 11am, followed
by a Private Cremation.

STONEHAVEN
Proudly making a

difference

Deaths

Deaths

Deaths

Deaths

FAMILY NOTICES

HUBERTS, Engelina
(Lyn) Augusta. –
Passed away peacefully, 
in Tauranga, on Satur- 
day 19th September 
2020, with her family 
at her side. Loved 
wife of the late Gerard 
(Gerry). Loved mother 
and mother-in-law of 
Kenneth and Phillipa, 
and Judy and Clem. Oma 
to Nathan, Cameron, 
Alistair, Kayne, Ryan, 
Tyler, and the late Rhys. 
Great-grandmother to 
Jaymes.
          A service to celebrate 
her life will be held at 
Hillsdene Chapel, 143 
13th Avenue, Tauranga, 
on Wednesday 23rd 
September, at 1pm.
The service will 
be livestreamed. 
Please email judy@
digitalimpact.co.nz for 
details. Messages to 
the Huberts family, C/- 
PO Box 650, Tauranga 
3144.
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A COMBINED effort by Ngati Oneone 
and Eastland Port is under way to 
restore the Kopuawhakapata stream. 

Last Friday a group of eager workers 
planted 937 native plants around the 
Kopuawhakapata stream catchment 
area. 

This is the start of an ambitious 
collaborative effort between Ngati 
Oneone and Eastland Port, to begin the 
overall restoration of the stream and 
its catchment in an effort to restore the 
mauri of this important awa. 

“It was a team effort to collect 
rubbish, pull weeds, lay newspaper and 
bark mulch, and plant a whole heap of 
native plants,” Eastland Group chief 
operating officer Andrew Gaddum said. 

“Once the plants have established, 
they will provide a healthier 
environment for native species, stabilise 
the stream edge and purify water 
entering the stream, with the ultimate 
aim of restoring the stream and 
improving the health of the awa and 
whenua.”

The project is a positive result of 

discussions between Eastland Port 
and Ngati Oneone on their aspirations 
for their rohe and how the two parties 
can work together to achieve these 
outcomes. 

Mr Gaddum made special mention of  
“all the young people who came along 
and brought their energy, knowledge 
and positive attitudes”. 

“Seeing them out there in the rain 
showed their commitment and passion 

for kaitiakitanga and protecting the 
environment.”

Charlotte Gibson of Ngati Oneone  
said the Kopuawhakapata stream was 
of great significance to her iwi. 

“Te Poho o Rawiri Marae and 
papakainga was originally located at 
the joining of the Turanganui River and 
Kopuawhakapata stream.

“It is important that we continue 
on with the tremendous work that 

Whaia Titirangi Kaitiaki began on 
Titirangi Maunga last year. Their 
efforts on Titirangi are remarkable and 
I’m sure that with the collaboration 
of Ngati Oneone and Eastland Port, 
we can make a huge difference in our 
surroundings which will have huge 
benefits for all of Tairawhiti to share in.

“One day perhaps, we might even 
see a return of the tohitohi (species of 
inanga/whitebait).”

Working 
together 
to restore 
stream

RESTORING THE AWA: Ngati 
Oneone and Eastland Port are 
mounting a combined operation 
to restore the Kopuawhakapata 
stream.  Picture supplied

SUFFRAGE Day on Saturday was 
marked by a small ceremony at the 
Margaret Sievwright Memorial at the 
Rose Garden in Fitzherbert St. 

Members of the Gisborne branch of the 
Federation of Business and Professional 
Women gathered to celebrate the day,  
127 years ago, when women gained the 
right to vote in New Zealand. 

“Margaret Sievwright was 
instrumental in the suffrage movement, 
and her tireless work has allowed 
women to have many of the freedoms 

we have today,” said Sam Leahy, of BPW 
Gisborne.

“Suffrage Day (September 19) is 
a significant day in New Zealand’s 
history. It provides an opportunity 
for individuals and organisations 
to celebrate New Zealand’s suffrage 
achievements and look for ways to make 
further progress to benefit women.” 

BPW Gisborne meets on the first 
Tuesday of every month and can be 
contacted on their Facebook page or by 
emailing gisbornebpw@hotmail.com.

Honouring suffrage efforts

WOMEN’S 
SUFFRAGE DAY: 
Flowers were laid 
at the Margaret 
Sievwright 
Memorial on 
Saturday to 
mark the day, 
127 years ago, 
when women 
in New Zealand 
gained the right 
to vote. At the 
ceremony were, 
from left, BPW 
treasurer and 
vice-president 
Fiona Evans, past 
president Sherryll 
Markie-Brookes 
and member Jaki 
Watson Member.  
 
Picture by 
Rebecca  
Grunwell

GISBORNE should brace for an influx of 
visitors next month, with Air New Zealand 
set to restore flights to almost normal 
levels.

In October, Air NZ will operate 26 
return services per week on its Gisborne-
Auckland route and 14 return services per 
week on its Gisborne-Wellington route.

That brings the schedule back to 81 
percent of pre-Covid-19 capacity on the 
Auckland route, and 100 percent of pre-
Covid-19 capacity on the Wellington route, 
meaning overall Gisborne capacity will rise 
to 85 percent of our pre-Covid-19 levels. 

“We’re delighted to be able to recover 
our Gisborne services to nearly 90 percent 
of our pre-Covid-19 levels during October, 
offering options for business customers as 
well as leisure travellers over the school 
holidays,” Air New Zealand head of tourism 
and regional affairs Reuben Levermore 
said.

“This, coupled with the Government’s 
lifting of physical distancing restrictions on 
aircraft, means that we’re keen to welcome 
customers on to the service and also play 
our part in boosting the Tairawhiti Gisborne 
economy.”

The announcement coincides with 
Tairawhiti tourist attractions featuring in a 
three-page spread inside Air NZ’s inflight 
Kia Ora magazine.

Gisborne Mayor Rehette Stoltz said she 
was “stoked” to see the increase in flights 
to “near-normal” levels.

“More flights are available as our 
demand has increased. Tairawhiti 
residents are making the most of seeing 
our own beautiful New Zealand backyard 
— holidaying here while the borders are 
closed.”

Air NZ set 
to increase 
Gisborne 
flights to 
‘near-normal’
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An important message  
from Three Rivers Medical

To maintain social distancing, we are 
mainly using telephone consultations in 
the irst instance.  All doctor and nurse 
consults are now by appointment only.

You can ring and book your appointments 
as usual, and then a GP or nurse will 
call you back at the agreed time. Normal 
weekday and weekend charges apply for 
phone consultations and prescriptions.

Most services including nurse 
services, cervical screening, childhood 
immunisations and cardiovascular 
disease risk assessment checks have 
resumed but by appointment only.

Our revised opening hours are weekdays 
9am-8pm and weekends 9am-1pm then 
2pm-6pm. We appreciate your patience 
during this time.

www.3rivers.co.nz

Three Rivers Medical
Weekdays 9am-8pm. Weekends and Public 

Holidays 9am-1pm then 2pm-6pm. 

75 Customhouse Street

(white building opposite The Warehouse) 
P (06) 867 7411 or 0508 3RIVERS
F (06) 867 4773 After hours call 
Healthline 0800 611 116

Services available:

Doctors, Practice Nurses, Pharmacy, 
Radiology, Healthy Steps Podiatry,  
Gains@Geneva Healthcare Services, 
Peter Stiven General Surgeon, MoleMap, 
Gisborne Ear Clear, Gisborne Counselling 
& Psychological Services 

2
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WELLINGTON — National Party 
leader Judith Collins finally launched her 
party’s campaign yesterday — but the 
lead-up was blighted by an attack from 
Labour.

National’s original planned campaign 
launch had to be cancelled after the 
second outbreak of Covid-19 emerged just 
days before it.

Collins instead launched the campaign 
online, from Avalon studios near 
Wellington.

But much of her thunder was stolen 
by the fact her finance spokesman, Paul 
Goldsmith, was forced to admit his team 
had made a $4 billion mistake in the 
party’s calculations.

“We make mistakes from time to time,” 
he said, adding that “I never claimed to 
be perfect”.

Before Collins joined the stage, 
National played a teaser-trailer — 
complete with an epic backing track 
and a voice-over — for Collins with her 
talking about the current state of the 
country.

She called it a “bittersweet day”, 
given the party’s campaign launch had 
to be virtual, but put the blame on the 
Government for not doing enough to keep 
Covid-19 out of the country.

“I do not think the enormity of what is 
in front of us has yet sunk in for many 
New Zealanders,” she said.

“The economic morphine pump is 
running low, and the pain is very real.”

She took aim at Labour, calling its plan 
“short-term” and “low-value”.

“Labour’s erratic, unplanned 

governance and lazy incompetence are 
what we have come to expect.”

She said National would leave a 
complete upgrade of New Zealand’s 
transport, education and healthcare 
infrastructure for the next generation.

Collins teased policies she will 
announce this week.

“In the days ahead I’ll announce policy 
that will do even more to springboard 
businesses out of these difficult times, 
further boosting long-term employment.”

She finished by pitching directly to 
voters.

“Leading New Zealand through this 
deep recession will require a National 
government. One that is bold, competent, 
and decisive — not prevaricating and 
weak.”

The lead-up to the launch was hit after 

Labour’s Grant Robertson revealed a 
$4bn hole in National’s economic plan.

Goldsmith has copped the mistake on 
the chin, but said it did not mean the 
whole plan was flawed.

Speaking to media before National’s 
official campaign launch, Goldsmith 
apologised for the error.

“This is an irritating mistake, we 
missed it and our external checker missed 
it as well — that’s a mistake.”

He had apologised to Collins.
The error means National’s debt 

repayment plans have been changed. 
It now plans to have debt down to 36 
percent of GDP by 2034, instead of the 35 
percent it promised on Friday.

The error would not affect National’s 
plans to offer tax cuts, Goldsmith said.

The error was in regards to the savings 
National would make by cancelling its 
contributions to the NZ Super Fund.

National’s economic plan said scrapping 
these contributions would save $19.1bn — 
but Robertson said Treasury’s estimates 
show the Government would have been 
contributing $15 billion over that time.

“National has used the wrong 
numbers,” Robertson said.

Goldsmith said the party had used 
original budget forecasts, rather than the 
ones from the Pre-Election Economic and 
Fiscal Update (Prefu).

“It changes the debt target in 15 years 
by 1 percent,” Goldsmith said.

That 1 percent amounts to $4 billion.
He went on to point out that National’s 

error actually showed that Labour had 
“quietly cut the Super Fund to reduce 
debt, which they didn’t announce and we 
missed”.

“We are surprised, given their criticism 
of us for suspending payments to the 
Super Fund.” — NZ Herald

Bittersweet start to 
Collins’ campaign AUCKLAND — There will be live New 

Zealand Sign Language interpretation of all 
major political debates in the leadup to the 
2020 General Election.

It follows a three-year collaboration 
between Television New Zealand and Deaf 
Aotearoa after some criticism in 2017.

Three key debates will be fully interpreted 
in NZSL, starting with the first leaders’ debate 
on Tuesday. It will screen on TVNZ1 from 
7.30pm and will be moderated by Breakfast 
presenter John Campbell.

Deaf Aotearoa’s specialised NZSL 
interpreting service, iSign, will provide six 
on-screen interpreters during the first debate 
between Labour leader Jacinda Ardern and 
National’s Judith Collins.

The debate is being filmed at the TVNZ 
studios in Auckland and the NZSL team will 
be based across the corridor in a separate 
studio to the political rivals.

Interpreters will wear badges to identify 
which political leader they’re translating for 
and will feature as the main image on screen 
for viewers tuning in on Kordia Channel 200 
with online versions of the NZSL broadcast 
also available on TVNZ OnDemand and Deaf 
Aotearoa’s official website.

TVNZ director of corporate affairs Brent 
McAnulty said casting a vote at a general 
election is one of the most important 
decisions people make.

“TVNZ is committed to increasing the 
accessibility of its general election coverage 
for all New Zealanders and we hope that 
signed debates will give others in our 
audience greater opportunity to participate in 
the 2020 election which can only be a good 
thing for our democracy.”

TVNZ sought to build on previous election 
coverage where captioning was the only form 
of translation in the live broadcasts.

“We know that there is a minority of deaf 
people for whom captioning is not a solution. 
Each election cycle we look at what more 
we can do and what expertise we have at 
TVNZ to take our coverage that step further 
so we’re really proud of what we’ve put 
place and we’re looking forward to hearing 
community feedback over the coming weeks.”

In 2017, TVNZ was criticised for its lack 
of sign language interpreters during initial 
leaders’ debates with more than 1000 people 
signing a petition by an advocacy group 
seeking fully accessible election coverage.

“This project has been a long time in the 
making,” McAnulty said. “Deaf Aotearoa and 
TVNZ have worked collaboratively to put 
some smart solutions in place that serve 
viewers and we are excited to be filming and 
producing this programme in our Auckland 
studios so we can use our production 
expertise to ensure we can deliver the signed 
debate simultaneously.”

RNZ understands the three NZSL 
translated debates will cost $25,000 to 
$30,000 and will largely be funded by Deaf 
Aotearoa. — RNZ

TVNZ to provide 
live sign language 
for major debates

NATIONAL PLAYS 
TEASER-TRAILER: 
Judith Collins in her 
campaign launch 
with ‘irritating 
mistake’, attacked 
Labour as ‘erratic’ 
and ‘lazy’.  
 RNZ Picture
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PRINTED PENS – SPECIAL

Promote your brand and attract customers 
by choosing what works for you

62 Peel Street • 06 869 004035021-01

Many more options and colours available!
Other promo items avaiable…USB sticks, Key rings,

Notebooks, Drink bottles, Cofee cups , Bags, Confectionery and
more – veiw our catalogue today.

Contact Maia today to discuss your needs on  06 869 0047 or maia@opdgisborne.co.nz

JOHN & CO PLUMBING  

123 ABC STREET - GISBORNE

CLEO PEN - Code 107060
Retractable plastic and metal ball pen with a sot touch grip  
and shiny chrome trim
500 pens  for $0.77 each +GST

ARIA PEN - Code 106162
Retractable aluminium ball pen with a matt anodised barrel  
and shiny chrome accents. It has a black reill with 800 metres  
of writing ink and the barrell laser engraves to an oxidised white colour.
500 pens  for $1.67 each +GST

DAYTONA PEN - Code 104330 
500 pens  for $2.35 each +GST

JOHN & CO PLUMBING  

123 ABC STREET - GISBORNE

JOHN & CO PLUMBING  

123 ABC STREET - GISBORNE

eHaus Information Event
Wednesday 23 September, 2020   |   7–9pm
Lawson Field Theatre   |   7 Fitzherbert Street, Gisborne 

Seats are limited, save your spot by emailing info@ehaus.co.nz
34514-01



AUCKLAND — A crash on the North 
Shore has caused further delays as 
travel times into the city triple for some 
Aucklanders this morning due to harbour 
bridge lane closures.

Auckland commuters face delays into 
the city as NZTA make urgent repairs to 
a damaged strut on the bridge after truck 
crashes closed four lanes on Friday.

NZTA says a crash on the Upper 
Harbour Highway — which connects the 
Northern Motorway and Northwestern 
Motorway — is causing further headaches 
for commuters.

A commuter who travels regularly 
across from the North Shore to the city 
said the peak traffic congestion usually 
seen at 7.30am was an hour earlier today.

The queue to get on was the problem, 
he said. But once he got on the bridge, it 
was smooth sailing.

Ferry breakdown

Adding to the traffic woes in the city 
this morning is a Fullers ferry breakdown.

Fullers sent out a travel alert at 7.35am 
alerting people about the Auckland to 
Half Moon Bay service being affected by a 
vessel breakdown.

The service will be replaced by taxi 
service instead, the alert said.

Travel times surge

To get from Silverdale, using the 
harbour bridge, it now takes 56 minutes. 
Usually, that trip takes 17 minutes.

A 24 minute drive from Albany to 
Manukau, via the bridge, is now taking 
up to an hour and five minutes according 
to the Waka Kotahi NZ Transport Agency 
website this morning.

Anyone driving from Helensville into 
the city — even via the alternative route 
on State Highway 18 — can expect a drive 
of almost an hour and a half now. Usually, 
that trip would take 37 minutes.

And make sure your car is filled up 
if you are driving from Albany to the 
airport, as the usual 27 minute drive over 
the bridge is now taking about an hour.

Transport authorities warned motorists 
of long delays via the harbour bridge this 
morning — telling people to consider 
working from home.

With reduced lanes on the harbour 
bridge, SH1 is already very heavy 
citybound from Upper Harbour (Highway).

Auckland Business Chamber CEO 
Michael Barnett told Newstalk ZB’s Mike 
Hosking that serious questions had to be 
asked over Auckland’s planning — traffic 
and housing especially.

When I look at employers . . . and 
asking people to work from home . . . 
Auckland is in a mess.”

“Auckland is New Zealand’s only city of 
scale. You have to accept that. If you hurt 

the economy here, it will have a trickle-
down effect. The conversation I should be 
having today is a second harbour crossing 
and looking for a solution.”

He said AT’s approach had been 
positive but it would still take weeks 
to fix. Meanwhile, he was keen for the 
Government to move to an alert level for 
Auckland that featured a ‘1’ in it — even 
if it was ‘1 and a bit’, he said.

‘I learned my lesson’

In downtown Auckland workers were 
disembarking from a steady stream of 
buses that had travelled over from the 
North Shore saying journeys had taken 
far longer this morning even with priority 
lanes.

One man said his journey from 
Birkenhead, a suburb close to the harbour 
bridge, had taken 40 minutes.

He had caught an early bus to avoid the 
traffic chaos.

“It was certainly slower. I normally 
catch the 7.05am but got the 6.20am 
this morning. Even then it’s taken me 40 
minutes to get over the bridge and that 
was only from Birkenhead.”

A commuter who travelled from the 
North Shore said traffic was banked up so 
badly along Glenfield Rd the bus driver 
turned his engine off.

“It was pretty bad,” said the man. “I 
got off my bus and walked 500m to catch 
another bus going down Onewa Rd.”

He said he didn’t catch an earlier bus 
into town today thinking using public 
transportation would somehow avoid the 
traffic woes. “I thought I would be fine but 
I learned my lesson,” he said.

Another woman who travelled by bus 
across the bridge said she was expecting a 
nightmare commute into town today but 

was left pleasantly surprised.
“I was fully braced for a terrible trip in 

but it was fantastic.”
She said apart from congestion at 

Onewa Rd at Birkenhead the bus had a 
free run into the city. 

She added so much of today’s congestion 
may have been avoided if a bike and 
walking path spanning the harbour had 
been built five years ago.

Traffic builds early

By 5.30am, southbound traffic was 
already starting to slow on the northern 
side of the bridge, around the Onewa Rd 
on-ramp.

By 5.40am, motorway lanes from 
the North Shore heading towards the 
bridge were already popping up red and 
burgundy — indicating particularly slow-
moving traffic in the area.

At 5.50am today, southbound traffic 
was already starting to bank up on the 
northern side of the bridge, around the 
Onewa Rd on-ramp and back to the 
onramp from Devonport and Takapuna.

Waka Kotahi/NZ Transport Agency 
is urging people to work from home 
if possible or use public transport if 
they have to travel into the city after 
high winds toppled a truck on Friday 
afternoon.

The resulting damage to a 22.7m steel 
strut closed several bridge lanes to assess 
the damage, causing gridlock and huge 
tailbacks across parts of the city.

Senior journey manager Neil Walker 
said the four lanes’ continued closure, 
for what is likely several weeks, would 
cause “significant disruption” to many 
commuters.

“If you must travel, avoid peak times in 
the morning and evening and allow extra 

time for your journey,” he said.
“Heavy congestion and delays are 

expected on both sides of the bridge as 
well as other state highways and local 
roads. A temporary fix to reopen lanes 
may be possible in a few days but a 
permanent repair is weeks away,” Walker 
said.

Although commuters are advised to use 
public transport where possible, buses 
on the North Shore will likely run late 
as they join lengthy queues to cross the 
bridge.

Shane Ellison, AT’s chief executive, 
urged commuters to give themselves 
plenty of time to get to work.

“We have plenty of available passenger 
capacity as we’ve only been sitting at 
around 50 percent of normal pre-Covid 
levels recently,” he said.

“We will also be increasing bus 
frequency outside of peak hours,” Ellison 
said.

“Our joint operations centre is 
monitoring traffic 24/7 and adjusting 
things like traffic signals in real time to 
keep things flowing as best we can.”

And commuters hopping aboard a train 
will also need to allow plenty of time, with 
track speeds remaining at just half their 
normal pace and fewer services because of 
track maintenance.

Track speeds on Auckland’s trains were 
lowered from 80km/h to 40km/h in mid-
August, as contractors work urgently to 
replace 100km of track in six months.

The frequency of commuter services has 
also been halved, meaning some trips may 
take 50 percent longer than before the 
changes.

An Auckland Transport spokesman said 
the speed restrictions would remain in 
place this week, but an uptick in people 
working from home because of Covid-19 
meant plenty of seats were available.

Meanwhile, buses will replace trains on 
the Southern Line between Newmarket 
and Penrose for a month from today, as 
urgent upgrades on the Auckland metro 
railway network continue.

It follows the four-week closure of 
the Eastern line between Otahuhu and 
Britomart, which will reopen to trains 
from today.

Ferries bump up capacity

Fullers360 will be using the largest 
vessels available on their services to allow 
for increased passengers, have extra crew 
members working and additional services 
on stand-by.

“All ferry services will be running as 
usual with plenty of passenger capacity 
available throughout the network,” a 
Fullers360 spokeswoman said.

“We’re doing what we can to maximise 
capacity, and to offer additional frequency 
where possible.” — NZ Herald

Chaos on Harbour Bridge
Travel time triples, crash adds to delay for commuters

TRAFFIC AT STANDSTILL: Auckland commuters face delays into the city as NZTA 
make urgent repairs to a damaged strut on the bridge after truck crashes closed four 
lanes on Friday. NZ Herald picture 
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We’re reviewing  
speed limits on  
State Highway 35

TE ARAROA 
Monday 28 September  
5–7pm 
Te Araroa Fire Station 
51 Pohuru Road

RUATORIA 
Tuesday 29 September  
5–7pm 
Ruatoria Fire Station 
Waiomatatini Road

TE PUIA SPRINGS 
Wednesday 30 
September 5-7pm  
Ngāti Porou Hauora  
4 McKenzie Street 

TOKOMARU BAY 
Thursday 1 October 
5–7pm 
The Haven, Senior 
Citizens Association 
Tokomaru Street

Have  
your say  
on safer  

speeds at one of  
our drop-in sessions

We want to make your roads 

safer for everyone who uses them. 

There have been a high number 

of crashes along this route and 

communities have told us speeds 

are too high to be safe. We want 

to make sure that speeds are safe 

and right for this road, so we’re 

reviewing the current speed limits. 

First, we want to know what you 

think. After all, locals know their 

roads.

We’re proposing safer speed 

limits in Te Puia Springs township 

and open roads between Te Puia 

Springs and Tokomaru Bay. We’re 

also interested to hear what you 

think about current speed limits 

between Te Araroa and Te Puia 

Springs.

WANT TO KNOW MORE? 

gisborne.speed.review@ 

nzta.govt.nz

CAN’T MAKE IT?

Find out more and have your say 

at nzta.govt.nz/sh35-speed-

reviews by 5pm on 19 October 

2020.

COMMUNITY  
DROP-IN SESSIONS 



WELLINGTON — Foreign yachties seeking 
refuge in New Zealand from seasonal Pacific 
cyclones are baffled by the response not to let 
them in.

The UK based Ocean Cruising Club 
yesterday received official notice that foreign 
yachts waiting to leave the Pacific will not be 
allowed into New Zealand, and must now make 
immediate, alternative arrangements.

The club has been liaising with New Zealand 
immigration and maritime agencies to find a way 
that would allow up to 300 yachts to sail here on 
the seasonal cruising route.

Yachts traditionally headed south to New 
Zealand each summer. Many conducted refits 
at yards around the country, and cruised New 
Zealand’s coastline, visiting towns and cities 
along the way. 

The ocean cruising club was told that maritime 
border restrictions applied under the current 
Covid-19 public health response.

The club said lives and property were at 
risk, but the latest official response revealed a 
misunderstanding around the logistics of boat 
travel.

The letter from the Director General of Health 
said limited exemptions existed on the ban on 
foreign ships coming to New Zealand, including 
cargo and fishing vessels. Permission could 

also be granted for ships to enter, if there was 
a compelling need such as refits, repairs or 
humanitarian reasons.

The letter said Ministry of Health advice had 
led the Director General to determine that a 
potential future cyclone did not provide sufficient 
basis to warrant an exemption from the order.

“While I will determine whether permission is 
granted for a ship to arrive in New Zealand for 
humanitarian reasons on a case-by-case basis, 
my assessment is the vessels in question are 
not facing a cyclone at present, but rather the 
prospect of a potential cyclone or cyclones in 
future.

“Therefore there is no compelling need for the 
ships in question to arrive in New Zealand for 
humanitarian reasons.

“I will still determine whether there is 
compelling reason for a ship to arrive in New 
Zealand for humanitarian reasons on a case-by-
case basis, should a cyclone arise in any one 
location.”

The club’s roving rear commodore Guy 
Chester told RNZ from Tahiti this morning that 
the correspondence received showed that New 
Zealand health officials might be “fantastic 
epidemiologists” who well understood the 
coronavirus, but they appeared to have missed 
the point about needing to leave before a cyclone 
hits, and not during one.

“The compelling need is now, to get the yachts 
off the South Pacific cyclone zone,” he said.

The letter said sailors would need to make 
immediate, alternative arrangements, enabling 
them to secure safe harbour, such as in their 
home countries, in a timely fashion.

“Unfortunately, despite many explanatory 
letters and emails, health officials do not 
appreciate most yachts cannot sail to safe 
harbour in their own countries. Nor do they 
understand yachts need to be safely out of the 
cyclone zone before the cyclone season occurs, 
and not at sea when one occurs.”

He said the matter was now urgent, and the 
club was imploring the New Zealand government 
to reconsider.

Chester said New Zealand had proven capacity 
in marinas around the country to cope with the 
annual influx of foreign yachts. Quarantine and 
self-isolation protocols had also been set up and 
were now in place.

He acknowledged that part of the problem 
might be that visiting yachts could find 
themselves stuck in New Zealand for longer 
than intended, because of the pandemic. “If they 
have to stay in New Zealand it’s not an economic 
impediment — the yachts (owners) spend 
millions.”

“The Ocean Cruising Club’s request is for New 
Zealand to accept that cyclone season refuge is a 
humanitarian or other compelling need.”

A Ministry spokesperson said the Director-
General’s decision took into account the risk of 
importing Covid-19 into New Zealand, and the 
likely impact on border and health agencies.

“The proposal for 300 to 350 yachts or small 
craft with up to 1000 people to arrive in New 
Zealand from the Pacific, many from areas of 
high Covid-19 risk, would pose significant public 
health risk.”

The Director-General has told the cruising 
club that an influx of people from sea would 
potentially divert limited resources in testing, 
managed isolation and quarantine away from the 
broader effort. — RNZ

by Nikki Preston, NZ Herald

HAMILTON — A young girl 
saved her sandwich crusts from 
daycare and wrapped them up 
to take home to her mum — just 
one of the desperate measures 
families are taking as they 
struggle to make ends meet due 
to the impact of the Covid-19 
pandemic.

Other babies and young 
children are increasingly turning 
up to childcare centres cold and 
hungry as their parents barely 
have enough money to pay rent, 
let alone anything else.

Since New Zealand came out 
of lockdown in April — KidsCan 
has seen almost 30 percent rise 
in the number of early childhood 
centres waiting for assistance 
from its programme which 
provides food, raincoats, shoes 
and headlice treatments.

Poetiare O Rongomai Punanga 
Reo centre manager Dorothy 
Ram said Covid-19 had put 
extra stress on many already 
struggling families who had seen 
their hours decreased or had lost 
their jobs entirely.

She managed three centres 
catering for children from nine 
months to six years and only one 

received the KidsCan funding, 
while the other two were on the 
wait list.

She said the funding had 
made a massive difference to 
the children at its Otara centre 
and receiving the healthy meals, 
raincoats and shoes was like 
Christmas for them. She had 
also seen a change in their 
behaviour and attitudes.

“I guess because they know 
they have an abundance of food 
now so they are very confident. 
They are generally happy — 
they know they have something 
to look forward to.”

She said if families in their 
community couldn’t afford 
lunch for their children then 
their families didn’t send them 
to school because they were 
embarrassed.

“Because of that fact children 
usually don’t come into school 
on Monday and Tuesday. Maybe 
benefit doesn’t come until 
Wednesday and you are lucky if 
you see them on Friday.”

And when children did turn up 
— about half didn’t have lunches 
or even school bags and the only 
shoes they might wear would 
be jandals in both summer and 
winter.

KidsCan has been hearing 
numerous heartbreaking stories 
from early childhood centres 
about how some families were 
struggling to make ends meet 
and founder Julie Chapman said 
they needed to urgently help 
these children.

One young girl wrapped up 
the crusts from her sandwiches 
to take home to her mum, while 
a childcare centre couldn’t take 
the children for walks because 
they had no shoes.

“Increasingly their families 
cannot make ends meet. 
Teachers have told us of siblings 
with only a packet of two-minute 
noodles to share for the day, 
of children shivering without 
enough warm clothes and of 
several families crammed into 
houses to afford rent, including 
11 people in a two-bedroom 
home.”

The pilot started in 2018 and 
currently supports 61 centres — 
with 154 waiting for help.

A study by the University 
of Waikato found that the 
initiative is making a difference 
to the young children and had 
resulted in the children being 
more engaged from having good 
nutrition and warm clothing, 

they were presenting with fewer 
coughs and colds, and meant 
that the centres could redirect 
the money spent on providing 
food on educational resources, 
better environments and on 
teaching the children.

University of Waikato school 
of education associate professor 
Sally Peters said the teachers 
interviewed reported a real 
change in how the children 
participated in learning 
opportunities when their 
tummies were full.

Because KidsCan rolled out 
the programme to the entire 
centre, it also removed any 
stigma, she said.

The programme including 
providing a Heart Foundation 
approved menu designed to 

ensure kids are getting more 
vegetables and quality protein in 
their diet.

Heart Foundation food and 
nutrition manager Dave Munro 
said there were a range of longer 
term consequences for kids 
exposed to poor diets early in 
life.

Neuroscience educator Nathan 
Wallis said New Zealand needed 
to put more focus on the early 
childhood sector and feeding 
kids was a smart investment.

“Good nutrition is crucial 
because a child’s brain is just 
not going to develop without 
it. Being hungry denies them 
the ability to grow their frontal 
cortex, to be able to access their 
ability to regulate emotions and 
prevent anxiety and depression.”

Pre-school poverty

DESPERATELY IN NEED: KidsCan’s early childhood programme 
provides food, a raincoat, shoes and headlice treatments.  
 Picture supplied

Kids turning up with no food or shoes

According to the Director-General 
an influx of people from sea 
would potentially divert limited 
resources in testing, managed 
isolation and quarantine away 
from the broader effort.   

Foreign yachties claim NZ ban risks lives
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OTUMOETAI — A Bay of 
Plenty college is the latest 
secondary school to spark 
concerns over security cameras 
in student toilets.

A mum of two girls at the 
school was appalled to discover 
Otumoetai College had installed 
wall-mounted cameras inside 
student toilets.

The woman, who did not want 
to be named, told the school her 
daughters would not be using 
the toilets until the security 
cameras were taken down.

She claimed the spherical 
cameras were high on bathroom 
walls, capturing vision from 
inside the cubicles.

However, the school said the 
cameras were only in the public 
areas of the toilets to ensure the 
individual safety and security of 
its students.

The woman said she thought 
her daughter was mistaken 
when she said the school had 

placed cameras inside the 
bathrooms. It took a photo to 
convince her they were real and 
her daughter was not making up 
the story. “I really thought my 
girl had got it wrong when she 
told me there were cameras in 
the girls’ toilets. I honestly didn’t 
think schools could do that. And 
we hadn’t been told.”

After seeing photographic 
proof of the camera, she 
contacted a dean at the school 
to raise her concerns but she 
claims she was told “not to be 
ridiculous” and “that’s not what 
we do”.

However, the principal 
confirmed to the horrified mum 
that cameras were installed 
throughout the school last year 
after a decision by the board of 
trustees.

She was told they were meant 
to counter a graffiti problem 
in the bathrooms and only two 
people had access to the footage: 

himself and the person in charge 
of IT. The principal tried to 
reassure the mother the pupils’ 
privacy was not at stake with 
vision down into the cubicles 
blacked out, she said.

“I don’t want to even think of 
my daughter using the toilet and 
someone being able to watch her.

“That’s just disgusting. I told 
the school my daughters will 
not be using the toilets, ever. It’s 
completely inappropriate.”

The mother said she believed 
that parents should have been 
notified. Other parents she had 
contacted were also outraged.

However, Otumoetai College 
principal Russell Gordon told 
the New Zealand Herald the 
cameras had been installed 
for about 20 months and only 
showed the wash bay areas and 
did not capture any vision inside 
cubicles.

“The reason for these cameras 
is to ensure the individual safety 

and security of our students,” he 
said.

Prominent notices indicated 
the presence of cameras in the 
toilets. and the school had clear 
policy guidelines about storage 
and access to the information 
collected.

Mr Gordon said he had only 
received one complaint from 
a parent concerned about the 
placement of a camera, but it 
only showed students entering 
and exiting the toilets and did 
not capture any vision from 
inside cubicles, he said.

Last week, the Herald 
reported students at Rutherford 
College had ripped down a 
CCTV camera outside the boys’ 
bathrooms because they were 
worried it might capture them 
exposed. The school defended the 
cameras, saying they were there 
to protect students and record 
any incidents that took place.

 — The New Zealand Herald

Tauranga high school latest to watch students in bathrooms

WELLINGTON — The ACT Party is 
urging religious leaders who object to 
the End of Life Choice Act to respect the 
choices of others.

Catholic Bishops released an election 
statement this week opposing the Act, 
which would give people with a terminal 
illness the option of lawfully requesting 
help to die.

In their statement, the bishops say 
they believe the Act fails to meet the 
“extremely high safety threshold” they 
believe it would require, because of the 
risk to elderly and disabled people who 
find themselves within the scope of the 
Act.

However, ACT leader David Seymour 
— who authored the Act — has rejected 
claims made by the bishops, saying 
the act explicitly forbids anyone being 
eligible to choose assisted dying because 
of old age or disability.

The Bishops also claimed the Act had 
no mandatory stand-down period, weak 
processes for detecting whether people 
felt pressured and no requirement for 
a patient to discuss their decision with 
a family member or other significant 
person.

A person would not be eligible to ask 
for assisted dying under the Act if the 
only reason they gave was that they 
were suffering from a mental disorder or 
mental illness, or had a disability of any 
kind, or were of advanced age.

The person must be a citizen or 
permanent resident over 18 years of 
age, suffer from a terminal illness 
expected to end their life within six 
months, have significant and ongoing 
decline in physical capability, experience 
unbearable suffering that cannot be 
eased and be able to make an informed 
decision about assisted dying.

People who were eligible must also get 
approval from two separate doctors and 
go through an extensive checklist.

If any doctor believed the person was 
being pressured into the decision, the 
process must stop, and doctors could not 
initiate a conversation about it.

Seymour said the religious leaders 
needed to understand the End of Life 
Choice Act was about choice, dignity and 
respect. “They may have a philosophical 
view that life belongs to God, and they 
have a right to their beliefs. They don’t 
have the right to force it on others,” 
Seymour said in a statement.

“If the bishops want their freedoms 
respected, they need to engage in honest 
debate that respects that others have 
difference choices from theirs.”

 — Radio New Zealand

Seymour rejects 
bishops’ claims 
on euthanasia

DHB slammed as cancer 
appointments cancelled

by Amber Allott, NZ Herald

CHRISTCHURCH 
— Hundreds of cancer 
appointments in Christchurch 
will be rescheduled over the 
next few weeks, and cancer 
survivors fear the service has 
reached breaking point.

The Canterbury District 
Health Board’s (DHB’s) 
oncology department is 
running well below its usual 
capacity, due to a significant 
amount of planned and 
unplanned staff leave.

Chief medical officer 
Sue Nightingale said it 
had severely reduced their 
ability to provide specialist 
assessments and follow-up 
appointments.

“Currently, all new 
appointment requests, and 
appointments for patients 
already in the system, have 
been reprioritised . . . to 
ensure those in the greatest 
need are seen the soonest.”

This process would continue 
for the next few weeks, and 
275 appointments were likely 
to be affected.

Cancer survivor Tracey 
Stevenson was due to see 
an oncologist on October 
2, but her appointment at 
Christchurch Hospital has 
been cancelled.

She had a stage-three 
tumour removed in June.

“I had a scan a few weeks 
ago, and the radiologist told 
me there was a lymph node 
that was of a concern to him, 
and that I’d need to be seen a 
little bit sooner.

“The cancer nurse 
tried to get me an earlier 
appointment, but that wasn’t 
able to be done.”

Ms Stevenson was told to 
wait until October, but last 
week she got a call informing 
her of the cancellation.

“They couldn’t give me any 
indication of when I’d get a 
new appointment.”

The situation was 
particularly frightening for 

her, because if her cancer 
came back it would most likely 
kill her.

“It’s very scary knowing 
there is potentially some 
cancer growing in you that’s 
not being dealt with.

“It may be nothing, but I 
don’t know that. All I know 
is that they told me if my 
cancer returns, it would be 
aggressive, and they wouldn’t 
be able to cure me.

“They would just treat my 
symptoms for the rest of my 
life.”

Ms Stevenson slammed the 
cancellations as just not good 
enough.

“This is cancer, this is 
people’s lives.

“It is life-changing stuff — 
it’s not an ingrown toenail.”

For people as sick as she 
potentially could be, Ms 
Stevenson said appointments 
needed to be available and 
on time, or people could be 
missed.

“It’s just horrendous, really.”
Ms Nightingale said the 

DHB was doing all it could 
to minimise the impact for 
patients and keep the waiting 
times as low as possible.

“A waiting system for 
oncology appointments is 
being implemented to better 
maximise the department’s 
current capacity.

“This will see patients 
waiting longer than usual for 

their appointments until the 
department is operating at full 
capacity again.”

A range of urgent solutions 
were being explored — 
beyond introducing clinical 
prioritisation, Ms Nightingale 
said

These included up-skilling 
and redistributing trainees 
to cover increases in acute 
demand, urgent development 
of nurse specialist services to 
help manage patients in active 
care, exploring outsourcing 
options, and recruiting locums 
to assist.

But Ms Nightingale was 
reluctant to lay blame for 
the delays on either the 
Covid-19 backlog, or ongoing 
Government pressure to cut 
costs at the DHB.

Canterbury has the highest 
deficit in the country, at 
$170m, and Crown monitor 
Lester Levy was working with 
the board to slash spending by 
$56.9 million this year.

The situation has also seen 
seven of the DHB’s senior 
executive team members 
resign and hundreds of 
hospital staff protest on the 
streets.

“It’s important to note that 
this situation has come about 
due to unplanned staff leave 
and increasing demand, and is 
not in any way related to the 
DHB’s savings plan.”

Ms Nightingale said it was 

also important to note during 
Covid-19 Alert Levels 3 and 
4, that the DHB’s oncology 
service continued supporting 
all current patients — through 
a combination of telephone 
appointments and minimal 
face-to-face appointments.

According to the Cancer 
Society, the cancellations 
at Christchurch Hospital 
were just a symptom of a 
nationwide problem.

Medical Director, Dr Chris 
Jackson, said cancer cases in 
New Zealand were growing 
exponentially.

“Over the course of the 
next 15 years, there will be 
a 50 percent increase in the 
number of people needing 
cancer services.

“It’s difficult for oncology 
departments to keep up with 
demand, everyone has been 
working at or near capacity 
for quite some time.”

When services around the 
country were overrun with 
patients, reductions in staff 
— for whatever reason — put 
extraordinary strain on the 
system, he said.

The solution lay in making 
sure services were well-funded 
— and increasing the focus on 
building the workforce in the 
years to come.

“Specialists don’t just come 
from nowhere. 

“They require a lot of 
training, and it takes a long 
time to get a specialist into a 
consultant post.

“You do need to have 
very long horizons and, 
unfortunately, DHBs have 
been very focused on short-
term needs rather than long-
term planning.”

But Dr Jackson believed 
the newly-established Cancer 
Control Agency, Te Aho o Te 
Kahu, would help.

“I’m hopeful one of the 
things the agency will be 
doing is focusing on growing 
the oncology workforce — 
because that’s clearly the 
priority.”
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WELLINGTON — National 
says it has a $1.29 billion 
plan to double New Zealand’s 
technology sector in a decade 
and create at least 100,000 new 
jobs.

It is pledging to do this 
by ensuring 90 percent of 
households have uncapped 
ultra-fast broadband, 
introducing a fast-track 
technology skills visa, creating 
a Minister for Technology 
and offering 1000 tertiary 
scholarships a year for science-
focused degrees.

National leader Judith Collins 
said with about 50,000 Kiwis 
heading home because of the 
Covid-19 pandemic, it was time 
to seize the opportunity of the 
technology sector. 

New Zealand’s technology 
exports now total $8 billion per 

annum — equal to our forestry 
and seafood exports combined 
and Collins said National would 
double this to $16 billion by 
2030.

National’s NZ Tech 2030 Plan 
includes:

•EstablishingaMinisterfor
Technology

•Offering1000tertiary
scholarships a year targeted for 
students at low decile schools to 
undertake science, technology, 
engineering and maths (STEM) 
degrees

•EstablishingaSTEM-
focused partnership school and 
restoring funding for specialist 
ICT graduate schools.

•Introducingafast-track
technology skills visa

•Invest$1billionin

technology infrastructure 
upgrades with the aim of 
achieving 100 Mbps uncapped 
internet speeds for all internet 
users.

•Establishingthreetargeted
investment funds for tech 
start-ups worth $200 million 
each, with the cost split evenly 
between government and the 
private sector.

•Developingtheworld’s
“most tech-friendly regulation”.

They would also relax 
requirements for investor-
class visas and offer anyone 
completing a full three-year 
Bachelor’s degree or higher-level 
qualification in tech-related 
subject areas, and exceeding 
a specified GPA standard, a 
path to automatic permanent 
residency when they complete 
their qualification.

And National wants to launch 
aGlobalPhDScholarship
programme to recruit 50 top 
STEMPhDcandidatesfrom
major universities each year 
to spend at least six months 
in New Zealand during their 
doctorate.

National said their plan was 
expected to cost $690 million 
over its first four years with the 
infrastructure upgrades over 
the following six years expected 
to cost another $600m, bringing 
the total cost to $1.29 billion.

National said their plan would 
leverage the skills of returning 
Kiwis, diversify New Zealand’s 
exports and generate 100,000 
“high-paying, future-proofed” 
jobs.

“National will give Kiwis with 
world-class skills and experience 
the chance to flourish right here 

and help grow our economy, 
rather than hit them with 
higher taxes like Labour will,” 
Collins said.

“Our tech sector has amazing 
potential.

“If we attract the right talent 
and create an environment for 
growth, it could be bigger than 
our dairy sector in 10 to 15 
years.”

Collins launched the policy in 
Auckland today during a visit 
to Buckley Systems Limited, 
a Kiwi company that is the 
world’s leading supplier of 
precision electromagnets.

Founder Bill Buckley was 
recently named New Zealand 
Innovator of the Year for his 
work in developing a Boron-
Neutron Capture Therapy 
(BNCT) device for the treatment 
of cancer. — NZ Herald

National’s $1.29 billion plan to double NZ tech sector

by Nikki Preston, NZ Herald

 CHRISTCHURCH — Officials are 
scrambling to identify the source of 
infection for a man who tested positive 
days after completing managed isolation, 
as the Government prepares to announce 
whether the country can drop to Alert 
Level 1. 

The mystery case recorded two negative 
results while quarantined in Christchurch 
but has now passed the virus on to two 
people in his household, including a 
student at a Mt Roskill school.

The four new cases confirmed yesterday 
— two in the community — come as 
Prime Minister Jacinda Ardern is due to 
announce changes to the country’s alert 
levels after Cabinet meets today. 

The latest community cases are 
unrelated to the Auckland cluster and 
stem from a man who arrived in New 
Zealand from India and tested negative 
while in isolation, 
sparking calls from 
one of the country’s top 
epidemiologists for the 
Government to consider 
reviewing our two-week 
quarantine period.

The man was 
allowed to fly home 
to Auckland from a 
managed isolation 
facility in Christchurch 
on September 11 after 
leaving quarantine, but 
tested positive five days 
later.

One of the people he infected is a child 
at Three Kings School in Mt Roskill, 
which the public health service says 
remains safe for children to attend as the 
student did not attend while infectious. 

The student and two other close 
contacts are now in a managed 
quarantine facility. Three Kings School 
principal Moira Blair said the school 
underwent a “deep clean” yesterday as a 
precaution to reassure parents.

It is unknown how the man was 
infected and the Ministry of Health is now 
investigating whether it was during his 
flight from India. The genome sequencing 
is consistent with two confirmed cases 
from the same flight which landed on 
August 27.

“It is possible that this case was 
infected during that flight and has had an 
extremely long incubation period — there 
is evidence that in rare instances the 
incubation period can be up to 24 days,” 
the ministry said.

But the man could have also been 
infected during a government-chartered 
flight with other returnees in managed 

isolation facilities from Christchurch to 
Auckland after leaving the facility nine 
days ago. 

People on this flight were being 
contacted and assessed. The ministry said 
most people who are infected with Covid-
19 will become unwell within 14 days.

“Having returnees stay in managed 
isolation for 14 days remains the gold 
standard, and this is also the approach 
adopted by other countries.”

The two imported cases confirmed 
yesterday were a man in his 30s who 
arrivedfromLondonviaDubaion
September 16 and a man in his 20s who 
arrived from India via Singapore on 
September 12.

There are 71 active cases. Of those, 36 
are imported cases in MIQ facilities, and 
35 are community cases.

Three people are in hospital with 
Covid-19 — one each at Auckland City, 
Middlemore and North Shore hospitals. 

All three patients are in 
isolation on a general 
ward.

Epidemiologist 
Professor Michael 
Baker said cases 
such as the man 
testing positive after 
completing two weeks 
in isolation were “very 
unusual”. 

However, it was 
documented that some 
people had unusually 
long incubation periods, 
and he believed it was 

worth reviewing whether New Zealand 
should lengthen the isolation period.

“Basically 14 days has always been a 
practical maximum, but we’ve always 
known there was potential for the 
maximum to be longer than 14 days in 
very rare cases,” he said.

The person could also have been 
infected within the managed isolation 
facility, in which case the genome 
sequencing could connect him with 
another case from the facility.

Baker said each option — including the 
man being infected on the Christchurch 
flight — was concerning for different 
reasons, and he questioned whether 
further rules were needed for people 
leaving managed isolation.

He was unsure what advice people 
received upon leaving, but said they could 
be advised to avoid mingling with anyone 
other than those in their family group for 
a week, and to wear masks. 

“Our procedures are going to be right 
in almost all situations. Now and then we 
will be tested by events that are right at 
the limits of what is normal.”

It’s a mystery
Man tests positive after quarantine

‘ It is possible that this 
case was infected during 
that flight and has had an 
extremely long incubation 
period — there is evidence 
that in rare instances the 
incubation period can be 
up to 24 days. ’  —Ministry of Health

by Kim Moodie, NZ Herald

AUCKLAND—Policepassedonthe
private health details of six people with 
Covid-19 to potential employers, but 
the infected job seekers had no idea 
their information had been shared.

Police have apologised for the privacy 
breaches, which came during police 
vetting procedures.

The Privacy Commissioner John 
Edwards has slated the behaviour 
as “inappropriate” and overstepping 
the organisation’s role in helping to 
manage the pandemic.

Edwards yesterday released the 
Inquiry into the Ministry of Health’s 
disclosure of Covid-19 patient 
information to emergency services, 
finding the ministry was justified in 
providing these details to emergency 
services — but should have tightened 
up the rules once the country dropped 
down alert levels.

“We found a couple of instances 
where prospect employers were notified 
about people’s Covid status — and that 
came as a surprise to the individuals 
concerned, and wasn’t really justified,” 
Edwards told Newstalk ZB.

Police assistant commissioner 
service Jevon McSkimming said the 
organisation accepted the findings and 
apologised for the behaviour.

“We have apologised to those people 
whose Covid-19 status we shared when 
we shouldn’t have,” McSkimming said.

Emergency services were given 
daily updates of the personal 
details of people with Covid-19 from 
March onwards, while community 
transmission was rife, in case frontline 
staff came into contact with infectious 
people.

But by April, the Privacy 
Commission had received complaints 
from Covid-positive patients that police 
had told potential employers they had 
tested positive for Covid-19 as part of 
its vetting service.

This information only came to light 
when former National Party president 
Michelle Boag quit the party after 
revelations she sent patients’ private 
information to another National MP.

Boag, who received the information 
through her then role with the 
Auckland Rescue Helicopter Trust, 
shared the private details with 
disgraced National MP Hamish 
Walker in a bid to help him rebuild 
his reputation following allegations of 
racism.

Walker then leaked the information 
— including the patients’ names, 
and dates of birth — to major media 
outlets to prove the Government’s 
shortcomings on security of 
information, he said at the time.

Edwards said emergency services 
were justified in knowing the details 
of those who had tested positive for 
Covid, but police had overstepped by 
sharing it with employers.

Police apologise for 
sharing Covid details

SO SORRY: Police assistant commissioner service Jevon McSkimming said the 
organisation accepted the findings and apologised for the behaviour. He also 
accepted that the Covid-19 status shouldn’t have been shared.  RNZ picture
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by Liu Chen, RNZ

AUCKLAND — First Union 
says The Warehouse has made 
the wrong decision to go ahead 
with a proposed restructure, 
under which hundreds of 
jobs and thousands of weekly 
working hours could be cut.

The restructure will 
affect 92 Warehouse stores 
throughout the country, 
and could lead to the loss 
of up to 750 roles across all 
of its stores (320 full-time 
equivalent roles or between 
500 and 750 if part-time, 
fixed-term and casual roles), 
the company has confirmed.

The union’s secretary 
for retail and finance, Tali 
Williams, said staff had been 
told by their respective store 
managers that reductions 
in store-wide hours would 
continue and workers could 
now begin the process of 
reapplying for roles or 
considering voluntary 
redundancies. The retail 
giant was forging ahead with 
implementing new rosters.

Williams said 5000 work 
hours could be chopped a week 
and there would be more to 
come.

“There’s a lot of stress and 
anxiety among workers as 
they find out about the new 

rosters, which in their cases 
will mean significant cuts in 
their hours of work, making it 
very unsustainable for them in 
terms of weekly income.”

Williams said the 
alternative roles offered would 
not be comparable to their 
current ones so people would 
be entitled to redundancy, 
meaning hundreds of people 
could lose their jobs.

“Workers feel absolutely 
devastated — they feel unsure 
about what it is going to mean 
for their futures,” she said.

“When the company has 
obtained about $52 million 
worth of wage subsidies from 
the Government in recent 
months, it’s the wrong decision 
to make. The reason those 
wage subsidies exist is to 
prevent job cuts.”

She said the union 
presented a petition signed by 

5500 Warehouse customers, 
but it was ignored by the 
management.

“We’re also disappointed 
that the company not only 
ignored the views and 
concerns of their workers but 
customers also.”

A Warehouse spokesperson 
said as meetings with staff 
members were ongoing, they 
could not comment on specific 
changes.

“While we are never happy 
to have to make changes that 
may impact people’s roles, our 
store rosters have not changed 
for many years. Over time, we 
have found more customers 
choosing to shop at nights and 
weekends, and more customers 
shopping online and using 
Click & Collect, particularly 
since  Covid-19 (struck),” they 
said in a statement.

Noel Leeming and 

Warehouse Stationery stores 
would not be affected.

The process, which began in 
June, had been to work with 
First Union and store team 
representatives to understand 
their availability for rostered 
hours, to discuss how customer 
shopping habits were changing 
and how they needed to adapt 
rostered hours for each store, 
according to the spokesperson.

The Warehouse has reached 
broad agreement with 30 
stores on proposed new 
rostered hours, and these 
stores are expected to move 
to their updated rosters from 
early October.

The spokesperson says 
the company has started a 
series of meeting this week 
with remaining stores where 
availability provided didn’t 
match with the proposed 
rosters.

The Warehouse workers 
anxious over the future

WHERE WORKERS DON’T GET WHAT THEY BARGAINED FOR: Workers will not begin the 
process of reapplying for roles. The Warehouse confirmed late last week that it was going ahead 
with its planned restructure. RNZ picture by Nate McKinnon

Planned restructure could affect the equivalent of 750 roles across all stores

DUNEDIN — Workers at Dunedin’s biggest 
Warehouse store have told the company that 
it has belittled and demoralised them, with 
hours to be slashed by more than half in 
some cases.

One staff member even reported feeling 
“worthless and suicidal” because of the way 
the retail giant had gone about its proposal to 
change the rosters over the past two months.

The Warehouse has recently held meetings 
with staff at 62 of its 92 stores to confirm it 
would go ahead with a proposal to overhaul 
its rosters, First Union said.

The retail giant in July proposed a change 
of rosters to staff across all of its 92 stores — 
asking all workers to indicate what hours they 
could work.

At the South Dunedin store, most of the 
respondents to a union survey asking how 
their hours had changed after staff received 
The Warehouse’s preliminary decision, said 
they were in line to lose more than 10 hours’ 
work per week.

Several reported cuts of 20 hours or more, 
and one person would lose more than 30 
hours’ work.

“Some of the offers almost seem to be 
pushing people into voluntary redundancy 
. . . how can anyone (survive on such few 
hours?),” First Union organiser Sonja Mitchell 
said.

A Warehouse spokeswoman said all stores 
in the South had been given confirmed 
rosters, except South Dunedin, which had 
received a “preliminary outcome”.

“All other stores in the South have received 
confirmed roster changes, which take into 
account the feedback from those teams and 
changes have subsequently been made.”

The Otago Daily Times has seen a response 
staff gave to The Warehouse after they were 
told about the roster changes.

“Key parts of the proposal, such as about 
the number of staffing hours per week and 
how they are structured, has felt prescriptive, 
top-down, non-transparent, and with a lack of 
regard to people’s concerns,” the response 
said.

One worker lambasted the company for its 
“disheartening, cold and calculated” proposal.

“I have never seen a company tear its 
backbone out,” the staff member said.

“It has ripped the heart and soul out, it has 
belittled and demoralised its staff.”

The worker went on to say that after years 
of service — working 40 hours a week — they 
had to be “scored” on how many hours they 
could get. 

“You have played team member against 
each other for hours, you have made us feel 
worthless and even suicidal.

“You have made us feel unsafe and like we 
have a target on our back because customers 
are frustrated and angry now, and you tell us 
this is what the customer wants!”

Mitchell said the South Dunedin store 
appeared to have had the worst changes to 
hours compared with the stores in Mosgiel 
and Oamaru.

A spokeswoman from The Warehouse 
Group said the company was aware of the 
comment one worker felt suicidal.

The company’s HR department was 
working with the store’s team to “try and 
understand who that person is to try and 
make sure they have the support they need”, 
the spokeswoman said.

Union members at the Oamaru Warehouse 
praised the store’s managers for applying 
what was asked from national headquarters 
“in a way that has so far reduced distress for 
many people”.

When it announced its proposal, The 
Warehouse said it needed to match the needs 
of customers who were shopping online 
more and at different times of the day and 
weekends.

 — Otago Daily Times

Dunedin staff 
feel belittled 
as retail giant 
proceeds with 
restructuring

The Warehouse has 
reached a broad 
agreement with 30 
stores on proposed 
new rostered hours, 
and these stores are 
expected to move to 
their updated rosters 
from early October.   

by Anne Gibson,                     
The New Zealand Herald

AUCKLAND — The rapid 
rise in online shopping has 
prompted NZ Post to lease a 
$100 million-plus, yet-to-be-
built premises — the size of 
three rugby fields — in south 
Auckland.

The state-owned enterprise 
(SOE) said the 3.3-hectare-
planned new building would 
be in addition to its planned 
new Wellington “super depot”.

A spokesperson said both 
the Wellington and Auckland 
buildings were in response to 
the rise in online shopping.

“NZ Post is investing 
in infrastructure to meet 
the growing demand for 
online shopping, and parcel 
processing and delivery. 
The investment programme 
began in June with the start 
of construction of a new 
super depot for parcels — in 
Grenada, Wellington,” the 
spokesperson said.

“The programme also 
includes a new processing 
centre in Wiri, South 

Auckland, due to open in 2023. 
Blessing of this site would 

be taking place in the coming 
weeks, with construction to 
start soon after,” NZ Post said.

The SOE is investing 
$170m in its network to 
double its parcel-processing 
capacity — from 95 million 
parcels a year to 190 million 
parcels. Associate State-
Owned enterprises Minister 
Shane Jones announced the 
Wellington depot in June.

In May, Broadcasting 
Minister Kris Faafoi said 
without Government support, 
NZ Post would face having to 
make drastic cuts to its mail 
business to remain viable.

“Post’s revenue has fallen 
substantially but the costs 
of delivering the service 
New Zealanders expect have 
remained the same. The 
$150m equity injection, along 
with the $130m funding for 
mail services, means we avoid 
significant cuts to its service 
and workforce and big price 
increases for its customers,” 
Faafoi said at the time.

Last September, NZ Post 

reported a loss of $121m in 
the 12 months ended June 30, 
compared to a profit of $13m a 
year earlier, when the bottom 
line was buoyed from its share 
of Kiwibank profits.

Tony Catton, New Zealand 
senior development manager 
at Sydney-headquartered 
property specialists Logos, 
said his company would build 
the new premises.

The site would be worth 
about $600m once a number of 

new buildings went up there, 
said Catton, who previously 
worked in property for 
supermarket giant Foodstuffs.

The Wiri building is in 
addition to NZ Post’s existing 
handling centre at Highbrook.

“This is an addition to the 
processing-centre network 
and it will be for international 
parcel sorting and distribution 
to respond to the anticipated 
growth in New Zealand 
business, particularly online 
sales,” Catton said.

Logos planned to start work 
soon on the site owned by a 
pension fund, AustralianSuper.

Catton said Logos would 
build 33,700 square metre 
premises, which NZ Post had 
agreed to lease for 20 years 
from 2023.

Other businesses have also 
signed up to lease as-yet-
unbuilt premises there.

Hilton Foods New Zealand 
has committed to a 25-year 
pre-lease for a 15,700 
square metre processing and 
distribution buildings.

Catton said development 
work started at Wiri last April.

NZ Post to expand to a huge $100m centre

Tony Catton of Logos. 
 Picture by Richard Robinson
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EDITORIAL

LETTERS TO THE EDITOR, ONLINE COMMENTS

National’s bold tax cut proposal 
suffered an embarrassing setback 
when Labour was able to show a  
$4 billion gap in the party’s plans.

Coming on the day National 
launched a smooth and slick digital 
election campaign opening, it was a 
major irritant for party leader Judith 
Collins and her finance spokesman 
Paul Goldsmith.

The latter promptly put his hand up 
and took responsibility, while saying 
that in the long run it amounted to 
little more than an accounting error. 
But the damage had been done, with 
a smiling Finance Minister Grant 
Robinson announcing the error from 
Parliament’s forecourt.

And while National is describing it 
as an irritant, it does lend weight to 
Labour’s mantra that National is no 
longer the party of John Key and Bill 
English.

The proposed tax cuts were seen 
by some as something of a last roll 
of the dice for National as it faces 
a looming defeat. Supporters hope 
it will help to prevent a disastrous 
migration of conservative voters to 
ACT, as well as attract some of the 
softer support that has moved to 
Labour over its Covid response.

With the election now less than a 
month away, both major parties and 
the minor ones are starting to roll 
out what cynics would call election 
bribes.

Labour also offered a sweetener 
at the end of the week, saying it 
would double the minimum sick 
leave to 10 days and increase the 
minimum hourly wage to $20.

There is now added pressure 
on Collins to have a strong 
performance in tomorrow night’s 
first leaders’ debate.

Collins is a combative character 
who loves the cut and thrust of 
debate and she will need, in boxing 
terms, to land some blows.

But Prime Minister Jacinda Ardern 
has shown herself to be a good 
debater and quick on her feet. 

There is also a small problem for 
Collins in that she cannot be seen 
to go too hard against a personally 
popular Prime Minister.

The tax policies provide a real 
difference in what former Minister 
and ACT founder Richard Prebble 
has described as the most boring 
election ever, with the country 
moving towards a coronation.

There was a sad milestone last 
week; it is now six months since the 
country’s border was closed. With 
forecasts that it could remain closed 
for the whole of next year, the 
tourism industry is on life support.

It is an ill wind that blows no good, 
and places like Gisborne and the 
South Island, which are considered 
to be safe, could profit as the 
summer rolls in.

■  The maximum length for letters is 350 words.
■  Anyone can write a column, 600 words maximum, but a photo is required.
■  Always include full name and contact details.
■  If you use a nom de plume, there is a higher bar for acceptability.
■  Letters may be edited for clarity, length or legal reasons.

editor@gisborneherald.co.nz   

Electoral sweets 
stage of campaign

WHAT’S ON IN COUNCIL 
THIS WEEK 
by Josh Wharehinga

OVER the last week, I have 
appreciated hearing directly 
and indirectly from supporters 
and detractors, in regards to 
a recent personal comment 
I made about a Minister. That’s democracy in 
action: freedom of voice. 

Those of us in elected positions tend to 
develop thicker skin than most because we’re 
criticised all the time. Which is why I didn’t 
expect it to be such a big thing to be honest, but 
for some, clearly it was. Which may have been a 
little naïve of me.

As elected officials there are certain things 
we are obligated to do; we are expected to 
know what’s going on, be connected to our 
communities, and advocate for our region.

I pride myself on being connected to 
my community. Through the breadth of my 
whakapapa, my grandparents’ farming, the small 
businesses I ran, my mother taking us to church, 
being raised amongst other urban Maori in gang 
environments, international relations, working in 
education, health and social services etc it gives 

me a unique community that not every elected 
official gets to have. So I feel like I’m pretty in 
touch with community.

Up until recently, 100 percent of our 
community who had spoken to me about the 
wharf/barging at the northern tip of the East 
Coast had all said they didn’t want the facility 
there. Even as recently as a fortnight ago, we 
were told at Wharekahika they didn’t want a wharf 
up there. At Te Araroa there are signs that say 
“No Barge” and “Bugger Off. No barge here.”

I completely understand that central govt want 
to keep their announcements close to their chest. 

The pool announcement, for instance, was 
made in person by the Prime Minister at the pool, 
with councillors and some community present. 
So while I didn’t know what exactly was being 
announced, I could deduce.

The same cannot be said about the wharf/
barging announcement.

As your elected representative, I found it a 
little peculiar that a newspaper article is how I 
found out about funding for this project.

I am glad to say that recently I had a 
conversation with a person who is involved in 
the barging idea. I appreciate he asked to meet 
with me and he was grateful I made the time. 
He shared his honest thoughts, and I shared 

mine. While we didn’t leave completely on the 
same page, a conversation was good for both of 
us. Especially for me, because as your elected 
person I need to be informed; the whole council 
table should be informed.

I’m not opposed to having difficult 
conversations, whanau. I have fronted up to every 
Endeavour meeting, I have met with community 
around heavy vehicle routes, cycleways, rivers 
etc — you name it, I’ve fronted.

To some people I am speaking their truth, and 
to others I’ve crossed the line. If you’re in either 
camp you can’t deny that I’m not afraid to speak 
up and that I’ll do it for everyone in our region, 
both supporters and detractors; especially if 
you’re part of the community of people who are 
most affected by the decision.

I need to be clear, to date I have only had one 
person who is involved talk to me directly about 
this; most of the community feedback has been 
in opposition. I’m open to hearing from more 
people from the community and people who are 
involved. I’d encourage them to come to talk to all 
councillors.

A controversy should never be the catalyst for 
a conversation to start, but a controversial late 
start is better than none at all.

As always, proud to serve you Te Tairawhiti.

Funds for barging out of the blue

I am impressed with the 
council’s desire to consult 
with the community, but how 
long does it take to inform us 

of the results of consultation 
regarding the reinstalling of 
the Endeavours?

W. BROWN

Time to share results yet?

It is quite obvious that 
those opposing euthanasia 
in the upcoming referendum 
have never lost a loved family 
member to a very painful, 
incurable disease, so have 
no practical experience on 
this subject. To gain some 
knowledge, I advise them to 
visit a few old folks’ homes 
and talk to the caregivers who 
share the anguish with the 

family members.
If, God forbid, a cherished 

family member of one of these 
anti-euthanasia protagonists 
did have a very painful 
incurable condition, I can say 
without fear of contradiction 
they would change their 
stance quicker than I could 
say “I told you so”.

GRAHAM GIBSON

Vote ‘yes’ for euthanasia

Re: Kaitiaki carvings to 
stand tall again at council, 
September 18 story.

Well done Pat Seymour. 
Those carvings are beautiful 
and should rightfully be back 
where they belong.

SHAR WHAREHINGA

What happened to the principle 
of the separation of church/religion 
and the state? Is not the placing of 
an idol, and talking to it, of religious 
significance?

G.R. KENDALL, Melbourne

Well done

Re: Life sentence, September 17 
article.

My thoughts are with you two.
It’s true that the victim gets the 

life sentence. Hope you get a house 
soon.

BONNIE DIBBEN, Tasmania

All the best

Re: Risk walkway would 
be another overgrown mess, 
September 19 letter.

I agree with Anna re the 
Riverside Road footpath. As 
a regular user, I can confirm 
that the footpath is overrun 
with weeds and definitely 
could be termed a joke if it 
were not the issue that it is.

The weed-matted area 
opposite Anzac Park has 
indeed been left to nature 
to take over what was (I am 
sure) an attempt to beautify 
the bank and also keep the 
weeds in check. 

As employer, the council 
cannot ignore any issues and 
delegate final responsibility to 
contractors.

PATRICK CALLAGHAN

Responsibility 
with GDC, not 
contractor

Re: ‘No’ to legalising 
cannabis monster, 
September 19 column.

That was the most 
ignorant rejection of 
evidence-based harm 
reduction I have ever seen. 

It isn’t that many of us 
you will think of you as 
“just another old lady who 
doesn’t understand how 
important it is to have 
these drugs to make us feel 
better and to enhance our 
lives”, although that is a 
mighty fine attempt at a 
“strawman” logical fallacy. 
We think of you as someone 
who can’t comprehend the 
fact cannabis is already 
here, with the seventh 
highest use rates in the 
world, higher than Jamaica. 
We think of you as someone 
who hasn’t bothered to 
understand that legalisation 
has decreased teen use 
everywhere it has been 
implemented overseas, while 
claiming to be so concerned 
about children. We think of 
you as someone who would 
write an oppositional article 
on a subject you haven’t 
bothered to research in the 
slightest.

If you can’t make your 

argument without the use 
of logical fallacies, you need 
to stop and realise that is 
because you don’t have a 
logical argument to make. 

Vote “Yes” on facts.

MARTIN MacGREGOR

Excellent article Nona. I totally 
agree with you. It’s unbelievable 
that the likes of our ex prime 
minister Helen Clark is fully 
endorsing this legislation. What 
destructive short-sightedness 
on her part. This Government 
seems unable to take a firm 
stand on anything. It’s much 
easier to go with the flow. Where 
are the mental health services 
which we were promised by this 
Government three years ago? Still 
non-existent! Future generations 
will pay the price of this foolish 
legislation.

KATHY LANGER

Like it or not the present 
position of prohibition has 
done little to deter illegal 
use of the drug. Changing 
it to a health issue rather 
than criminal issue provides 
an alternative to the 
unsuccessful decades of 
prohibition.

PJ REED

Follow the evidence . . .
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LONDON — Military jets flew over central 
London and a memorial service was held at 
Westminster Abbey on Sunday to mark the 80th 
anniversary of the Battle of Britain, a major air 
campaign against Nazi Germany during World 
War 2.

British Prime Minister Boris Johnson led 
the service, which was attended by under 100 
guests — a much smaller audience compared 
to the 2000 people usually invited to the annual 
event — to allow for social distancing. 

In a speech, Air Vice Marshal John Ellis 
honoured public health workers in their fight 
“against an invisible army” as he compared the 
Battle of Britain with the country’s current battle 
against the coronavirus pandemic.

“Once again, there have been sacrifices made, 
often quiet, often humble, unnoticed by many,” 
he said. 

“Although starkly different events, each of 
them has two things that are so important for 

our humanity — service and value.”
The Battle of Britain in 1940 saw 630 Royal 

Air Force fighters repel some 1120 Luftwaffe 
aircraft sent to attack London, and led to Hitler 
postponing his plans to invade Britain.

Westminster Abbey has held a service to 
remember the 1497 pilots and crew killed or 
mortally wounded in the battle every year since 
1944.

On the coronavirus front, Britain has the worst 
death toll in Europe with over 41,800 confirmed 
virus deaths, according to a tally by Johns 
Hopkins University. Johnson’s Conservative 
government has been criticised for its often-
confusing handling of the outbreak.

An official survey estimated that new 
infections and hospital admissions are doubling 
every seven to eight days now in the UK and 
the Government is widely expected to announce 
more restrictions shortly to fight the renewed 
spread of the virus. — AP

Battle of Britain heroes 
remembered 80 years on

WASHINGTON — President Donald 
Trump on Saturday promised to put forth 
a female nominee in the coming week to 
fill the Supreme Court vacancy created by 
the death of Justice Ruth Bader Ginsburg, 
pushing the Republican-controlled Senate 
to consider the pick without delay.

Taking the stage at a North Carolina 
rally to chants of “Fill that seat”, the 
President said he would nominate his 
selection despite Democrats’ objections. 
And, after conducting what he joked was 
a “very scientific poll” of the Fayetteville 
crowd as to whether supporters wanted a 
man or a woman, he declared the choice 
would be “a very talented, very brilliant 
woman”.

He added that he did not yet know who 
he would choose.

“We win an election and those are the 
consequences,” said the President, who 
then seemed to signal that he’d be willing 
to accept a vote on his nominee during the 
lame duck period after the election. “We 
have a lot of time. We have plenty of time. 
We’re talking about January 20th.”

But one Republican senator already 
broke ranks. Maine’s Susan Collins, who 
is in a tough re-election battle, said on 
Saturday that she believed replacing 
Ginsburg should be the decision of the 
President who is elected November 3. Three 
more defections from the GOP ranks would 
be needed to stop Trump’s nominee from 
joining the court.

At stake is a seat held by a justice who 
was a champion of women’s rights and 
spent her final years on the bench as the 
unquestioned leader of the court’s liberal 
wing. Senate Majority Leader Mitch 
McConnell, R-Ky. vowed to call a vote for 
Trump’s nominee, but Democrats countered 
that Republicans should follow the 
precedent that GOP legislators set in 2016 
by refusing to consider a Supreme Court 
choice in the run-up to an election.

The impending clash over the vacant seat 
— when to fill it and with who — scrambles 
the stretch run of a presidential race for a 
nation already reeling from the pandemic 
that has killed nearly 200,000 people, 
left millions unemployed and heightened 
partisan tensions and anger.

McConnell pledged to Trump in a phone 
call on Friday night to bring the choice to a 
vote, although he has not said if it would be 
before the election. 

Democratic presidential nominee Joe 
Biden said any selection should come 
after November 3. “Voters should pick the 
president and the president should pick the 
justice to consider,” he said.

The President this month added 20 

more names to his roster of potential court 
nominees, and aides in recent days have 
focused on a short list heavy on female 
candidates, according to four White House 
aides and officials close to the process. They 
spoke on condition of anonymity because 
they were not authorised to publicly discuss 
private conversations.

Those under close consideration for the 
high court include three women who are 
federal appeals court judges: Amy Coney 
Barrett, beloved among conservatives and 
an early favourite; Barbara Lagoa, who is 
Hispanic and comes from the battleground 
state of Florida; and Allison Jones Rushing, 
who clerked for Justice Clarence Thomas 
and for Neil Gorsuch, when the current 
Trump-appointed justice was an appeals 
court judge.

At least one man, appeals court Judge 
Amul Thapar, has also been under 
consideration. A McConnell ally from 
Kentucky, he has been screened by Trump’s 
team for past openings and he would be the 
first Asian-American on the high court.

McConnell, who sets the calendar in the 
Senate and has made judicial appointments 
his priority, declared unequivocally in a 
statement that Trump’s nominee would 
receive a confirmation vote. In 2016, 
McConnell refused to consider President 
Barack Obama’s nominee months before 
the election, eventually preventing a vote 
on Judge Merrick Garland.

Senate Democratic leader Chuck 

Schumer of New York convened a 
conference call with Democratic senators at 
midday on Saturday, according to a person 
on the private call who was not authorised 
to discuss it publicly and spoke on condition 
of anonymity. 

He told senators the “number one goal” 
must be to communicate the stakes of the 
confirmation vote.

Schumer also warned that if Republicans 
push through the nominee, “nothing is off 
the table” for Senate rules changes to come, 
the person said.

Ginsburg’s death seemed certain to stoke 
enthusiasm in both political parties as the 
election could now be viewed as referendum 
on the high court’s decisions, including the 
future of abortion rights. 

Democrats raised more than $71m in the 
hours after Ginsburg’s death, indicating her 
passing has already galvanised the party’s 
base.

Hundreds of mourners gathered for a 
second night outside the Supreme Court 
building, holding candles in honour of 
Ginsburg and listening to a succession of 
testimonies and rallying speeches. 

Among the speakers was Senator 
Elizabeth Warren, D-Mass., who eulogised 
Ginsberg as “an icon, a trailblazer and a 
friend” and accused McConnell of seeking to 
cynically hijack the confirmation process.

A confirmation vote in the Senate is 
not guaranteed, even with a Republican 
majority. — AP

President vows to appoint 
woman to Supreme Court

MEMORIAL SERVICE: Flying Officer James Buckingham salutes The Battle of 
Britain memorial window inside Westminster Abbey, the stained glass window by 
Hugh Easton that contains the badges of the fighter squadrons that took part in the 
Battle.  AP picture

LOSS OF A LEGEND: People gathered at the Supreme Court in Washington to honour 
the late Justice Ruth Bader Ginsburg, one of the high court’s liberal justices, and a 
champion of gender equality. Her death leaves a vacancy that could be filled with a more 
conservative justice by President Donald Trump.  AP picture

WASHINGTON 
— She was seeing 
family. She was 
exercising. She was 
listening to opera. 
She was doing the 
work of the court. 
She even officiated 
at a wedding.

That’s how 
Justice Ruth Bader 
Ginsburg spent the 
months before her 
death on Friday 
at 87. Those who had been in touch with 
Ginsburg or her staff recently said she 
seemed to be coping with treatment for 
cancer and also making plans for events 
months away. So the announcement of her 
death came as something of a surprise, 
even to some close friends. 

Mary Hartnett, one of her two authorised 
biographers, visited Ginsburg in mid-
August at her home in the Watergate 
apartment complex next to the John 
F. Kennedy Center for the Performing 
Arts in Washington. She said Ginsburg 
was “plowing ahead” despite a cancer 
recurrence.

Hartnett, who wore a mask and tested 
negative for the coronavirus before 
visiting, said the justice was continuing to 
do court work. She also exercised, working 
out on a treadmill or using a tape made by 
her longtime trainer, Bryant Johnson. In 
the evenings, she’d watch “Live at the Met” 
operas, Hartnett said.

Hartnett said she’d asked the justice 
whether there were any silver linings to her 
illness and to the coronavirus pandemic.

“She immediately lit up and said ‘Yes, 
I’ve had so much time with my family, and 
they have been wonderful,’” Hartnett said.

Ginsburg announced in mid-July 
that she was receiving chemotherapy 
treatments, the fifth time she had dealt 
with cancer since 1999. 

A day before she died, Ginsburg was 
honoured by the National Constitution 
Center with its Liberty Medal. The centre’s 
president, Jeffrey Rosen, said in the 
opening to the video ceremony that 
Ginsburg was “watching at home”. 

The nearly hour-long video included 
some of Ginsburg’s favourite opera singers 
and celebrity friends who addressed her 
directly. Ginsburg sent a note the centre 
made public. 

It closed by sending “bravissimos” to 
the “participants in this event, and all in 
attendance for lifting my spirits sky high”. 
 — AP

Family, work 
and opera fill 
Ginsburg’s 
final months

Ruth Bader 
Ginsburg
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LONDON — Leaked documents 
involving about $2 trillion of transactions 
have revealed how some of the world’s 
biggest banks have allowed criminals to 
move dirty money around the world.

They also show how Russian oligarchs 
have used banks to avoid sanctions that 
were supposed to stop them getting their 
money into the West.

It’s the latest in a string of leaks over 
the past five years that have exposed 
secret deals, money laundering and 
financial crime.

The FinCEN files are more than 2500 
documents, most of which were files that 
banks sent to the US authorities between 
2000 and 2017. They raise concerns about 
what their clients might be doing.

These documents are some of the 
international banking system’s most 
closely guarded secrets.

Banks use them to report suspicious 
behaviour but they are not proof of 
wrongdoing or crime.

They were leaked to Buzzfeed News and 
shared with a group that brings together 
investigative journalists from around the 
world, which distributed them to 108 news 
organisations in 88 countries, including 
the BBC’s Panorama programme.

Hundreds of journalists have been 
sifting through the dense, technical 
documentation, uncovering some of the 
activities that banks would prefer the 
public not to know about.

HSBC allowed fraudsters to move 
millions of dollars of stolen money around 
the world, even after it learned from US 
investigators the scheme was a scam.

JP Morgan allowed a company to move 

more than $1 billion through a London 
account without knowing who owned it. 
The bank later discovered the company 
might be owned by a mobster on the FBI’s 
10 Most Wanted list.

Evidence that one of Russian President 
Vladimir Putin’s closest associates 
used Barclays Bank in London to avoid 
sanctions which were meant to stop him 
using financial services in the West. Some 
of the cash was used to buy works of art.

The UK is called a “higher risk 
jurisdiction” like Cyprus, according to the 
intelligence Division of FinCEN. That’s 
because of the number of UK registered 
companies that appear in the SARs. Over 
3000 UK companies are named in the 
FinCEN files — more than any other 

country.
The United Arab Emirates’ central 

bank failed to act on warnings about a 
local firm which was helping Iran evade 
sanctions.

Deutsche Bank moved money 
launderers’ dirty money for organised 
crime, terrorists and drug traffickers.

Standard Chartered moved cash for 
Arab Bank for more than a decade after 
clients’ accounts at the Jordanian bank 
had been used in funding terrorism.

FinCEN is the US Financial Crimes 
Investigation Network. These are 
the people at the US Treasury who 
combat financial crime. Concerns about 
transactions made in US dollars need to 
be sent to FinCEN, even if they took place 

outside the US.
Suspicious activity reports, or SARs, 

are an example of how those concerns are 
recorded. A bank must fill in one of these 
reports if it is worried one of its clients 
might be up to no good. The report is sent 
to the authorities.

Banks are supposed to make sure they 
don’t help clients to launder money or 
move it around in ways that break the 
rules.

By law, they have to know who their 
clients are — it’s not enough to file SARs 
and keep taking dirty money from clients 
while expecting the authorities to deal 
with the problem. If they have evidence of 
criminal activity they should stop moving 
the cash.

Fergus Shiel from the International 
Consortium of Investigative Journalists 
(ICIJ) said the leaked files were an 
“insight into what banks know about 
the vast flows of dirty money across the 
globe”.

He said the documents also highlighted 
the extraordinarily large amounts of 
money involved. The documents in the 
FinCEN files cover about $2 trillion of 
transactions and they are only a tiny 
proportion of the SARs submitted over the 
period.

FinCEN said the leak could impact 
on US national security, compromise 
investigations, and threaten the safety of 
institutions and individuals who file the 
reports.

The UK has also unveiled plans to 
reform its register of company information 
to clamp down on fraud and money 
laundering. — BBC

Tracing the flow of dirty money

TRILLION DOLLAR TRANSACTIONS: Leaked documents show how major banks 
helped to move dirty money around the world.  Picture supplied
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Monday
Market-place

y Your guide to amazing products 
and services to start your week

This week at the Dome

Poverty Bay Club

The Dome Bar is open for your favourite 
tipple, sweet treats and pizza during every fi lm. 

Film reviews and screening times at www.domecinema.co.nz

38 Childers Road
sally@domecinema.co.nz

3
3
8
4
8
-0
8

Wednesday 23 September Dining from 5pm
 6pm The Girl on the Bridge

Thursday 24 September Dining from 5pm
 (No movie tonight)

Friday 25 September Dining from 5pm
 7pm School Life (M)

Saturday 26 September Dining from 5pm
 DEADBEAT

 Doors open 7pm
 Tickets $15-$35 from eventfi nda.co.nz

Sunday 27 September Pizza from 5pm
 6pm Papi Chulo

Made in New Zealand

Treble Court, Peel Street

P 021 0908 7800

33236-13

10% OFF

POSSUM 

MERINO

33537-03

109 Main Rd, Makaraka, Ph 06 868 8479

www.eastoutdoors.co.nz

3
2
6
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8
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7

20% OFF ALL
EMU PRODUCTS

34885-01

THE PAINT THE 

PROFESSIONALS USE

FREE We can help with 
all of the above 
and more! Our FREE 
service to you

Not sure where to 
start?  Don’t know 
what to do?  How 
much will it cost?  
What options are 
there? We will come 
to you . . .

291 Palmerston Road  Gisborne 4010  Ph 868 4656

733 Aberdeen Road, Gisborne 
Ph 867 5307 or 021 195 5500 • Mon-Thurs 8am-5pm

Come and see me for a free 
denture consultation

Guaranteed 
expertise

• Full denture 
• Denture repairs
• Partial denture 
• Denture reline
• Mouth guard 
• Night guard

32
43

7-
01



LONDON — People in England who 
refuse an order to self-isolate could be 
fined up to £10,000, the Government has 
said.

The new legal duty requires people 
to self-isolate if they test positive for 
coronavirus, or are traced as a close 
contact, from September 28.

New measures also include a one-off 
£500 support payment for those on lower 
incomes, and a penalty for employers who 
punish those told to self-isolate.

It comes as Prime Minister Boris 
Johnson considers tightening restrictions 
after a surge in cases.

A further 4422 new Covid-19 cases and 
27 deaths were reported on Saturday.

There were 350 new cases reported in 
Scotland, the highest daily increase since 
May, 212 new cases in Wales, and 222 in 
Northern Ireland.

Fines will initially start at £1000 rising 
to £10,000 for repeat offenders, and 
for “the most egregious breaches”. Up 
until now, advice to self-isolate has been 
guidance only.

Johnson said: “So nobody 
underestimates just how important this is, 
new regulations will mean you are legally 
obliged to do so if you have the virus or 
have been asked to do so by NHS Test and 
Trace. People who choose to ignore the 
rules will face significant fines.

“We need to do all we can to control the 
spread of this virus, to prevent the most 
vulnerable people from becoming infected, 
and to protect the NHS and save lives.”

Health Secretary Matt Hancock said the 
nation was at a “tipping point” and warned 
more measures would be brought in unless 
everyone followed the rules.

“I don’t want to see more measures but 
unfortunately if people don’t follow the 
rules that’s how the virus spreads,” he told 
Sky News.

Asked if he would report anyone he 
knew breaking the rules, he said: “Yes. 
And everybody should.”

More than 19,000 fines have been issued 
in England and Wales for alleged breaches 
of coronavirus laws, the attorney general 
said last week, but more than half have 
not been paid so far.

Labour leader Sir Keir Starmer told Sky 
News he supported the new fines, saying 

“a small number of people are breaking 
the rules and something has to be done 
about that”.

But he warned it was not a “silver 
bullet” while the testing system was 
“barely serviceable”.

Those attracting the highest penalties 
are described as including those who stop 
other people from self-isolating, such as 
an employer who insists a staff member 
comes to work in violation of an order.

The penalties are in line with those for 
people who fail to quarantine for 14 days 
after returning to the UK from a country 
not on the list of low risk nations.

In Bolton, one returning holidaymaker, 
who did not self-isolate and instead went 
on a pub crawl, is being partly blamed for 
the town’s spike in cases.

The UK government hopes the new 
measures will be replicated in Wales, 
Scotland and Northern Ireland — 
which all have powers to set their own 
coronavirus rules.

Officials said NHS Test and Trace would 
be in regular contact with individuals 

told to self-isolate and would report any 
suspicions that people were not complying 
to the police and local authorities.

Police will also check compliance in 
Covid-19 hotspots and among groups 
considered to be “high-risk” as well as 
following up reports from members of the 
public of people who have tested positive 
but are not self-isolating.

Prosecutions could follow in “high-profile 
and egregious” cases of non-compliance.

As with other coronavirus rules, there 
will be specific exemptions for those who 
need to escape from illness or harm during 
their isolation, and for those who require 
care.

Changes to support for those in receipt 
of benefits or on a low income will initially 
affect up to four million people who 
cannot work from home in England, the 
Government said.

The one-off payment of £500 is above 
both statutory sick pay of £95.85 per week 
and an additional award of £182 for those 
told to self-isolate in highest risk areas of 
intervention. — RNZ

UK reaches tipping point

TIGHTENING RESTRICTIONS: UK Prime Minister Boris Johnson has announced major 
fines for people who break self-isolation rules.  AP picture

Government sets fines for self-isolation breaches

NEW YORK — A judge has approved 
a request from a group of US WeChat 
users to delay looming federal 
government restrictions that could 
effectively make the popular app nearly 
impossible to use.

In a ruling dated Saturday, Magistrate 
Judge Laurel Beeler in California said 
the Government’s actions would affect 
users’ First Amendment rights, as an 
effective ban on the app would remove 
their platform for communication.

WeChat is a messaging-focused app 
popular with many Chinese-speaking 
Americans that serves as a lifeline to 
friends, family, customers and business 
contacts in China. It’s owned by 
Chinese tech giant Tencent. 

The group of WeChat users 
requested an injunction after the US 
Commerce Department said on Friday 
it would bar WeChat from US app 
stores and keep it from accessing 
essential internet services in the 
country beginning Sunday at 11.59pm.

The Trump administration has 
targeted WeChat and another Chinese-
owned app, TikTok, for national security 
and data privacy concerns, in the 
latest flashpoint amid rising tensions 
between Washington and Beijing. The 
administration contends that the data 
of US users collected by the two apps 
could be shared with the Chinese 
government.

On Saturday, President Donald 
Trump said he supported a proposed 
deal that would have TikTok partner 
with Oracle and WalMart to form a US 
company. There is still a chance that 
TikTok could be banned in the US 
as of November 12 if the deal isn’t 
completed, under the restrictions put in 
place by the Commerce Department. 

However, a restriction to bar TikTok 
from app stores in the US, similar to 
what WeChat faced, was pushed back 
a week to September 27 after Trump 
backed the latest TikTok deal. 

On Sunday, Secretary of State 
Mike Pompeo told Fox News that the 
Government will ensure that under 
the TikTok-Oracle-WalMart deal, no 
American’s data would end up in the 
possession of the Chinese government. 

In the WeChat case, the users argued 
that the moves targeting the all-in-one 
app with instant-messaging, social 
media and other communication tools 
would restrict free speech. 

In her ruling, Beeler found that a 
WeChat ban “eliminates all meaningful 
access to communication in the 
plaintiffs’ community”, and that an 
injunction would be in the public’s 
interest. 

Furthermore, specific evidence 
about WeChat posing a national 
security threat was also “modest”, she 
wrote. 

The US government earlier argued 
that it would not be restricting free 
speech because WeChat users still “are 
free to speak on alternative platforms 
that do not pose a national security 
threat”. 

The White House did not immediately 
reply to a request for comment on 
the injunction, but Kerri Kupec, a 
spokesperson for the Department 
of Justice, said the department was 
reviewing the judge’s order.

The dispute over WeChat and TikTok 
is the latest attempt by the Trump 
administration to counter the influence 
of China. 

Since taking office in 2017, Trump 
has waged a trade war with China, 
blocked mergers involving Chinese 
companies and stifled the business of 
Chinese firms like Huawei, a maker of 
phones and telecom equipment. — AP

Judge agrees 
to delay US 
restrictions 
on WeChat

VIRUS MEASURES TARGETED BY PROTESTERS: Demonstrators took to the streets of London, Tel Aviv 
and other cities on Saturday to protest coronavirus restrictions, decrying how the measures have affected daily life even with 
infection rates rising in many places and the global death toll approaching 1 million. London Mayor Sadiq Khan has warned that 
the city may add curfews, force pubs to close earlier and ban household visits to try to limit the city’s sharp rise in new cases. 
In Israel, meanwhile, authorities ordered a full lockdown coincided with the Jewish High Holidays, which are typically celebrated 
with family gatherings and large prayer services. In Australia, about 100 protesters gathered in the Melbourne beachside suburb 
of Elwood on Saturday before being scattered by police. In Romania’s capital city, Bucharest, several hundred people protested 
against virus restrictions, including the mandatory use of masks in schools. About 2.8 million children in Romania began the 
school year on Monday and schools took various precautions to try to prevent outbreaks.  AP picture
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DUNEDIN —There are 
concerns the legalisation of 
cannabis could lead to an 
increase in road deaths, with 
the impact of drugged driving 
already becoming more 
apparent.

In 2019, alcohol or drugs 
were a factor in 131 fatal 
crashes on the road, and those 
numbers have been rising 
steadily over the past five 
years.

While some advocates 
believe those numbers would 
increase further if cannabis 
was made legal, the limited 
scientific evidence on offer 
does not back that up.

Karen Dow’s son was killed 
in a road crash when the other 
driver was high on cannabis 
and other synthetic drugs.

Having gone through that 
heartbreak, she said New 
Zealand needed to crack down 
on drugged driving.

“As a country, we seriously 
need to look at zero tolerance,” 
Ms Dow said. 

“Lives are too precious and 
it’s too easy for people to make 
a mistake.”

Ms Dow said the zero 
tolerance for drugs should 
extend to 
alcohol, and 
anyone caught 
with either in 
their system 
should feel the 
full weight of 
the law.

She said 
legalising 
marijuana 
would only confuse that, 
leading to more people driving 
high and a higher number of 
road deaths.

“We have to draw a line 
in the sand and actually say 
what is acceptable and what is 
not acceptable behaviour.

“I don’t consider any degree 
of alcohol in your system for 
driving to be okay, and I think 
the same needs to be said for 
drugs.

“We need to have a triage 
system like they do in the 

UK, where it’s laid out quite 
plainly.”

In Britain, anyone found to 
have cannabis in their blood 
or urine while driving faces 
a minimum one-year driving 
ban, a fine, up to six months’ 
prison, and it also goes on the 
person’s criminal record.

Professor 
Joe Boden 
from the 
University of 
Otago is on 
the cannabis 
panel 
assembled 
by the prime 
minister’s 
chief science 

adviser.
He agreed that there should 

be a zero tolerance for people 
caught driving while high on 
weed, and said it should be 
the same for alcohol. 

However, he said the 
evidence did not suggest 
an increase in road deaths 
or crashes if cannabis was 
legalised.

“In Colorado, when cannabis 
was legalised, they said there 
was a very large increase in 
the number of people caught 

drug-driving,” Prof Boden said.
“But, what actually 

happened is, previous to 
legalisation, the police had 
three mobile units and that 
increased to 15.

“So, it’s sort of like Covid, 
the more you test the more 
you find — if you see what I 
mean.”

Prof Boden said in places 
like Uruguay, Canada, and 
some states in the US, 
cannabis usage had not 
changed that much.

Users continue to use, and 
legalisation was not luring 
scores of people into becoming 
drugged drivers. However, 
he said if the referendum 
does pass next month, it was 
vital that a roadside drug-
testing bill was passed before 
cannabis was made legal.

That was because the jury 
was out when it came to 
impairment from marijuana 
use.

“The science behind it isn’t 
remotely settled enough to 
work out what a safe level of 
use would be in terms of being 
behind the wheel of a car.

“Now, we’re hamstrung by 
the fact in many areas such as 

this, and medicinal cannabis 
and all of those areas, because 
it’s illegal and you can’t 
actually do the studies — you 
can’t give people the drug and 
get them to perform tasks and 
those sorts of things.”

Dylan Thomsen, the road 
safety spokesman for the 
Automobile Association (AA), 
said the AA was not taking a 
side on the referendum.

However, he agreed that a 
roadside drug-testing system 
must be in place before 
cannabis could be legalised.

“When you’re driving, it’s 
about being 100 percent 
focused, alert and mentally 
clear, so anything that you 
can do or take that is going 
to alter your mental state is 
not a smart thing to be doing 
before getting behind the 
wheel.”

Mr Thomsen said the 
AA had reviewed the latest 
research from other countries 
on the effects of cannabis 
legalisation on driving, which 
was mixed. For that reason, 
the AA was focused on 
ensuring the testing was in 
place, rather than supporting 
or opposing the bill. — RNZ

Concerns over cannabis 
legislation, road deaths

‘THERE 
SHOULD 
BE ZERO 
TOLERANCE’:  
Karen Dow, 
whose son was 
killed in a road 
crash when 
another driver 
was high on 
cannabis and 
other synthetic 
drugs, says 
there should be 
zero tolerance 
for both drugs 
and alcohol 
for the nation’s 
drivers. 
 RNZ picture by 
 Jane Patterson

by Christian Fuller,         
Hawkes Bay Today

HASTINGS — A Hastings 
motorbike rider narrowly 
avoided decapitation after 
hitting a wire strung across a 
popular riding track.

Stacy Howie’s chest hit 
the wire, which was strung 
between two trees on the 
Carrick Road track near the 
Ngaruroro River, on Saturday, 
flinging him from the bike.

“It would have definitely 
taken my head off if it had hit 
me ever so slightly higher,” 
said an angry Mr Howie.

A Hawke’s Bay Regional 
Council (HBRC) ranger has 
headed to the area to check 
no other hazards have been 
strung up, and police had been 
notified.

A police spokeswoman said 
anything of this nature should 
always be reported to police.

“We would certainly 
recommend that anyone 

who comes across anything 
suspicious to get in touch with 
police on 105,” she said.

Mr Howie suffered injuries 
to his neck, chest, shoulder, 
wrist and ankle after hitting 
the wire at about 2.30pm on 
Saturday.

“I was 
driving 
pretty 
quickly on 
my dirt bike 
and instantly 
got flung off 
and rolled 
backwards on 
to my ankle,” 
he said.

“I struggled to breathe and 
then realised a wire had been 
tied from two trees across the 
path.

“I could’ve died if it hit my 
neck first on first impact — 
instead of my upper chest.”

Mr Howie was mystified as 
to why someone would put 
riders in danger like that. His 

family and friends often used 
the tracks, but had never come 
across something like this. “I 
cut the wire down so it cannot 
harm anyone else. But there 
could be more (situations like 
this).

“To be quite honest, I’d 
love to get 
my hands on 
them,” Mr 
Howie said.

“They are 
makeshift 
tracks, but 
it’s all public 
access, and 
friends and 
family of mine 

have been riding there for 
years.”

Chris Dolley, the HBRC 
asset management group 
manager, said the council 
was “appalled” at what had 
happened to Mr Howie and 
would act with urgency to 
establish what had happened.

“Unfortunately, this area 

is well known for antisocial 
behaviour and this sort of 
thing is very concerning,” he 
said.

“Our ranger is contacting 
the police and is heading to 
the area to remove any wire 
he can find.”

Mr Dolley said it reinforced 
the need for greater 
surveillance along Hawke’s 
Bay rivers and accessways.

The tracks were also 
frequently used by mountain 
bikers.

Hawke’s Bay Mountain Bike 
Club said such hazards were 
not common.

“I am just sad to hear that 
someone would do that,” a 
spokesman said. 

Hastings motorbike rider narrowly avoids decapitation

CLOSE CALL: Stacy 
Howie says he could have 
died after riding into a 
metal wire that was left 
hanging between two trees 
at a Hastings dirt track. 
 Picture by Ian Cooper

‘ It would’ve definitely 
taken my head off if 
it had hit me ever so 
slightly higher ’  — Stacy Howie

OPOTIKI — The grieving mother of a 
six-year-old boy who died in a tragic farm 
accident at Opotiki has spoken of how her 
world has fallen apart.

Angel Topp, known as Stormie, paid 
tribute to her son — her eldest child — who 
was fatally injured at a dairy farm early on 
Thursday evening.

She wrote on Facebook: “In loving memory 
of Rozayah Dallas Hudson”, together with the 
little boy’s date of birth and death.

In another post she said: “Mumma’s 
shattered hunny”.

She told Stuff her son had had a heart 
of gold. “He was so full of excitement and 
everyone around him would feel it. He had 
a humble, caring, loyal and helping, and a 
strong nature.”

Police were called to Opotiki farm in the 
Eastern Bay of Plenty at about 5pm where 
they found Rozayah fatally injured.

Ms Topp’s father, Scott Topp, wrote on a 
father’s page on Facebook of the traumatic 
accident. “I am a broken man at the moment. 
I had to watch as he passed and I could do 
nothing. I feel useless because I couldn’t do 
anything. I stopped his mum and dad from 
seeing him the way he was. I sat beside him 
until we moved him.”

Mr Topp said the hardest part was 
breaking the awful news to his daughter 
and Rozayah’s father. “I have a hole in my 
heart where my chest was. My grandson was 
named after my oldest boy who passed when 
he was 15. I don’t know what else to say.”

He urged fathers to love their children and 
spend as much time with them as they can.

“They can be here today, but then gone in 
a blink of a eye.”

The whanau’s grief was shared by family 
and friends who paid tribute to the little boy.

“Will always remember your smile 
and being you,” wrote one loved one on 
Facebook.

“RIP little man,” wrote another.
His death had been referred to the coroner.
Police said in a statement yesterday: “We 

acknowledge the anguish of the family and 
friends during this difficult time and our 
thoughts are with them.”

A WorkSafe spokeswoman said the death 
was the third on a New Zealand farm in the 
past week, after a tractor death in Te Kuiti 
last weekend, followed by a second tractor-
related death in Hastings. — NZ Herald

Mother’s world 
torn apart after 
six-year-old son 
fatally injured in
farm accident

‘ Lives are too 
precious and it’s too 
easy for people to 
make a mistake ’  —Bereaved mother, 

Karen Dow
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ODEON 5
Phone 867 3339

DEAD (M)

TUE-WED 1.40pm,
3.50pm, 6.10pm,
8.10pm
DIGIMON ADVENTURE:
LAST EVOLUTION
KIZUNA (PG)

TUE-WED 5.20pm
SAVAGE (R16)

TUE-WED 1.40pm,
3.50pm, 6pm, 8.20pm
AFTER WE COLLIDED
(M) TUE-WED 5.50pm,
8.10pm
THE AUSTRALIAN
DREAM (TBC)

TUE 3.30pm, 5.50pm
WED 3.30pm
THE NEW MUTANTS
(M)

TUE-WED 4pm, 8.10pm
TENET (M) 

TUE-WED 2pm, 7.30pm
THIS TOWN (M)

TUE 1.30pm
WED 1.30pm, 5.50pm

Times may vary subject
to late changes

WWW.ODEONGISBORNE.CO.NZ

TEACHER -
LEARNING
SUPPORT

Lytton High School
seeks an enthusiastic
teacher to teach
mathematics to students
with learning support as
a requirement from
Y9-Y11, including
NCEA Level 1, also
cross curriculum from
Y9-Y10 learning
support.
This is a fixed term,
term 4 only position
covering study leave,
commencing on Mon-
day 12th October 2020
and ending on Friday
11th December 2020.
Please request the
required Application
form and send your
covering letter, a copy
of your CV and the
contact details of 2
referees either by email
sue@lyttonhigh.net or
post to the Principal,
Lytton High School, PO
Box 635, Gisborne
4040.
Applications close 1pm,
Thursday 24th Septem-
ber 2020.
Wiremu Elliott
Principal

A L T E R A T I O N S .
Renovations & build
work. Ph 0273 618 863.
HOUSE plans drawn,
alterations, extensions.
Ph 0273 618 863.

MESSY GARDEN??
"Let us do it for you."
Ph 027 659 2915.

WHENUA MAORI PROJECT
MEETING OF OWNERS

Sunday, October 4th, 2020
(names in brackets have called the

meeting)
Pakirikiri Marae: Establish a trust;
appoint trustees; receive land use report
& feasibility process.
9am:        Tokomaru K6A (Te Riu Raihania)
9.10am:    Tokomaru K7A (Te Riu Raihania)
9.20am:    Waihoa 1A (Te Aotaki Horomona
               Paku Pewhairangi)

Te Kiekie Marae: Establish a trust and
appoint trustees; receive land use report;
discuss next steps.
10.20am:  Akuaku A4G1B
               (Frances Tibble Cutter)
10.30am:  Akuaku  A6B2
               (Francis Tibble Cutter)
10.40am:  Akuaku A7A3 (David Donnelly)
10.50am:  Ohineakai A4C3
               (Dawn Brooking)
11am:       Waipiro A42A2
               (Ritchie Harrison)
11.10am:  Waipiro Maori Townships 1-3
               Blk V (Barbara Wharehinga)

Penu Marae: Establish a trust; appoint
trustees; receive land use report &
feasibility process.
1pm:        Ahiateatua A11B2 (Liz Ngarimu)
1.10pm:    Kopuatarakihi 2B2 & 2C
               (Liz   Ngarimu)
1.20pm:    Totaranui A34 & A4 (Arthur &
               Christine Baker) - Set aside land
               as a Maori Reservation.
1.30pm:    Matarau B7 (Ritchie Harrison)
               Liz Ngarimu called the following
               meetings:
1.40pm:    Mangahauini 10B
1.50pm:    Waitangi Y2B1
2pm:        Ngamoe A8C
2.10pm:    Maungawaru 4
2.20pm:    Waipaoa 1A2
2.30pm:    Discuss feasibility report process
               with these blocks & Waitakaro C;
               Puhunga A12A;
               Mangatuna 18-20; Tapuaeroa C/
               Hukanui; Mangarara 2A5A2.

Hinerupe Marae: Receive land use report;
discuss feasibility report process and next
steps.
4pm:        Whetumatarau B22  (Joe Kiwara)
               & Whetumatarau B5
               (John  Brooking).

For more information or queries from land
owners or trustees please email
willie.teaho@icsolutions.co.nz or text 021
768 462.

PAINTER /Plasterer
tradesman, free quote.
Ph 0279 676 298.
TREE removals, tree
trimming, greenwaste
removed, 027 466 8201.

EASTLAND
TRUCKWASH

Will be CLOSED for
routine maintenance
from 7am, Sunday

20th September and
will Re-open midday,

Tuesday 22nd
September

Please contact
027 327 5610 for

further Information
We regret any

inconvenience this
may cause

GISBORNE CITY
VINTAGE

RAILWAY SOCIETY
INC

Notice of  ANNUAL
GENERAL MEETING

TUESDAY 20
October 2020

Venue:
ENGINE SHED

Gisborne Railway Yard
Time: 7pm
AGENDA

1. Apologies
2. Minutes of previous

AGM
3. Presentation of

Financial Report
4. Presentation of

Annual Reports
5. Election of Officers
6. General Business
Anyone interested in
helping maintain this
historical icon, and
possibly become
members will be most
welcome to attend.
GEOFF JOYCE
President
PENNY SHAW
Secretary

2M3 Pine $120, 4m3
$220, 6m3 $320, 8m3
$430, 12m3 $640. 2nd
grade Pine 4m3, $100.
Ph 862 8876. www.
macsfirewood.co.nz

30.06 rifle for sale $900
ono. Contact tautohek@
gmail.com for further
information.

CRAFTSMAN chain-
saw, 20" bar, 55cc, very
reliable, complete, $130
firm, bundle chainsaw
files, various sizes,
some unused, $35 ono,
Nutri Ninja 2-in-1
baking set, unused,
blender used, with
manuels, $70 ono.
Genuine enquiries only.
Ph 863 1976.

E X vineyard posts,
2.4m quarter rounds,
$2ea. Ph/text 027 474
9786.

L A Fitness Brand
(model R8) excell cond,
$390 ono (new price
$1795). Ph 0221516773

INCINERATORS x5,
with lids, good, steel
200L drums, $20ea de-
livered free in town. Ph
863 1191 a/h.

MATTRESS topper,
queen, Bambillo, un-
used, $200. Ph 021 119
3514.

PAIR of 3’ white bed
ends, $10 ono. Old golf
set, 11 clubs in a bag
$50. Ph 06 867 2701.

SECURITY fence pa-
nels 1800m x 2400m x
2 $325; benchtops, mar-
oon 3 sizes $140; elec-
tric enviromower $120;
multi kitchen set $35,
Bambillo pillow $40;
Turbo vacuum cleaner
$120. Ph 027 304 3963.

SEWING materials,
large box, big pieces, +
box haberdashery, suit-
able mask making,
excell cond, $30. Ph
868 4274.

SI NG LE bed, light-
weight base & mattress,
storage underneath, like
new, $60. Ph 021 119
3514.

TV, 37" LG & cabinet,
$70. Ph 868 6219.

W A L L P A P E R , 9
unopened, striped light
colour, $30. Ph 021 119
3514.
WOODEN outdoor ta-
ble and chairs (7pc),
good cond $250. Ph 868
4853.

SHED/BARN to store
2 cars & stuff for 12
mths. 021 182 8580.

EMMA, Asian lady,
small body, good
massage, in/out calls.
Ph 022 473 2904.

Entertainment

NOTICE BOARD

Meetings

Meetings

Public Notices

Public Notices

Public Notices

Situations
Vacant

Situations Vacant

Work Wanted Work Wanted HOME & LEISURE

Firewood

For Sale

Readers
Bargains

Readers
Bargains

Readers
Bargains

PROPERTY

Wanted to Rent

AT YOUR SERVICE

Private Escorts

Having 
a garage 

sale 
Saturday?

Deadline 
to advertise 

is 2pm 
Thursday.

1
2

Frequency Discount

3
Repeat your line advertisement on  

consecutive days to take advantage of 

our frequency discounts

ph 869 0601

Classifieds
Phone 

869 0601

Keep Your Privacy
Let us collect responses  
to your advertisements.

Only $7.00 (incl GST)  
for 30 days 

Stand Out
Give your advertisement 

a boost with a 

HIGHLIGHTER

You can sell 
anything by 
advertising

Classifieds 869 0601

Business 869 0616

ANNUAL GENERAL 
MEETING

Monday, 5th October 
2020, 5.30 pm 

In the GVC Oice 
Treble Court.

Please register your 
attendance.

 Phone Jenny 868 4522

TE WHĀNAU A KAI 
NOTICE OF PSGE RATIFICATION POLL  

Phone 0800 922 822

Invitation to Register

Te Whānau a Kai invites qualiied persons aged 18 years or over, who have not already 
registered, to apply for inclusion on the Te Whānau a Kai Register. Registrations can be 
completed online at www.tewhanauakai.com or hardcopy registration forms can be obtained 
from the Patutahi Dairy, Park Road, Patutahi, Gisborne, or from the Te Puni Kokiri Ofice, 
295/299 Gladstone Road, Gisborne. 

Te Whānau a Kai is nearing a settlement with the Crown concerning the Mangatū Crown 
forest licensed land. In readiness for the settlement, Te Whānau a Kai must establish a Post 
Settlement Governance Entity (PSGE) to receive and manage its portion of the Mangatū 
forest settlement. 

It is proposed that Te Whānau a Kai Trust be the Post Settlement Governance Entity (PSGE) to 
receive and manage the Mangatū Crown forest licensed land settlement redress on behalf of 
Te Whānau a Kai.

Adult registered members of Te Whānau a Kai now have the opportunity to vote for or against 
the proposed PSGE.

Dated at Auckland, 21 September 2020

Dale Ofsoske, Chief Returning Oficer  
Independent Election Services Ltd 
for Te Whānau a Kai

Method of Voting

A ratiication pack will be posted to all adult registered members of Te Whānau a Kai from 
Wednesday 23 September 2020, which includes explanatory information regarding the 
ratiication process and a voting document. 

Voting documents must be returned no later than 5pm Friday 30 October 2020 to the 
Chief Returning Oficer, Te Whānau a Kai. Members may vote by either:
(i) completing their voting document and posting it back using the pre-paid envelope 

provided. Voting documents must be received by the Returning Ofice by 5pm Friday 30 
October 2020; or

(ii) voting online by following the instructions on their voting document. Online voting must 
be completed by 5pm Friday 30 October 2020; or 

(iii) in person by delivering their voting document to a ballot box at a ratiication information 
hui.

Ratiication Information Hui

The ratiication information hui for the PSGE will be held as follows:
. 11am, Sunday 11 October 2020 at Pakowhai Marae, 402 Lavenham Rd, Patutahi, Gisborne; *
. 11am, Sunday 18 October 2020 - Te-Poho-o-Rawiri Marae, Queens Dr, Kaiti, Gisborne; *
. 7.30pm, Thursday 22 October 2020 via Zoom meeting (Meeting ID: 812 345 6767);
. 11am, Sunday 25 October 2020 - venue to be conirmed.

*  these ratiication information hui will also be livestreamed. 

A ballot box will be available for the hand-delivery of voting documents at the above-
mentioned hui (excluding the hui on Thursday 22 October 2020, to be held by Zoom meeting 
only). 

The hui locations, dates and times may be subject to change and any updated details will be 
posted on the Trust’s website: www.tewhanauakai.com and on the Te Whānau a Kai Facebook 
page. 

KAIĀRAHI - ASPIRATIONS 
NAVIGATOR

(ADVOCATE/MENTOR)
Lytton High School are seeking applications for 
an enthusiastic and passionate person/s to join 
our Aspirations Team as a Kaiārahi - Aspirations 
Navigator (Advocate/Mentor) to work on our He 
Waka Eke Noa - We’re all in this together project 
for Term 4, 2020. The project is a direct response to 
the impact Covid-19 has had on our rangatahi and 
will see the successful applicant work alongside 
our target senior students for the remainder of the 
year. This is a short term, ixed term contract from 
Monday 13th October until Friday 11th December 
with the prospect of being extended into 2021. 
Qualiications & experience
• Previous experience recommended but not 

required
• Motivated and it
• Friendly and approachable
Key outcomes
• To support, mentor, tutor and advise the senior 

target students to achieve the goals of their 
individual education plan

• Contribute to the success of the school’s annual 
goals around NCEA

• Provide guidance and support to whanau to 
engage with their child’s learning

Beneits
• A great team environment and culture 
• Helping young people
• Making positive connections in community
The application form will include these 
questions:
• Do you have a current New Zealand driver’s 

licence?
• Do you have experience in a role which requires 

relationship management experience?
• Do you have a current Police Check (Criminal 

Record Check) for employment?   

Please request the required Application form and 
send your covering letter, a copy of your CV and 
the contact details of 2 referees either by email 
sue@lyttonhigh.net or post to the Principal, Lytton 
High School, PO Box 635, Gisborne 4040.
Applications close 1pm, Friday 25th September 
2020.

Wiremu Elliott
Principal
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MONDAY—TUESDAY’S TELEVISION GUIDE

 5pm The Chase 3 0 

 6pm 1 News At 6pm 0 

 7pm Seven Sharp 0 

 7.30 Fair Go 0 

 8pm Kids: An Instruction 

Manual 0  Nigel Latta 

presents a science-

based guide to solving 

problems in families.

 8.30 Criminal Minds 16C 0   

The members of the 

BAU enjoy a Saturday off 

in very different ways; 

Rossi and Prentiss help 

Simmons assemble a 

new crib; Garcia leads a 

hacking competition.

 9.25 World’s Deadliest 16LC 0   

How two hikers handled 

a dangerous trip on a 

helicopter; how a family 

does the unthinkable 

on a day out at a safari 

park; a glacier disaster.

 10.30 1 News Tonight 0 

 11pm Code Black MC 3 0   

Elliot doubts his ability 

as a doctor when he 

is sued for his role in 

the death of the Swat 

officer; Willis and Rox 

arrive at a road-rage 

accident resulting in 

serious injuries.

 11.50 Q+A With Jack Tame 0   

Local political-affairs 

programme.

  TUESDAY  

 12.50 Te Karere 3 

 1.15 Infomercials 

 5.35 Te Karere 3 

 6am Breakfast 

 9am The Ellen DeGeneres 

Show 3 0   

With Henry Winkler.

 10am Tipping Point 3 0 

 11am The Chase 3 0 

 Noon 1 News At Midday 0 

 12.30 Emmerdale PG 0   

Will is surprised to see 

the scale of the drug 

order he is being told to 

courier, especially when 

he realises Billy and 

Cain are being used to 

draw police attention 

away from him.

 1.30 Fair Go 3 0 

 2pm The Ellen DeGeneres 

Show 3 0   

With Julie Bowen.

 3pm Tipping Point 0 

 4pm Te Karere 

 4.30 Fish The Dish 0   

Chef Spencer Watts 

cooks his favourite 

seafood dishes, 

using a wide range of 

ingredients and cooking 

techniques.

 5pm The Chase 3 0 

 5pm Wheel Of Fortune 

 5.30 Hardcore Pawn PG 

 6pm Can’t Pay? We’ll Take It 

Away MVL 

 7pm The Force MC 

 7.30 NCIS: LA MV 

 8.30 Sinkholes MLC 

 9.30 Trauma Rescue Squad M 

 10.30 CSI: Cyber MV 

 11.15 CSI: Cyber MV 

  TUESDAY  

 12.05 Survivor: Worlds 

Apart PG 

 12.55 Wheel Of Fortune 

 1.20 Jeopardy! 

 1.40 The Force MC 

 2.05 Trauma Rescue Squad M 

 2.50 Sinkholes MLC 

 3.40 NCIS MV 

 4.25 Hardcore Pawn PG 

 4.50 NCIS: LA MV 

 5.35 The Simpsons PG 

 6am Jeopardy! 

 6.25 Wheel Of Fortune 

 6.45 The Simpsons PG 

 7.10 Survivor: Worlds 

Apart PG 

 8am The Force MC 

 8.25 Can’t Pay? We’ll Take It 

Away MVL 

 9.15 Hardcore Pawn PGL 

 9.40 NCIS: LA MV 

 10.25 NCIS MV 

 11.10 Survivor: Worlds 

Apart PG 

 Noon Raw Live MVC 

 3.05 Survivor: Worlds 

Apart PG 

 4pm The Simpsons PG 

 4.30 Jeopardy! 

 5pm Wheel Of Fortune 

 5.30 Hardcore Pawn PG 

 5.10 The Wave 16VLSC 2019 

Sci-fi. Justin Long, Donald 

Faison.

 6.35 Charlie’s Angels MV 2019 

Action. Kristen Stewart, 

Naomi Scott.

 8.30 A Dog’s Journey PGC 2019 

Adventure. Bailey finds a 

new destiny protecting 

Ethan’s granddaughter, 

and his multiple lives 

are filled with love, 

devotion, and a few 

good belly rubs. Kathryn 

Prescott, Dennis Quaid.

 10.20 Poms PGLS 2019 Comedy. 

Diane Keaton, Jacki 

Weaver.

 11.50 Us 16VLC 2019 Horror. Lupita 

Nyong’o, Winston Duke.

  TUESDAY  

 1.45 Late Night MLS 2019 

Comedy. Emma Thompson, 

Mindy Kaling.

 3.26 Charlie’s Angels  

MV 2019 Action. Kristen 

Stewart, Naomi Scott.

 5.21 The Wave  

16VLSC 2019 Sci-fi. Justin 

Long, Donald Faison.

 6.46 A Dog’s Journey PGC 

2019 Adventure. Kathryn 

Prescott, Dennis Quaid.

 8.32 Poms PGLS 2019 Comedy.

 10.02 Us 16VLC 2019 Horror.

 11.57 Charlie’s Angels  

MV 2019 Action.

 1.52 Josie 16VLS 2018 Drama.

 3.20 Stan And Ollie  

PGL 2018 Comedy.

 4.55 Second Act  

MLSC 2018 Comedy.

 5.40 Railroad Australia PG 

 6.35 Aussie Lobster Men PG 

 7.30 Top Gear PG 

 8.30 Overhaulin’ PG Zl One-off.

 9.25 Towies PG 

 9.50 Towies PG 

 10.15 Car Crash Global 

Caught On Camera PG 

 11.05 Naked And Afraid MC 

What the Duck.

 11.55 How It’s Made PG 

  TUESDAY  

 12.20 How Do They Do It? PG 

 12.45 Car Crash Global 

Caught On Camera PG 

 1.35 Gold Rush PG 

 2.25 Moonshiners MVL 

 3.15 Gold Rush: Parker’s 

Trail PG 

 4.05 Strange Evidence PG 

 4.55 Naked And Afraid MVL 

 5.45 Gold Rush PG 

 6.35 Fast N’ Loud PG Aaron’s 

Falcon Racecar.

 7.30 Strange Evidence PG 

Alien Armageddon 

Conspiracy.

 8.20 Top Gear 

 9.10 Aussie Lobster Men PG 

 10am How Do They Do It? PG 

 10.25 How Do They Do It? PG 

 10.50 How It’s Made PG 

 11.15 How It’s Made PG 

 11.40 Railroad Australia PG 

 12.30 Web Of Lies MVLSC 

 1.20 Killer Instinct With 

Chris Hansen MVLSC 

 2.10 Top Gear 

 3pm Gold Rush: Parker’s 

Trail PG 

 3.50 Gold Rush PG 

 4.45 Fast N’ Loud PG 

 5.40 Railroad Australia PG 

 5pm The Simpsons 3 0 
 5.30 The Big Bang Theory 3 0 
 6pm Neighbours PG 0 
 6.30 Home And Away PG 0 
 7pm Shortland Street PG 0   

Eddie meets Esther’s 
match; Desi calls Cece 
loyal; Dawn cannot handle 
the truth.

 7.30 MasterChef Australia: 
Back To Win 0 

 8.40 The Farmer Wants A 
Wife M 0  Romance is 
blossoming and, in a 
first for Farmer Wants A 
Wife, the farmers and 
their women gather for 
an Italian feast, where a 
surprise visitor upsets 
things.

 10.05 Little Divas: Tantrums 
And Tiaras 16L 3 0 

 11.05 2 Broke Girls M 3 
 11.30 Motherland: Fort 

Salem MC 0 

  TUESDAY  
 12.20 The Walking Dead 16VC 3 0 
 1.10 Shortland Street PG 3 0 
 1.35 Infomercials 
 2.35 Come Dine With Me 0 
 4.40 Emmerdale PG 3 0 
 5.05 Neighbours PG 3 0 
 5.30 Infomercials 
 6.30 Book Hungry Bears 3 0 
 6.50 Maia The Brave 3 0 
 7am We Bare Bears 3 0 
 7.25 Beyblade Burst Rise 3 0 
 7.50 Miraculous: Tales Of 

Ladybug And Cat Noir 0 
 8.15 Esme And Roy 0 
 8.35 Moon And Me 3 0 
 9am Infomercials 
 10am Neighbours PG 3 0 
 10.30 Murphy Brown PG 0 
 11am Grey’s Anatomy MC 3 0 
 11.55 MasterChef Australia: 

Back To Win 3 0 
 1pm Judge Rinder PG 
 2pm The Middle 3 0 
 2.30 Home And Away PG 3 0 
 3pm Shortland Street PG 3 0 
 3.30 Bluey 0 
 3.40 The New Legends Of 

Monkey PG 0 
 4.05 Brain Busters 0 
 4.35 Friends 3 0 
 5.05 The Simpsons PG 3 0 
 5.30 The Big Bang Theory 3 0 

 5pm Millionaire Hot Seat 0 

 6pm NewsHub Live At 6pm 

 7pm The Project 

 7.30 Grand Designs NZ PG 0   

Joseph and Susannah 

Hardie face West Coast 

storms and complex 

topography to build a 

coastal paradise on 

a very steep site with 

views of Piha beach.

 8.30 N Patrick Gower: 

On Weed M 0  As New 

Zealand prepares to 

vote on the legalisation 

of recreational weed, 

Patrick Gower explores 

what a yes vote could 

mean for New Zealand, 

the black market, and 

legalisation in Uruguay 

and Canada.

 9.30 Magnum PI M 0   

Mercenaries storm the 

estate to find the true 

identity of the White 

Knight; Rick and TC help 

one of Rick’s employees 

when his car is stolen.

 10.30 NewsHub Late 

 11pm The Hui 3 0 

 11.35 NewsHub Nation 3 0 

  TUESDAY  

 12.40 Infomercials 

 6am The AM Show 

 9am The Café PG 

 10am Infomercials 

 11.30 Millionaire Hot Seat 3 0 

 12.30 Face The Truth PG 3 

 1pm Dr Phil PG 

 1.55 Love Island USA PG 3 

 2.55 Restoration Man PG 0 

 4pm The Fishing Show 

Classics PG 0 

 4.30 NewsHub Live At 

4:30pm 

 5pm Millionaire Hot Seat 0 

 5pm Frasier 3 0 

 5.30 Prime News 

 6pm Rugby Nation 

 7pm The Crowd Goes Wild   

Join the team for an 

alternative dose of 

sports news, delivering 

the best (and worst) 

sporting moments the 

only way they know how, 

with a little cheek!

 7.30 American Pickers 

 8.30 The Hunters’ Club MVLC 0 

 9.35 Demolition NZ ML 

 10.05 M Crank 18VLS 2006 

Action. A freelance hit 

man must stay two 

steps ahead of a rival 

to save his life after he 

is injected with a poison 

that will kill him if his 

heart rate drops. Jason 

Statham.

  TUESDAY  

 12am The Late Show With 

Stephen Colbert PG 

 1am Cycling: Tour De 

France (HLS) 

 1.30 Closedown 

 6am Jeopardy 3 

 6.25 Top Wing 3 0 

 6.50 Butterbean’s Café 3 0 

 7.15 Double Dare 0 

 7.40 Danger Mouse 3 0 

 8.05 The Moe Show 3 0 

 8.35 Batman: The Animated 

Series 3 0 

 9am A Place In The Sun 3 

 10am The Doctors PGC 

 11am The Nineties PGC 3 0 

 Noon Hot Bench PGC 

 12.30 Brian Johnson’s A Life 

On The Road PG 3 0 

 1.30 Married… With 

Children PGL 3 

 2pm The Late Show With 

Stephen Colbert PG 3 

 3pm Wheel Of Fortune 3 

 3.30 Jeopardy 3 

 4pm American Pickers PGC 

 5pm Frasier 3 0 

 5.30 Prime News 

 5pm Pipi Ma 

 5.05 Takaro Tribe 3 

 5.20 Kia Mau 3 

 5.30 Takoha 3 

 5.40 Te Nutube 

 5.50 ZooMoo 

 6pm Gourmet Goes Tribal 

 6.30 Te Ao Marama 

 7.30 Skindigenous 

 8pm Te Ao With Moana 

 8.30 M Blue PG 2017 

Documentary.

 10.05 Waka Huia 3 

 10.35 Ki Tua 

 11.05 Iwi Anthems 3 

 11.35 Closedown 

  TUESDAY  

 6.30 Pipi Ma 

 6.35 Takaro Tribe 3 

 6.50 Kia Mau 3 

 7am Te Ao Tapatahi 

 8am Takoha 3 

 8.10 Te Nutube 

 8.20 ZooMoo 

 8.30 Darwin + Newts 3 

 8.40 Purakau 

 8.50 Paia 

 9am Whanau Bake-Off 

 9.30 Opaki 3 

 10am Whakatauki 3 

 10.30 Whanau Living 3 

 11am Huia Rau 3 

 Noon #whiuatepatai ML 3 

 12.30 Nga Pari Karangaranga 

O Te Motu 3 

 1.30 Ako 3 

 2pm Toku Reo 3 

 3pm Korero Mai 3 

 3.30 Pukuhohe 3 

 4pm Te Mana Kuratahi 3 

 4.30 Ahorangi: Next 

Generation 3 

 5pm Pipi Ma 

 5.05 Takaro Tribe 3 

 5.20 Kia Mau 3 

 5.30 Takoha 3 

 5.40 Te Nutube 

 5.50 ZooMoo 

 5pm Hemsley And Hemsley: 

Healthy And Delicious 

 5.30 Mysteries At The Museum 

 6.30 Salvage Hunters 

 7.30 China’s Megatomb 

Revealed MCV 

 9.30 Arabia With Levison 

Wood PGCL 

 10.30 Salvage Hunters 

 11.30 Mysteries At The Museum 

  TUESDAY  

 12.30 Hugh’s Three Good Things 

 1am Hemsley And Hemsley: 

Healthy And Delicious 

 1.30 Baggage Battles 

 2am Million Dollar Car Hunters 

 3am China’s Megatomb 

Revealed MCV 

 5am Mysteries At The 

Museum PGC 

 6am Gardeners’ World 

 7am Hugh’s Three Good Things 

 7.30 Hemsley And Hemsley: 

Healthy And Delicious 

 8am Dogs With Extraordinary 

Jobs 

 9am Baggage Battles 

 9.30 Ultimate Sportsman’s 

Lodge 

 10am Celebrity Motor Homes 

 10.30 Mysteries At The 

Museum PGC 

 11.30 Salvage Hunters 

 12.30 China’s Megatomb 

Revealed MCV 

 2.30 Arabia With Levison 

Wood TBC 

 3.30 Secret Life Of The 

Tasmanian Devil 

 4.30 Choccywoccydoodah 

Starstruck 

 5.30 Mysteries At The Museum 

 5.30 Keeping Up With The 

Kardashians PG 3 

 6.25 Million Dollar Listing Los 

Angeles 3 

 7.30 Snapped M 

 8.30 An Unexpected Killer 16 

 9.30 Accident, Suicide Or 

Murder? 

 10.30 Snapped M 3 

 11.25 Buried In The Backyard 16 3 

  TUESDAY  

 12.15 Infomercials 

 10am Judge Jerry 3 

 10.30 How Do I Look? 3 

 11.30 Snapped M 3 

 12.25 The Kelly Clarkson Show 

 1.30 The Real Housewives Of 

Beverly Hills M 3 

 2.30 Below Deck: 

Mediterranean PG 3 

 3.30 Southern Charm PG 3 

 4.30 Millionaire Matchmaker PG 3 

 5.30 Keeping Up With The 

Kardashians PG 3 

5pm Checkpoint  

News and current affairs 

programme.  

6.30 Trending Now  

Programme highlighting the RNZ 

stories people are sharing online.  

7.06 Nights With Bryan Crump.  

10pm News At Ten A roundup of 

today’s news and sport.  

10.15 Lately With Karyn Hay.  

11.04 Nashville Babylon  

TUESDAY   
12.04 All Night Programme  

5am First Up   

6am Morning Report  

9.06 Nine To Noon  

10.45 The Reading  

Noon Midday Report  

1.06 Afternoons  

4.06 The Panel  

5pm Checkpoint  

Kids: An Instruction Manual 

 8pm on TVNZ 1

The Farmer Wants a Wife 

 8.40pm on TVNZ 2

Patrick Gower: On Weed 

 8.30pm on Three

Compiled by21Sep20

© TVNZ 2020 © TVNZ 2020

 6pm Skipper Cup (DLY) 

 8pm Rugby Nation 

 9pm Super Rugby 

Australia (RPL) Final: 

Brumbies v Reds.

 11pm Skipper Cup (HLS) 

 11.30 Rugby Nation 

  TUESDAY  

 12.30 Super Rugby 

Australia (HLS) Final: 

Brumbies v Reds.

 1am Farah Palmer Cup (HLS) 

 1.30 Farah Palmer Cup (HLS) 

 2am Super Rugby 

Australia (HLS) Final: 

Brumbies v Reds.

 2.30 Mitre 10 Cup (HLS) Bay of 

Plenty v Southland.

 3am Mitre 10 Cup (HLS) 

 3.30 Mitre 10 Cup (HLS) 

 4am Mitre 10 Cup (HLS) 

 4.30 Super Rugby 

Australia (HLS) 

 5am Rugby Nation 

 6am Skipper Cup (HLS) 

 6.40 L Gallagher 

Premiership Cup  

Final: Sale Sharks v 

Harlequins.

 9am Farah Palmer Cup (HLS) 

 9.30 Farah Palmer Cup (HLS) 

 10am Skipper Cup (HLS) 

 10.30 Rugby Nation 

 11.30 Mitre 10 Cup (RPL) 

Waikato v North Harbour.

 1.30 Gallagher Premiership 

Cup (RPL) Final: Sale 

Sharks v Harlequins.

 3.30 Mitre 10 Cup (HLS) 

Tasman v Northland.

 4pm Mitre 10 Cup (HLS) 

Northland v Auckland.

 4.30 Skipper Cup (DLY) 

SKY SPORT 1



 Legend: T – Won at track. C – Won at this distance on this course. D – Won at this distance on another course. M – Won in slow or heavy going. B – Beaten favourite at last start. H – Trained on track. N – Won at  
 night. S – Spell of three months. F – Fell. P – Pulled up. L – Lost rider. TV – Featured on Trackside TV. 

Palmerston North greys at Manawatu  Tuesday  Jetbet 3  TAB D. 1-2, 3-4, 5-6, 7-8, 9-10, 11-12  T. 1-2-3, 4-5-6, 7-8-9, 10-11-12  Q. 2-3-4-5, 9-10-11-12  PL6 7-12

1 Formpro Ratings Free Every Tuesday 12.02
 $4735, C5, 457m

 1 33256 Bigtime Brody 25.64 Lisa Cole

 2 47618 Big Time Jimmy 26.03 Lisa Cole

 3 43654 Big Time Seth 25.76 Lisa Cole

 4 75711 Big Time Anton 25.92 Lisa Cole

 5  Vacant Box Five - n & a

 6 24435 Big Time Jackson 26.13 Lisa Cole

 7 33646 Big Time Kobe 25.89 Lisa Cole

 8 31114 Thrilling Baxter 25.91 Karen Walsh

2 Bigtime Paddy At Stud  12.20
 $2860, C4/5, 410m

 1 22856 Bigtime Daisy 23.55 Lisa Cole

 2 37537 Bigtime Ziggy 23.44 Lisa Cole

 3 17224 Big Time Billie 23.38 Lisa Cole

 4 41383 Pick A Pascal 23.42 G & S Fredrickson

 5 32361 Big Time Frosty 23.33 Lisa Cole

 6 71123 Big Time Lebron 23.31 Lisa Cole

 7 25136 Bigtime Puma 23.48 Lisa Cole

 8 64417 Big Time Kevin 23.34 Lisa Cole

EMERGENCIES:

 9 46625 Thrilling Bruce 23.44 Karen Walsh

 10 27674 Big Time Izzy 23.26 Lisa Cole

3 PNGRC Sectional Times @ pngreyhounds.kiwi 12.37
 $1365, C0, 410m

 1 28453 Big Time Boots nwtd Lisa Cole

 2 41 Zamah nwtd Deb Edlin

 3 78568 Garrera nwtd Sue Gommans

 4 46375 Freckle nwtd John McInerney

 5 4581 Screaming Viking nwtd Nathan Udy

 6 53577 Kiosk nwtd J & D Bell

 7 886 Shot Of Class nwtd Carol Morris

 8 74688 Kay Tuesso nwtd Sue Gommans

4 Steve ‘The Auctioneer Davis’ 12.55
 $1450, C1, 410m

 1 136 Rhodes Worthy nwtd Maree Gowan

 2 38681 Big Time Tina 23.42 Lisa Cole

 3 13 Thrilling Norman nwtd Karen Walsh

 4 52752 Slam It 23.93 John McInerney

 5 22331 Big Time Juda 23.77 Lisa Cole

 6 1343 Butter Churn nwtd Glen Hodgson

 7 75334 Arm Turner nwtd John McInerney

 8 41427 Entree Only nwtd Maree Gowan

EMERGENCIES:

 9 26778 Homebush Jordie nwtd John McInerney

 10 87772 Zara Fab nwtd Nathan Udy

5 Paul Claridge Electrical 1.12
 $2390, C0, 457m

 1 23333 Wit And Wisdom nwtd Glen Hodgson

 2 33258 Rich Lister nwtd Maree Gowan

 3  Vacant Box Three - n & a

 4 62626 Goldstar Malone nwtd Sue Gommans

 5 5 Big Time Felix nwtd Lisa Cole

 6  Vacant Box Six - n & a

 7 52233 Mystery Viking nwtd Nathan Udy

 8 4 Shelly Pom nwtd Angela Turnwald

6 Doug Bradley Painters  1.30
 $4030, C3/4, 457m

 1 23278 Electrical Storm 26.30 Mark Goodier

 2 366s1 Akashi Boy nwtd G & S Fredrickson

 3 47138 Big Time Amie 26.07 Lisa Cole

 4 45231 Big Time Trae 26.09 Lisa Cole

 5 12251 Big Time Dawson nwtd Lisa Cole

 6 45712 Thrilling Morris nwtd Karen Walsh

 7 48786 Big Time Mac 26.02 Lisa Cole

 8 74516 Big Time Fuzz nwtd Lisa Cole

7 Kernow Construction  1.47
 $1685, C1/2, 410m

 1 53837 Gemmas Dilemma nwtd John McInerney

 2 73367 Born Fab 23.73 Stephen Maher

 3 25882 Little Scamp 23.33 David Denbee

 4 65266 Jetlag Jag nwtd John McInerney

 5 65828 Opal Nora 24.08 John McInerney

 6 46473 Cool Beans nwtd John McInerney

 7 15718 Otis 24.01 Kellie Gommans

 8 33847 Zipping Luther 23.46 J & D Bell

EMERGENCIES:

 9 26778 Homebush Jordie nwtd John McInerney

 10 87772 Zara Fab nwtd Nathan Udy

8 Total Bodyshop Supplies  2.05
 $1685, C1/2, 410m

 1 25423 Big Time Spot 23.43 Lisa Cole

 2 86221 Homebush Maxi 24.06 John McInerney

 3 43423 Giraffe Club 23.65 Lisa Cole

 4 33256 Spring Fox 23.63 Maree Gowan

 5 23237 Fool’s Russian 23.33 Lisa Cole

 6 55132 My Pablo 24.05 Nathan Udy

 7 14525 Bigtime Kate 23.38 G & S Fredrickson

 8 16442 Hashtag Blessed 23.63 Nathan Udy

EMERGENCIES:

 9 26778 Homebush Jordie nwtd John McInerney

 10 87772 Zara Fab nwtd Nathan Udy

9 Outback Trading Company 2.23
 $2505, C1, 457m

 1 53436 Gazza’s Girl nwtd G & S Fredrickson

 2 36121 Murmur 26.09 Lisa Cole

 3 88858 Homebush Surgeon nwtd Sue Gommans

 4 4767s Woman No Cry 26.43 Angela Turnwald

 5 15743 Tuff Mr. Tee 26.22 Sue Gommans

 6 43452 Plan Stan nwtd Lana Pearce

 7 s1215 Behind The Sun nwtd Lisa Cole

 8 84642 Magic Flynn nwtd G & S Fredrickson

10 Red Snapper Seafoods, Christchurch 2.41
 $3325, C2/3, 457m

 1 12421 Bigtime Bailey nwtd Lisa Cole
 2 64286 Allegro Curtis 25.87 Lisa Cole
 3 46144 Big Time Frankie 26.00 Lisa Cole
 4 15158 Bigtime Diesel 26.18 G & S Fredrickson
 5 67434 Bigtime Levi 25.75 Lisa Cole
 6 46323 Bigtime Benji 25.74 Lisa Cole
 7 57565 Rapid Fire 26.05 G & S Fredrickson
 8 76334 Big Time Odette 25.96 Lisa Cole
EMERGENCIES:
 9 64733 Broke Brad 26.03 Angela Turnwald
 10 83862 Big Time Rocket nwtd Lisa Cole

11 J P Print, Petone 2.58
 $2035, C3, 410m

 1 78528 Allegro Lexxi nwtd Lisa Cole
 2 54382 Bees And Birds 23.64 Lisa Cole
 3 81328 Allegro Tammy 23.33 Lisa Cole
 4 11113 Big Time Jewel 23.59 Lisa Cole
 5 71538 Bigtime Chris 23.35 G & S Fredrickson
 6 48385 Bigtime Honey 23.58 Lisa Cole
 7 88681 Big Time Hazel 23.39 Lisa Cole
 8 71574 Meandering 23.71 Angela Turnwald

12 Greyhound As Pets 3.15
 $2035, C2/3, 410m

 1 36487 Mother’s Touch 23.41 J & D Bell
 2 38757 Double What 23.65 J & D Bell
 3 36864 Harpoon Harry 23.91 Maree Gowan
 4 74487 Free Thinker nwtd Melissa Olden
 5 74148 Morning Sun 23.62 John McInerney
 6 54175 Here’s Hemi 23.62 John McInerney
 7 57566 Bigtime Bret 23.35 Lisa Cole
 8 24564 Big Time Smile nwtd Lisa Cole

Selections
Race 1: BIG TIME ANTON, BIG TIME JIMMY, THRILLING BAXTER

Race 2: BIG TIME LEBRON, BIG TIME FROSTY, PICK A PASCAL

Race 3: SCREAMING VIKING, ZAMAH, BIG TIME BOOTS

Race 4: THRILLING NORMAN, BIG TIME JUDA, BUTTER CHURN

Race 5: RICH LISTER, MYSTERY VIKING, WIT AND WISDOM

Race 6: BIG TIME DAWSON, AKASHI BOY, BIG TIME AMIE

Race 7: BORN FAB, LITTLE SCAMP, OTIS

Race 8: HOMEBUSH MAXI, GIRAFFE CLUB, MY PABLO

Race 9: BEHIND THE SUN, MURMUR, TUFF MR. TEE

Race 10: BIGTIME DIESEL, BIGTIME BAILEY, BIGTIME BENJI

Race 11: BIG TIME JEWEL, BIG TIME HAZEL, ALLEGRO TAMMY

Race 12: FREE THINKER, BIG TIME SMILE, HERE’S HEMI

Christchurch greys at Addington  Tuesday  Jetbet 9  TAB D. 1-2, 3-4, 5-6, 7-8, 9-10, 11-12  T. 1-2-3, 4-5-6, 7-8-9, 10-11-12  Q. 2-3-4-5, 9-10-11-12  PL6 7-12

1 The Fitz Sports Bar Sprint 2.49
 $1450, C1, 295m

 1 63836 Iylah Jewel 17.61 Craig Roberts

 2 64537 Just Stagger 18.40 John McInerney

 3 46632 Cold Affair 17.37 Lisa Waretini

 4 25347 Lakota Tonka 17.52 Heather Cairns

 5 73384 Goldstar McQueen 17.58 S & B Evans

 6 46552 Opa’s Dream 17.52 Ray Casey

 7 65415 Homebush Hero 17.78 John McInerney

 8 21566 Horse Range 17.49 Malcolm Grant

EMERGENCIES:
 9 77678 Impressive Jazz nwtd John McInerney
 10 86688 Homebush Comet 17.44 John McInerney

2 Garrard’s Horse And Hound 3.06
 $1450, C1, 295m

 1 27587 Goldstar Power 17.49 S & B Evans
 2 86755 Paringi Pam 17.39 Mitchell & Smith
 3 55656 Sneaky Snitch 17.33 Hart & Taylor
 4 66764 Homebush Sayer 17.54 John McInerney
 5 88s53 Know Angel 17.96 Garry Cleeve
 6 88774 Bound Up 17.58 John McInerney
 7 48444 King Kali 17.19 Malcolm Grant
 8 76388 Zola Black 17.65 Craig Roberts
EMERGENCIES:
 9 77678 Impressive Jazz nwtd John McInerney
 10 86688 Homebush Comet 17.44 John McInerney

3 Culvie Boy’s Syndicate 3.24
 $1450, C1, 295m

 1 7F765 Donalbain 18.13 John McInerney
 2 48145 Goldstar Aria 17.84 S & B Evans
 3 18445 Sozin’s Assassin 17.45 John McInerney
 4 32521 Know Farewell 17.37 Garry Cleeve
 5 78237 Jinja Cream Fizz 17.27 Allan Joyce
 6 44623 Kingi Reigns 17.29 Ashley Bradshaw
 7 85748 Homebush Fairy 17.85 John McInerney
 8 84788 Second Summer 17.46 Alison Lee
EMERGENCIES:
 9 77678 Impressive Jazz nwtd John McInerney
 10 86688 Homebush Comet 17.44 John McInerney

4 Crate & Barrel Hotel Sprint 3.42
 $1450, C1, 295m

 1 646s8 Dorothy Be Good 17.66 J M  McCook
 2 45848 Eternal Debt 17.29 Garry Cleeve
 3 54525 Opal Hunter 17.49 John McInerney
 4 66654 Platonic Affair 17.47 Lisa Waretini

 5 67866 Homebush Dolphy 17.80 John McInerney
 6 84624 Goldstar Montana 17.47 S & B Evans
 7 15358 Adobe Spinner 17.83 Matt Roberts
 8 57568 Crystal Corvette 17.74 John McInerney
EMERGENCIES:
 9 77678 Impressive Jazz nwtd John McInerney
 10 86688 Homebush Comet 17.44 John McInerney

5 -rakaia Vet Services Stakes 4.01
 $2505, C1, 520m

 1 47352 Mayhem Made 30.67 Ashley Bradshaw
 2 3148 Opawa Sandridge 30.44 J & D Fahey
 3 41533 Great Work 30.46 J & D Fahey
 4 43154 Nighthawk Thorn 30.72 Matt Roberts
 5 11315 Fairly Able 30.50 J & D Fahey
 6 22213 Mitcham Greg 31.07 Ashley Bradshaw
 7 51452 Ohoka Megan 30.63 Lisa Waretini
 8 31126 Humbling 30.39 J & D Fahey
EMERGENCIES:
 9 24744 Kea Viking 30.22 J & D Fahey
 10 77716 Adelphi 30.69 J M  McCook

6 Casswoods For Carpet Binding 4.19
 $1450, C1, 295m

 1 23267 Goldstar Whitey 17.45 S & B Evans
 2 77685 Homebush Reed 17.52 John McInerney
 3 13635 Taieri Snapshot 17.45 Ray Casey
 4 17786 Pascale Jewel 17.66 Craig Roberts
 5 65345 Ohoka Carsen nwtd Lisa Waretini
 6 83274 Pontiac Pat 17.35 John McInerney
 7 57545 Goldstar Beau 17.71 S & B Evans
 8 44126 Smash Zone 17.74 Malcolm Grant
EMERGENCIES:
 9 77678 Impressive Jazz nwtd John McInerney
 10 86688 Homebush Comet 17.44 John McInerney

7 mayhounds.org.nz Rehoming Grp 4.36
 $1450, C1, 295m

 1 43888 Homebush Finn 17.21 John McInerney

 2 63226 Know Burden 17.48 Garry Cleeve

 3 1F5 Amuri Josie 17.83 John McInerney

 4 51845 Denuto 17.47 Daniel Lane

 5 45647 Goldstar Galaxie 17.40 S & B Evans

 6 17863 Homebush Carl 17.45 John McInerney

 7 23435 Yanira Bale 17.33 S & B Evans

 8 68825 Rocco Jewel 17.62 Craig Roberts

EMERGENCIES:

 9 77678 Impressive Jazz nwtd John McInerney

 10 86688 Homebush Comet 17.44 John McInerney

8 Flair Sprint Feature 4.53
 $1450, C1, 295m

 1 32682 Yes Yes No 17.81 J M  McCook

 2 156 Mustang Megan 17.64 Hart & Taylor

 3 26576 Goldstar Avalon 17.31 S & B Evans

 4 48455 Goldstar Clover 17.25 S & B Evans

 5 64412 Taieri Finn 17.52 Ray Casey

 6 74544 Raquel Allen 17.47 Craig Roberts

 7 22547 Jingili Jill 17.42 Mitchell & Smith

 8 82323 Miss June 17.49 John McInerney

EMERGENCY:

 9 87678 Gracie Lee 17.30 John McInerney

9 Steve Anngow Drapes & Blinds 5.11
 $2860, C2, 520m

 1 1F644 Prince Rohit nwtd John McInerney

 2 111s6 Holy Grail 30.26 J & D Fahey

 3 37532 Opala Bale 29.99 Craig Roberts

 4 22117 Lethal Lettie 30.30 Ashley Bradshaw

 5 21758 Macadoodle 30.35 J & D Fahey

 6 13174 Adobe Bro 30.53 Matt Roberts

 7 28415 Angry Jane 30.78 Matt Roberts

 8 71537 Dyna Monty 29.94 Craig Roberts

EMERGENCIES:

 9 75871 Punch On Buzz 30.27 John McInerney

 10 44781 Van Evie 29.93 Calum Weir

10 Zambora Brockie @ Stud 5.28
 $3795, C1, distance, 645m

 1 53676 Opawa Hilary 37.73 J & D Fahey
 2 56411 Homebush Fonzie 38.49 John McInerney
 3 86667 Know Anxiety 38.44 Garry Cleeve
 4 41324 Mr Blackjack 38.04 J & D Fahey
 5  Vacant Box Five - n & a
 6 11452 Van Nindi nwtd Calum Weir
 7 12324 Goldstar Tudor nwtd S & B Evans
 8 23s13 Student Loan 38.15 J & D Fahey

11 Kaisa Earthworks 5.46
 $1685, C2, 295m

 1 64415 Ghost Mode 17.51 Hart & Taylor
 2 23312 Marakesh Max 17.65 John McInerney
 3 32281 Precious Payton 17.39 S & B Evans
 4 16537 Goldstar Perrie 17.27 S & B Evans
 5 64118 By Gum 17.56 J M  McCook
 6 41545 Mulberry Rock 17.37 Ken Cassidy
 7 11223 Moany Maloney 17.23 Ashley Bradshaw
 8 46411 Lakota Micco 17.48 Heather Cairns
EMERGENCIES:
 9 51587 Goldstar Rebel 17.46 S & B Evans
 10 23787 Gotcha Popeye 17.41 Calum Weir

12 Protexin Sprint 6.06
 $1685, C2, 295m

 1 46122 Mitcham Boult 17.28 John McInerney
 2 76637 Bees Are Buzzing 17.28 J M  McCook
 3 51632 Smash Surprise 17.38 Malcolm Grant
 4 12617 Homebush Glitch 17.55 John McInerney
 5 18526 Goldstar Halsey 17.33 S & B Evans
 6 71434 Tonkawa 17.42 Mitchell & Smith
 7 68341 Mulberry Minx 17.34 Ken Cassidy
 8 35133 Lakota Scout 17.65 Heather Cairns
EMERGENCIES:
 9 51587 Goldstar Rebel 17.46 S & B Evans
 10 23787 Gotcha Popeye 17.41 Calum Weir

Selections
Race 1: OPA’S DREAM, COLD AFFAIR, IYLAH JEWEL

Race 2: KING KALI, GOLDSTAR POWER, KNOW ANGEL

Race 3: KINGI REIGNS, KNOW FAREWELL,  

 SOZIN’S ASSASSIN

Race 4: OPAL HUNTER, GOLDSTAR MONTANA,  

 PLATONIC AFFAIR

Race 5: OPAWA SANDRIDGE, HUMBLING, GREAT WORK

Race 6: TAIERI SNAPSHOT, GOLDSTAR WHITEY,  

 PONTIAC PAT

Race 7: HOMEBUSH FINN, KNOW BURDEN, YANIRA BALE

Race 8: MUSTANG MEGAN, YES YES NO, MISS JUNE

Race 9: HOLY GRAIL, LETHAL LETTIE, OPALA BALE

Race 10: HOMEBUSH FONZIE, OPAWA HILARY,  

 MR BLACKJACK

Race 11: MOANY MALONEY, MARAKESH MAX,  

 LAKOTA MICCO

Race 12: MITCHAM BOULT, SMASH SURPRISE,  

 BEES ARE BUZZING

New South Wales races at Wyong  Tuesday Jetbet 11  TAB doubles 3-4, 7-8  Trebles 2-3-4, 6-7-8  Quaddie 1-2-3-4, 5-6-7-8

1 De Bortoli Wines Handicap 3.05
 $35,000, Maiden, 1350m

 1 4s44 Destacado h (1)  59 94  N Rawiller 

 2  The Fat White  (6)  57.5 80  T Clark 

 3 30s4 Write On  (5)  57 100  J Parr 

 4 38706 Badge Of Honour  (3)  56 81  

    Ms C Graham (a1.5)

 5 574 Deep Creek  (7)  56 90  S Clipperton 

 6 67s55 Distinctive Glory  (8)  56 90  T Berry 
 7 03426 I Am Flying  (9)  56 87  J Penza 
 8  Princess Alakhai  (2)  56 81  S Lisnyy 
 9 84800 The Flasher  (4)  56 78  T Schiller (a3)

2 Wyong Race Club Plate 3.40
 $35,000, C,H&G’s Maiden SW, 1100m

 1 0s282 Born A Warrior  (7)  59 96  T Berry 
 2 49864 Secret Lago  (4)  59 73  Ms M Weir (a2)
 3 66s50 Thundozer  (8)  59 77  A Bullock 
 4 5s2 Colonel  (1)  56.5 91  N Rawiller 
 5 00s6 Feeling Mighty  (9)  56.5 71   
 6 77s Finally Realise  (2)  56.5 80  R Hutchings 
 7 6s3 Malkovich b (5)  56.5 100  Ms R King 
 8 34s5 Octagon  (6)  56.5 88  Ms C Graham (a1.5)
 9 7s900 Sippin Season  (3)  56.5 66  J Innes Jnr 

3 Coca-Cola Plate 4.20
 $35,000, F&M Maiden SW, 1100m

 1 07s03 Parineeti  (8)  58 86  A Layt 
 2 28s Pia Sofia  (1)  58 91  S Clipperton 
 3 97030 Sunday Special  (6)  58 77  
    Ms C Graham (a1.5)
 4 48s Alura  (3)  55.5 95  R Bayliss 
 5  Attribution  (4)  55.5 83  T Berry 
 6 s432s Ballistic Lover  (2)  55.5 100  B Avdulla 
 7  Belfast Lass  (5)  55.5 82  T Sherry (a1.5)
 8  Emerald Princess  (9)  55.5 83  T Clark 
 9 57s Flowrider  (7)  55.5 86  J Innes Jnr 
 10  Zain’s Girl  (10)  55.5 83  Ms R King 

4 Team Thoroughbred NSW Plate 4.55
 $35,000, 3yo & up Maiden SW, 2100m

 1 04564 At The Cove  (9)  59 88  Ms L Day (a1.5)
 2 s4244 No Complaints  (3)  59 88  A B Collett 
 3 36462 Omaka  (6)  59 87  K S Latham 
 4 672 Overthink  (7)  59 93  J Van Overmeire (a)
 5 34624 Phylave  (4)  59 97  T Schiller (a3)
 6 73257 Rainbow Man  (8)  59 93  Ms M Weir (a2)
 7 83634 Runyoo  (12)  59 87  R Hutchings 
 8 80849 Waterside  (1)  59 84  Ms C Graham (a1.5)
 9 83363 Avalene  (5)  57 89  K Wilson-Taylor (a3)
 10 45548 Jenessa  (10)  57 92  C Lever 
 11 8s54 Anakin Skywalker b (11)  55.5 100  
    A Gibbons 
 12 8 Pheidippides  (2)  55.5 87  S Lisnyy 

5 tab.com.au Handicap 5.35
 $35,000, Class 1, 1600m

 1 45s58 Coco Baci d (7)  60.5 98  J Parr 
 2 400s3 Aspect Ratio dw (12)  59 100  S Clipperton 
 3 32s81 Delileo  (1)  58.5 97  Ms M Weir (a2)
 4 46323 Let Me Think  (2)  56 99  R Bayliss 
 5 — Shameonus SCRATCHED

 6 21 Jeanne D’arc w (8)  55 97  T Berry 
 7 24581 Man And Superman w (9)  55 91  
    Ms K O’Hara 
 8 36522 Grand Acheeva  (3)  55 91  R Thompson 
 9 61s47 Kikikapow  (10)  55 89  D Mc Lellan 
 10 46296 Alqaab  (4)  55 93  T Schiller (a3)
 11 9s783 Silent Image h (6)  55 84  

    Ms E Meredith (a4)
 12 59858 Cosmic Energy  (11)  55 86  
    Ms C Graham (a1.5)

6 Police Memorial Week 6.10
 $35,000, Class 1, 1350m

 1 212s7 Captain Solo w (11)  59 94  Ms R King 
 2 746s1 Atherton ch (7)  58 99  B Avdulla 
 3 32s52 Exotic Ruby  (2)  58 98  J Parr 
 4 6s513 Morethannumberone b (6)  58 94  
    R Bayliss 
 5 18s Clear Blonde w (10)  57 90  A B Collett 
 6 2s414 Crosscheck w (8)  57 97  T Berry 
 7 32s1 Sammy t (1)  56.5 100  N Rawiller 
 8 2s132 Chasing Comets w (3)  55.5 92  G Buckley 
 9 3471s Onemoreforluck w (5)  55 85  S Clipperton 
 10 1440s Dannevirke Lad  (9)  55 89  A Gibbons 
 11 80677 Rebel Lilly h (4)  55 85  Q Yong (a3)

7 Great Northern On Tap 6.45
 $35,000, Benchmark 68, 1100m

 1 26143 The Drake w (11)  61.5 96  A Bullock 
 2 2238s Zouologist b (10)  61 92  T Schiller (a3)
 3 66s11 Bigger Than Thorn w (9)  59.5 98  
    N Rawiller 
 4 310s1 Luff dw (14)  58.5 93   
 5 1s119 Gold Bracelet w (2)  58 96  R Spokes 
 6 2136s Bollywood td (4)  57.5 100  T Berry 
 7 4s134 Empress Bea w (7)  57.5 99  S Clipperton 
 8 330s2 Siesta Key  (5)  57.5 99  B Avdulla 

 9 01054 Cassy’s Sister d (12)  57 92  G Buckley 
 10 009s0 The Crimson Idol dh (6)  56.5 93  
    Q Yong (a3)
 11 3524s Margie Bee twh (17)  55.5 92  
    Ms S Metcalfe (a3)
 12 77165 Moccasin Miss cdw (1)  55 92  
    Ms K O’Hara 
EMERGENCIES:
 13 752s7 Destiny’s Son w (3)  56 96  T Sherry (a1.5)
 14 61400 Ever So Natural dwh (13)  55 88   
 15 72037 Typhoon Bonny dw (8)  55 93   
 16 s0655 Johnny Roo Boy cdwhn (15)  55 86   
 17 00605 Budawang dw (16)  55 81  
    Ms C Graham (a1.5)

8 Wyongs Next Raceday 1/10 7.25
 $35,000, Class 1, 1000m

 1 317s2 Already Blessed w (11)  59 92  C Reith 
 2 — Reveal The Magic SCRATCHED

 3 1s Belluci Babe d (4)  57.5 100  J Parr 
 4 13s Midsummer Rain dw (5)  57 89  A Gibbons 
 5 231 Rocketing By  (9)  56.5 92  N Rawiller 
 6 1445s Jackson Storm bhn (2)  56 78  
    T Schiller (a3)
 7 27731 Testa’s Flower dw (6)  55.5 91  
    Ms S Metcalfe (a3)
 8 18s Verbal Assault d (3)  55.5 85  B Avdulla 
 9 — Close To Me SCRATCHED

 10 157s9 Trumps In dw (1)  55 68   
 11 24999 Dawnstar dw (7)  55 79  
    Ms C Graham (a1.5)

Selections
Race 1: WRITE ON, DESTACADO, DEEP CREEK

Race 2: MALKOVICH, BORN A WARRIOR, COLONEL

Race 3: PIA SOFIA, ALURA, BALLISTIC LOVER

Race 4: ANAKIN SKYWALKER, PHYLAVE, OMAKA

Race 5: JEANNE D’ARC, ASPECT RATIO, LET ME THINK

Race 6: ATHERTON, SAMMY, CAPTAIN SOLO

Race 7: GOLD BRACELET, BIGGER THAN THORN, BOLLYWOOD

Race 8: ROCKETING BY, BELLUCI BABE, ALREADY BLESSED
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GOLF

A BULKED-UP Bryson DeChambeau 
has bashed his way to a six-shot US Open 
victory, silencing any lingering questions as 
to whether his brawny game could translate 
to the major stage.

DeChambeau, who began the day two 
shots behind US Open debutant Matthew 
Wolff, used a mix of jaw-dropping drives 
and clutch putts to shoot a virtually flawless 
three-under-par 67 and reach six under for 
the tournament at Winged Foot.

Wolff, appearing in only his second 
major and bidding to become the youngest 
champion since Bobby Jones in 1923, was 
one shot behind DeChambeau at the turn.

But the 21-year-old fell apart over a 
back nine that included two bogeys and a 
double-bogey.

A fearless DeChambeau, whose final 
round included an eagle, two birdies and a 
bogey, attacked at every chance and for his 
efforts was the only player to break par in 
the final round as he cruised to a maiden 
major at his 16th attempt.

The 27-year-old, who re-emerged from 
the PGA Tour’s three-month Covid-19 
suspension in mid-June packing serious 
muscle and hitting a startling distance off 
the tee, attacked Winged Foot all week like 
few other golfers can.

So confident in his approach, 
DeChambeau unleashed his driver on 
practically every par-4 and par-5 hole as he 
figured the birdie chances would outweigh 
the risk that Winged Foot’s nasty rough 
creates.

The world No.9 grabbed the solo lead 
after five holes, hit a perfectly paced 40-foot 
eagle putt at the ninth to maintain a one-
shot cushion in a tournament that came 
down to a two-horse race between him and 
Wolff as they made the turn.

Yet Wolff, who was also trying to become 
the first player to win the US Open on debut 
since Francis Ouimet in 1913, bogeyed the 
10th and 14th holes before a double-bogey 
at 16 ended his chances.

South Africa’s former British Open 
champion Louis Oosthuizen (73) birdied the 
last to finish alone in third place. — AAP

DeChambeau wins US Open

FOOTBALL

TOTTENHAM Hotspur have signed winger Gareth 
Bale and leftback Sergio Reguilon from Spanish 
champions Real Madrid.

Bale returns to his former club on a one-year loan 
deal, with British media reporting that Spurs will 
pay £20 million in wages and fees for the 31-year-
old Wales forward. Bale made more than 200 
appearances for Spurs from 2007 to 2013. — AAP

Spurs confirm Bale signing
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        JUMBO CROSSWORD SOLUTION 1455

ACROSS: 1 Grate, 4 Against the clock, 14 Satin, 15 Snarl, 16 Letter 
bomb, 17 Shack, 19 Use, 20 Marbles, 21 Inventory, 22 Despot, 25 

Volunteer, 27 Gloomy, 28 Beside, 33 Incinerate, 35 Air, 36 Oblong, 37

Diva, 39 Map, 41 Similar, 42 Hoopla, 43 Refurbish, 44 Nurse, 45 Reindeer, 
50 Is, 51 Assailed, 55 Resin, 58 Shangri-La, 59 Expire, 60 Irksome, 61

Dux, 63 Ship, 64 Little, 65 Act, 66 Toe the line, 68 Lustre, 69 Amulet, 71 

Offspring, 76 Pickle, 77 Amusement, 79 Genuine, 81 Goo, 84 Later, 85 

Adroitness, 86 Queue, 87 Niche, 88 Cheek of the devil, 89 Plays.  
DOWN: 2 Runway, 3 Throb, 5 Glee, 6 Incense, 7 Surged, 8 Trout, 9

Embargo, 10 Last, 11 Crater, 12 Stout, 13 Intense, 14 Skipper, 18 

Recuperate, 23 Stray, 24 Implore, 26 Opinion, 27 Germans, 29 Initial, 30

Unwise, 31 Happy, 32 Sniffs, 34 Eros, 36 Opera, 38 Aphid, 40 Area, 45 

Rises, 46 Italics, 47 Digs, 48 Elicit, 49 Aside, 50 Inexact, 52 Surcharges, 53 

Insulin, 54 Ermine, 55 Ragtime, 56 Spite, 57 Fret, 62 Least, 67 Freckle, 68

Lagging, 70 Lumbago, 72 Finance, 73 Clutch, 74 Umpire, 75 Unruly, 76 

Poach, 78 Strut, 80 Usual, 82 True, 83 Asti. J
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Tuesday, September 22, 2020

 THE LAST WORD IN ASTROLOGY 

CELEBRITIES BORN ON THIS DAY:
Tom Felton, 33; Bonnie Hunt, 59; Andrea Bocelli, 62; Joan Jett, 62.

Happy Birthday:
Being smart with your money will be essential this year. Refuse to let 
anyone talk you into something you cannot afford. Helping others out of your 
heart's goodness is an admirable gesture, but not at the expense of causing 
personal problems or inancial dificulties. Make positive changes that 
stabilize and secure a better future with less stress. Your numbers are 8, 17, 
23, 25, 31, 37, 48.

ARIES (March 21-April 19):
Listen to your inner voice when dealing with controversial issues. Keep your 
opinions to yourself, and someone will offer you enough information to make 
the best decision regarding your lifestyle and the path to follow. Romance is 
featured. 5 stars

TAURUS (April 20-May 20):
A diligent approach to better health and itness is encouraged. Taking an 
unnecessary gamble will lead to anxiety. Focus on what you can do without 
jeopardizing your health. You'll discover a smart way to live up to your 
obligations without risk. 3 stars

GEMINI (May 21-June 20):
Stick to the facts, and refuse to let anyone entice you to do something 
detrimental to your status, reputation or a meaningful relationship. Someone 
will offer a false impression as to how well a person is doing emotionally or 
inancially. 3 stars

CANCER (June 21-July 22):
Put greater emphasis on how you handle your responsibilities. Doing a job to 
the best of your ability will alleviate criticism. Don't argue with someone who 
is trying to make you look bad. Take the high road, and be discreet. 3 stars

LEO (July 23-Aug. 22):
Do what comes naturally, and don't stop until you reach your destination. 
How you handle situations will dictate the results. Use your charm, and give 
a friendly nudge to someone you need in order to complete your journey. 
Romance is on the rise. 5 stars

VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept. 22):
A change at home will relieve tension. Keep your inances in order, and 
refuse to get involved in joint ventures that have a risk factor. A hasty decision 
will lead to repercussions. When in doubt, you are best to sit tight. 2 stars

LIBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 22):
You'll be motivated to make changes in your life where relationships and 
personal goals are concerned. Don't back down because someone is enticing 
you to indulge or is using manipulative tactics to change your mind. Romance 
is on the rise. 4 stars

SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21):
How you present yourself and your ideas will matter. Leave nothing to 
chance, pay close attention to detail and be prepared to make last-minute 
changes as you move forward. Don't take risks with your health or reputation. 
3 stars

SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22-Dec. 21):
Taking on a mental or physical challenge will pump you up and encourage 
you to make a lifestyle change. Listen to your heart when it comes to love 
and romance, and plan to spend quality time with someone special. 3 stars

CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan. 19):
You can do things your way as long as you stick to basic rules and 
regulations. If you exaggerate or make promises you cannot keep, you can 
expect repercussions. A change at home will affect your inances. Don't 
spend impulsively. 3 stars

AQUARIUS (Jan. 20-Feb. 18):
An opportunity to use your skills, talents and experience to increase your 
income looks promising. Be open with someone you love, and you'll come up 
with a plan that will allow you to spend more time together. Romance is in the 
stars. 4 stars

PISCES (Feb. 19-March 20):
Stick to facts, do whatever it takes to keep the peace and avoid getting 
involved in matters that don't concern you. You can be a good listener without 
meddling. If you offer suggestions, you'll be the one blamed if things don't 
work out. 2 stars

Birthday Baby:
You are empathetic, proactive and creative. You are ambitious and 
charismatic.

STAR RATINGS
FIVE STARS: Nothing can stop you now. Go for the gold. 

FOUR STARS: You can pretty much do as you please. It’s a good time to start new projects. 
THREE STARS: If you focus your efforts, you will reach your goals. 

TWO STARS: You can accomplish a lot, but don’t rely on others for help. 
ONE STAR: It’s best to avoid conflicts. Work behind the scenes or read a good book.

 DOUBLE CROSSWORD  No 11,099

ACROSS

CRYPTIC CLUES

QUICK CLUES

DOWN

 6. Uniform (7)

 7. Clip off (5)

 9. Shred (5)

 10. Attitude (7)

 12. Last but one (11)

 14. Allowable (11)

 18. Stockings (7)

 19. Daub (5)

 21. Corner (5)

 22. Exhaustion (7)

 1. Instruct (5)

 2. Kind (6)

 3. Uncooked (3)

 4. Metre (6)

 5. Recount (7)

 8. Include (7)

 11. Hasty (7)

 13. Echo (7)

 15. Chiefly (6)

 16. Clear (6)

 17. Uncertain (5)

 20. Course (3)

DOWNACROSS

QUICK
Across: 1 Cautionary; 7 Obese; 
8 Replica; 10 Virtuoso; 11 List; 
13 Rattle; 15 Tragic; 17 Akin; 18 
Dreadful; 21 Trifled; 22 Built; 23 
Antecedent. 
Down: 1 Cheer; 2 Usefully; 3 
Inrush; 4 Nips; 5 Rail ing; 6 
Conversant; 9 Ar ticulate; 12 
Preamble; 14 Tuition; 16 Bridge; 
19 Feint; 20 Else.
CRYPTIC
Across: 1 Crossroads; 7 Roost; 
8 Locusts; 10 Preserve; 11 Opal; 
13 Prison; 15 Sponge; 17 Pelt; 
18 Stickers; 21 Rampage; 22 
Fused; 23 Economical.
Down: 1 Clove; 2 On the dot; 3 
Saliva; 4 Once; 5 Dust-pan; 6 
Graph paper; 9 Silverside; 12 
Specific; 14 Islamic; 16 Stream; 
19 Easel; 20 Pain.

SOLUTIONS TO 

PUZZLE 11,098
Quick Crossword answers 

also fit the large grid

 6. Infernally spiteful 

feline! (4-3)

 7. I wail when the Hebrew 

maid returns (5)

 9. Keep away from a 

vacuum (5)

 10. Guards for the time-

keepers (7)

 12. They are settled when 

people have departed (5-6)

 14. The sounds of those about 

to become engaged (6-5)

 18. A Roman Catholic 

light? (3-4)

 19. Publication produced by 

man and wife (5)

 21. You’ll find stacks out of 

shape (5)

 22. Steering devices required 

for ploughman (7)

 1. Don’t disturb a spell of 
duty (5)

 2. This may get caught when 
one is in position (6)

 3. See 20 Down
 4. Mother’s little cottage 

shows charm (6)
 5. Give me a term to produce 

a device of current 
importance (7)

 8. Fire-fighting equipment 
showing defects in the 
hose (7)

 11. Different educational levels 
confuse the masters (7)

 13. One who pesters the long-
distance runner (7)

 15. Put the middle piece of the 
bulb in dumps to produce 
flowers (6)

 16. Hardly constitutes an 
antonym for this! (6)

 17. It may be described as 
filthy and it could be 
cruel (5)

 20 & 3Dn. Would a piece-worker 
be suitable for assembling 
this? (6)

SUDOKU
SUDOKU is a logic puzzle made 

up of 81 squares on a 9x9 grid.
To solve the puzzle, each row, 

column and 3x3 grid within the 
larger grid must end up containing 
each number from 1 to 9, and 
each number can only appear 
once in a row, column or box.

A sudoku grid has a single 
unique solution, which can be 
reached without using guesswork.

 SOlUTiOn in nexT pUblicATiOn.



BASKETBALL by Ben O’Brien-Leaf

IT hasn’t been done before.
Many club ball teams have started 

a game with four players and, their 
fifth player having arrived within five 
minutes, gone on to win. Teams have 
also finished games with fewer than five 
players on the floor and won.

But no team in the modern era ever 
started a club ball final with five players 
and won it.

In the absence of Shay Waikawa, Ngati 
Porou — aiming for a third consecutive 
title — have to do that. And if they can 
beat Lytton High School with a skeleton 
crew tonight, they may well be elevated 
from powerhouse status to be the best 
women’s club team in GBA history.

Bronya McMenamin led Ngati Porou 
to three consecutive women’s titles from 
2014 to 2016 with wins against the GBA 
under-17s (61-29), Mackeys (69-37) and 
YMP (42-29).

The Adrian Sparks-coached Campion 
College knocked them out of the 2017 
semifinals 35-23 but Ngati Porou beat 
then-champions Lytton (79-59) the 
following season and on August 13 last 
year, 56-40.

McMenamin and her powerful unit 
(Ngati Porou having never lost a final) 
refuse to be distracted by as trivial a 
concern as mere subs.

“We’re looking forward to tonight’s 

game; the opposition in this final being a 
school team — something cool I haven’t 
encountered in club ball before — it’s 
guaranteed to be fast-paced,” said the 
five-time winning Ngati Porou captain, 
who was also in the GBA u19s who won 
the title in 2013.

“It goes to show the calibre of the 
players — the talent in Gisborne — and 
it’s also great to see a B Grade in the 
competition, so that people can have fun 
and try things. I think that’s helped to 
grow the game.”

Amoe Wharehinga was a Koru under-
16 representative two years ago. She 
has what her predecessor as Lytton 
captain, Jayda Waititi-Leach, has: a fierce 
competitive streak

“Ngati Porou are tough but we 
can make this game close if we play 
hard enough defence and execute our 
plays — it’s important that we finish,” 
Wharehinga said.

“Piper (Donaldson) can take it to the 
hoop, Jody (Tarsau-Walters) sets the tone 
defensively, and Alicia(Kepa) and I will 
control the floor for us.

“We need to keep cool heads, keep our 
composure and play to our strengths.”

In her second stint as Lytton girls’ 
coach, deputy principal Marama 
Henwood is pleased to see the team 
that she and Amoe Tarsau have worked 
alongside make the final. It was under 
Tarsau that Jayda Waititi-Leach’s LHS 

crew were victorious in 2017.
Of the current team, Henwood said: 

“These girls had a good skill-set from 
Week 1 but once we’d got back into a 
groove with court-time and a tiny bit of 
guidance from the sideline, self-belief also 
emerged. We’ve got a good team culture 
— we don’t rely on any one person; 
different people have stepped up in these 
past six weeks.

“Tactically, we want to push the ball. 
Last time around, we let Ngati Porou set 
the pace and if you let them set up on 
defence, it’s very hard to penetrate.

“When we run, when we play 
confidently, we’re at our best.”

Wharehinga has finished some difficult 
plays this season, while Donaldson is 
strong at the rim. They have the capacity 
to lead against a team whose reputation 
and status in women’s club basketball 
history is almost unrivalled.

McMenamin, who played for the Koru 
u14s as an 11-year-old in 2009 — and 
teammate Tuipulotu-Collier, who played 
power forward off the bench for the 
national champion Waikato u23s in 2017 
— put up 15 and 10 points respectively 
in the Ngati Porou Week 3 victory over 
Lytton. These two, and Tiara Weir, give 
Ngati Porou three strong scoring options 
under the basket and few women’s teams 
pass and cut (or execute basketball 
plays such as screen-roll) better than the 
current champions. 

Only the Ray Noble-coached Horouta 
have done so in club ball here in a more 
clinical, structured way.

NGATI POROU: Bronya McMenamin (c), Tiara 
Weir, Te Oriwa Tuipulotu-Collier, Jayda Waititi-Leach, 
Maia Rickard. 

Season record: W Stretchmarks 53-32, W 
GGHS 88-16, W Lytton High School 40-30, W Dem 
Air Ballers 35-26, W Manu Tu 40-30, semifinal W 
Stretchmarks 41-29.

For: Height, court-vision, combinations, basketball 
knowledge, stamina, heart. 

LYTTON HIGH SCHOOL: Amoe Wharehinga 
(c), Jody Tarsau-Walters, Hinewaipounamu 
Rangihuna-Winikerei, Lindsey Pomana, Reremoana 
Bartlett-Tamatea, Alexander Campbell-Ratapu, 
Piper Donaldson, Alicia Kepa, Lordharna Puketapu, 
Anahera Stills-Hindmarsh

Season record: W Dem Air Ballers 41-24, L 
Stretchmarks 46-42, L Ngati Porou 40-30, W Manu 
Tu 25-22, W GGHS by default, semifinal W Manu Tu 
25-19.

For: Quickness, aggression, skill, resilience, 
determination.

Gisborne Basketball Association A 
Grade club champions (men, women) —

2012: Bullrush, Horouta.
2013: East Coast Mariners, GBA under-19s.
2014: East Coast Mariners, Ngati Porou.
2015: Pirates, Ngati Porou.
2016: City Lights, Ngati Porou.
2017: City Lights, Lytton High School.
2018: Gisborne Boys’ High School, Ngati Porou.
2019: City Lights, Ngati Porou.

Ngati Porou pushing boundaries

RUGBY by Jack Malcolm

THE greats of the game came out to 
play on Saturday in a hard-fought game 
between Poverty Bay Legends and Ngati 
Porou East Coast Legends.

Despite some grey hairs and ageing 
bodies, both teams put on a showcase 
of skill in a high-scoring affair won by 
NPEC, 53-48.

The legends games are reserved for 
former players who are over 35, and there 
was a wealth of experience and passion 
on display.

It was a who’s who of local rugby 
stars of old — Rua Tipoki, Ron Tamatea, 
Wayne Ensor, Eli Manuel, Mike Noble 
and Trevor Crosby, to name a few, all took 
the field.

It was friendly on the sidelines with 
a healthy amount of joking and ribbing 
between old foes, but the moment they 

took the field, their competitive instincts 
kicked in.

The pace and passion were on full 
display at the St John tent, with several 
pulled hamstrings, an Achilles tendon 
injury and even a broken wrist.

The teams went tit-for-tat all afternoon 
as they piled on the points, neither side 
gaining a healthy lead.

As fulltime approached, the intensity 
picked up as the teams fought for 
bragging rights.

Legends rugby games are more about 
getting together with old friends and 
having fun, but no one wanted to lose. 
Every time it looked like one side was 
taking control of the game, the other 
fought back to stay in touch.

The pace of the match clearly took 
its toll, with about half the players on 
the field almost out on their feet in the 
closing stages.

It was end-to-end rugby, with strong 
ball running from both teams. The focus 
was more on attack than defence. 

The mood of the game was set early, 
from the first penalty, when Poverty 
Bay brought back the “wall” in a tap-
and-go move that ultimately proved 
unsuccessful. Both teams had some slick 
set-piece moves, showing that despite 
their absence from regular play, they still 
had the skills to put on a show.

The age regulations for games are not 
stringent . . . 29-year-old Te Rangi Fraser, 
a Mitre 10 Cup prospect for Hawke’s Bay, 
played at first five-eighth for NPEC. He 
showed his talent, carving through the 
defence on multiple occasions on his way 
to the tryline.

After the final whistle, both teams 
huddled together in a display of unity 
between the unions.

SEE ALSO BACK PAGE

Legends still love to play 
BASKETBALL by Ben O’Brien-Leaf

HOW much bigger can basketball get?
It’s big enough now, and the role that the captains 

of the 14 B Grade teams play is critical.
They have done a superb job in getting players 

back into the game and introducing newcomers to 
it. Sport Gisborne-Tairawhiti chief executive Stefan 
Pishief leads top-tier outfit Massive Marauders, who 
are set to play Carlos Pedraza’s Big Baller Brand. 

The 6ft 7in Pishief said: “We’re thrilled, as there’s 
no better way to test yourself than to play under the 
pressure conditions that a final creates. This was 
Massive Marauders’ first season, and a win would 
help springboard us into having a crack at A Grade.”

The Marauders include Kahn Grayson, who scored 
30 points in the semifinal win against the Bumbles. 

Tomorrow night, the top-tier B Grade final will 
unfold at the YMCA, and the Marauders have to be 
careful that Pedraza’s teammate Olly Tilley doesn’t 
light them up for 24 points — as he did against 
Campion last week — bearing in mind too that of the 
GBA’s athletes, only Green Up whippet Zade Donner 
and the Filthy Dozen’s lightning-quick Wi Brown, both 
A Graders, could live with Pedraza on the run.

Tonight, unbeaten SE Systems take on Manu Toa in 
what will be a thriller: the women’s B Grade final. The 
unassuming Lily Sparks’s leadership of SES could be 
key against a Manu Toa outfit whose skipper, Gisborne 
Intermediate Year 8 student Taimarie Matahiki, scored 
19 points in Manu Toa’s 39-29 semifinal win against 
Riverina and 16 points in their first clash with Systems, 
a 43-38 win to SES two weeks ago.

If Manu Toa win tonight, Taimarie, at 13, will be the 
youngest captain in GBA history to win a club title.

Sparks said the B Grade environment/level had 
been conducive to player development, her team 
gelling, and “to see plays coming together — our girls 
making shots — that’s been awesome”.

Jasmine Sparks, who scored 15 points for the 
victors that night, will again be a key player, this time in 
the absence of lively university student Anna Spring. 

The second-tier B Grade men’s final tomorrow, Old 
Surfers versus Gisborne Boys’ High School Juniors, is 
not a changing of the guard or passing of the baton.

Surfers will be competitive for as long as their 
knees can take the strain. They got to this point — 
perhaps, for some, their last chance to win club ball 
gold — by beating Gizzy Gilas 33-31. The Juniors, in 
contrast, hammered Lytton by 37 points — a great 
talent in left-handed Safin Tuwairua-Brown scored 27 
points for GBHS.

Boys’ High will field more jump shooters at the 
YMCA tomorrow night than the Gilas did at the Sports 
Centre last Tuesday — they have more firepower — 
but Surfers’ guru Frank Russell and captain Peter 
Varey will have something up their sleeves. Zorik 
Peneha is a proven double-figures scorer for them. If 
the older team can slow the Seth Miller-led Juniors 
down, they could claim their first silverware in 22 
years . . . and even consider returning for another bite 
at the cherry.

Captains’ role key

CYCLING

TADEJ Pogacar became the first 
Slovenian to win the Tour de France after 
he retained the yellow jersey in the 21st 
stage on Sunday, a day after he pulled off 
a major coup to take the overall lead.

While Sam Bennett won the final stage, 
the day belonged to Team UAE Emirates 
rider Pogacar, who will celebrate his 22nd 
birthday on Monday (GMT) and is the 
youngest man to win the race since Henri 
Cornet in 1904.

Pogacar, who claimed the yellow jersey 
from a stunned Primoz Roglic with a 
monumental performance in Saturday’s 
time trial, also won the white jersey for 
the best Under-25 rider and the polka dot 
jersey for the mountains classification.

Roglic ended up second, 59 seconds 
behind, with Australian Richie Porte 
taking third place, 3:30 off the pace.

Pogacar also won three stages in 
one of the most brilliant individual 
performances in recent Tour history, 
leaving Roglic’s dominant Jumbo-Visma 
team wondering what went wrong.

“We didn’t see it coming,” said Roglic’s 
teammate and former Tour runner-up 
Tom Dumoulin.

Bennett became the first Irishman 
since Sean Kelly in 1989 to win the green 
jersey for the points classification, ahead 
of Peter Sagan who was looking to claim 
it for a record-extending eighth time.

Bennett was the strongest at the end 
of the 122-kilometre ride from Mantes-
la Jolie on Sunday, beating world 
champion Mads Pedersen, with Sagan 

coming home third.
Ineos-Grenadiers had a Tour to forget 

as defending champion Egan Bernal 
dropped out of contention in the Jura 
stage to the Grand Colombier, pulling out 
a few days later with back pains.

They recovered some pride later on, 
however, as Michal Kwiatkowski, their 
unsung hero for five years, claimed an 
emotional stage win — although that was 
certainly not enough for a team who had 
won seven of the previous eight editions.

It was an anti-climactic finale on 
the Champs-Elysees as only 5000 fans 
were allowed on the famous avenue as a 
precaution against the coronavirus.

France reported 13,498 new confirmed 
Covid-19 cases over the previous 24 hours 
on Saturday, setting another record in 
daily additional infections since the start 
of the pandemic.

Reaching the Champs-Elysees was 
however a relief for organisers, who had 
imposed strict sanitary rules to protect 
the race “bubble”.

The bubble did not burst as only four 
team staff members tested positive and 
were removed from the race, preventing a 
spread that could have stopped the Tour.

No rider tested positive. — AAP

Pogacar makes history

MONUMENTAL: Tour de France victor 
Tadej Pogacar celebrates. Tour rookie 
Pogacar won cycling’s showpiece on the 
eve of his 22nd birthday.

Picture by Stephane Mantey, Pool via AP
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BASKETBALL 
by Ben O’Brien-Leaf

FIVE teams will be crowned 
champions today and tomorrow 
as a Gisborne basketball season 
of record proportions closes.

The Gisborne Basketball 
Association had never run a 
men’s competitive league as big 
as this one — 16 teams split 
into an A Grade of six teams 
and a B Grade of two tiers, 
each of five teams.

And the women’s competition 
comprising a six-strong A Grade 
and a four-strong B Grade 
meant that 26 teams played 
club basketball across five 
divisions in a whirlwind seven-
week season.

Secondary schools fielded 
seven teams — three from 
Gisborne Boys’ High School, 
two from Lytton High, and one 
each from Gisborne Girls’ High 
and Campion College.

In the preceding two years, 
12 men’s teams played club 
ball, while in 1998 an 11-team 
competition meant a weekly 
bye, a five-game night and a fair 
few games finishing after 10pm.

The two-round system over 
22 weeks was followed by 
semifinals and Grand Final Day.

The women competed in a 
six-team league.

In women’s competition 
tonight, the B Grade final 
between SE Systems and Manu 
Toa will start at 6.30pm at the 
YMCA.

The A Grade final, at 7.30pm, 
will be a replay of the 2018 
and 2019 thrillers. Ngati Porou 
play Lytton High School, who 
have featured in the final for the 
past three years, having won 
it in 2017. Ngati Porou were 
champions in 2018 and ’19.

The evening opens with the 
game between A Grade teams 
Gisborne Girls’ High School and 
Stretchmarks at 5.45pm.

At the John McFarlane 
Memorial Sports Centre, 
Gisborne Boys’ High School, 
a game between A Graders 
Manu Tu and Dem Air Ballers 
at 5.40pm will be followed by 
one between B Grade teams 
Horouta and Riverina at 6.20pm.

In men’s games at the sports 
centre tomorrow, Dialektric will 
play GBHS B in an A Grade/
second-tier B Grade affair at 
5.30pm.

That will be followed by two 
top-tier clashes, between the 
Bumbles and the Backcourt 
Violators at 6.10pm, and Gizzy 
Gilas and Lytton High School at 
6.50pm.

The 2019 A Grade champs 
City Lights and the Filthy Dozen 
play at 7.30pm.

At the YMCA, A Grade team 
GBHS Senior A play the B 
Grade Campion College team 

at 5.30pm.
Game 2 will be the B Grade 

second-tier final between GBHS 
Juniors and Old Surfers at 
6.35pm.

Game 3 will be the B Grade 
top-tier final between Big Baller 
Brand and Massive Marauders. 

The 2020 club basketball 
season will close with the 
men’s A Grade Grand Final, SE 
Systems versus Green Up, at 
8.25pm.

The logistics of running 
nine games with the prospect 
of overtime in the finals, plus 
non-finals being played in two 
18-minute halves (as opposed 
to four 10-minute quarters),  will 
fall to club league marshals 
Dwayne Tamatea, Catherine 
Kepa and Amoe Tarsau.

GBA chairman Tamatea leads 
a sleeves-rolled-up committee 
by example: he’ll referee all 
four men’s games at the Sports 
Centre tomorrow night.

Former GBA president Adrian 
Sparks — as patron of men’s A 
Grade superpower SE Systems 
and organiser of SES in the 
women’s B Grade — is perfectly 
placed to comment on the 
effort made by the many local 
volunteers and supporters of 
New Zealand’s fastest-growing 
sport.

“We’ve been able to carry on 
playing basketball, refereeing, 
marshaling — doing what we 
love — because of the hard 
work the committee has done 
at the venues and behind the 
scenes,” he said.

“We were able to ensure 
the safety of our basketball 
community.

“More has been required of 
us this season than normal, 
but we did it for the love of the 
game.

“To see young and old, big 
and small, slow and fast, giving 
it their all has made any amount 
of time and effort we spent 
worthwhile.”

THE GRAND FINAL

SE Systems versus Green Up 
at the YMCA is a showdown.

The men’s A Grade 
showpiece pits a team of 
experienced, highly skilled 
veterans — SES, under Reggie 
Namana — against a young 
crew, Green Up, with athletic 
ability, flair and a match-winner 
in Tyrese Tuwairua-Brown at the 
helm.

 SE Systems beat Green 
Up 39-37 in the teams’ first 
meeting, on August 11. In 
a close, low-scoring game, 
Tuwairua-Brown scored 20 
points and teammate Psalm 
Taylor, 11 points in that epic 
on opening night, but Namana 
decided the contest. His soft-
touch shot nine seconds into 
“golden point” snuffed out Green 
Up before they had time to take 
stock.

Rongomai Smith (15pts) was 
solid for SES that evening.

Smith, Harley Phillips, 
Thomas Tindale and Namana 
are a force up front — Anton 
Riri, William Hocquard and 
Marques Tukukino have played 
“smart”.

Systems’ unselfish play has 
extended to young Tyler Phillips 
and club patron Adrian Sparks 
playing quality minutes.

SES beat a plucky Gisborne 
Boys’ High School 45-37 in the 
first semifinal while Green Up 
torched defending champions 
City Lights 70-49.

Tuwairua-Brown led the 
charge against CL with 23 
points, Taylor put up 17 and 
Zade Donner, 12. Donner is 
noted for his ability to finish the 
fast-break, and Taylor has great 
hands.

Tuwairua-Brown has a 
different skill-set to that of 
Bullrush wizard Kitione Maile, 
but he is just as dangerous as 
that champion guard and — like 
Maile — a genuine scorer.

The Green Up captain said: 

“We have to push the pace and 
make our open jump shots.”

Taylor, Adam Nepe, Khian 
Westrupp and Paora Dewes 
have the size to compete for 
rebounds at both ends of the 
floor, which they must do.

Last year 400 people watched 
the grand final. This year’s 
crowd is unlikely to be as big, 
but those present should know 
early on whether Green Up 
intend to fight for the boards or 
“play casual”.

Being content to jog back on 
defence after a missed shot 
won’t beat SE Systems.

They ought not rely on 
Tuwairua-Brown to again put up 
22 points, as he did for GBHS 
Red in their 83-81 loss to Lights 
in last year’s main event, but 
they can win if they compete in 
every phase.

Tindale, Smith and Phillips 
are enormously strong near the 
hoop — but if Green Up deny 
the post and second shots, 
they can upset the unbeaten 
veterans. 

The cost in bruises is the 
price of victory.

SE SYSTEMS: Reggie Namana 
(c), Thomas Tindale, Rongomai Smith, 
Adrian Sparks, Harley Phillips, Tyla 
Keelan-Phillips, Anton Riri, William 
Hocquard, Marques Tukukino.

Season record: W Green Up 39-37, 
W City Lights 58-52, W GBHS 59-43, 
W Dialektric 56-25, W Filthy Dozen 
59-46, semifinal W GBHS 45-37.

For: Leadership, experience, 
patience, toughness, inside scoring, 
defensive rebounding. 

GREEN UP: Tyrese Tuwairua-
Brown (c), Adam Nepe, Khian Westrupp, 
Psalm Taylor, Tamati Horua, Zade 
Donner, Paora Dewes, Joey Ormond

Season record: L SE Systems 
37-39, W GBHS 78-59, W Filthy Dozen 
64-47, L City Lights 57-48, W Dialektric 
by default, semifinal W City Lights 70-49.

For: Youth, speed, athleticism, skill, 
flair, outside shooting.

 SEE ALSO PAGE 21

TIME FOR THE FINALS

READY TO GO: Captains for the finals are (from left) Taimarie Matahiki (Manu Toa), Bronya 
McMenamin (Ngati Porou), Peter Varey (Old Surfers), Stefan Pishief (Massive Marauders), Carlos 
Pedraza (Big Baller Brand), Reg Namana (SE Systems), Seth Miller (GBHS), Lily Sparks (SES), 
Amoe Wharehinga (Lytton) and, inset, Tyrese Tuwairua-Brown (Green Up). Pictures by Paul Rickard

BASKETBALL by Ben O’Brien-Leaf

ETHAN Ngarangione-Pearson can do it all.
The Year 11 student opened the scoring, sank free-

throws, made a driving lay-up and dropped two three-
point shots in the first semifinal for Gisborne Boys’ 
High School against SE Systems on his 16th birthday. 
He is also a BOAHB (Basketball Officials Association 
of Hawke’s Bay) 3A referee set to become — tonight 
and tomorrow — the youngest person to blow the 
whistle in a Gisborne Basketball Association women’s 
A Grade club final and men’s A Grade grand final.

He will referee the women’s final between Ngati 
Porou and Lytton High School at the YMCA with 
Reggie Namana at 7.30pm tonight. His colleague 
in the men’s grand final between SE Systems and 
Green Up, at 8.25pm tomorrow, will be former 

National 
Basketball 
League official 
Clifton Blumfield.

The youngster 
has impressed 
Blumfield. 

Officials from 
small places like 
Gisborne needed 
to be seen at 
tournaments if 
they were to progress, he said. If Ethan was up for the 
travelling required, he was “certainly capable enough”.

And he has staying power: before the Ngati 
Porou-Lytton clash, Ethan and 13-year-old Campion 
College Year 8 student Felix Sparks will officiate the 

women’s B Grade final between SE Systems and 
Manu Toa at 6.30pm. And tomorrow at 7.30pm, he 
and Blumfield will referee the B Grade top-tier final 
between Massive Marauders and Big Baller Brand. 

Of badged referees in either the old Poverty Bay 
Basketball Association or the modern GBA, only 
Blumfield has stood in all four club finals in a season.

Ethan, of Ngai Tamanuhiri descent, came to 
Gisborne Boys’ High this year from Taradale High. 
The former NZ under-14 representative is a skilful, 
fearless left-handed guard who takes the ball to the 
basket. He took his show on the road stamina-wise 
by scoring 21 points in a 48-point loss to Hastings in 
Game 5 at the Super 8 tournament in Tauranga. 

A rugby first five-eighth good enough to represent 
Napier through ages 9 to 12, Ethan also represented 
Hawke’s Bay as a cricketer from u11s to u14s and 

played premier grade for Napier-Tech.
He began refereeing mini-ball as a nine-year-

old at Pettigrew Arena and has officiated at Zone 
3, national u13 and u15 and senior qualifying 
tournaments. Two years ago, he refereed the Y9-10 
national secondary schools’ final at Pettigrew, and he 
was the BOAHB referee of the year for 2018.

Former international basketball official Donnette 
Daly has been a big influence, but not the only one.

“My dad, Wiremu Pearson, was a good sportsman 
and rugby referee — I was one of his ARs — he’s 
been a big influence on my sporting life,” said Ethan, 
whose mum Vanya Ngarangione played representative 
netball for Wairoa. Elder brother Bailey, 20, played 
hooker for local Senior 1 rugby champions the YMP 
Bumbles and younger brother JC Ngarangione, 10, is 
a budding ’baller at Muriwai School.

Ethan handy with ball and whistle on the floor

Ethan Ngarangione-Pearson
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DRAW No. 1996   

WINNING
NUMBERS

PRIZE MONEY
No. OF

WINNERS

TOTAL
Four out of Four

Three out of Four

Two out of Four

One out of Four    

ROLLOVER
$642
$68
Bonus Ticket

0
73

3826
98,537

WINNING NUMBERS 26   06   34    40

Total Strike 
prizes $905,571

 06 07 17 26 34 40 11

WINNING NUMBERS
BONUS

NUMBER

The Gisborne Herald does not make any assurances as to the accuracy 
of this information. Please check your tickets at a Lotto shop.

Total Lotto 
prizes $3,196,946

$333,333
$25,544
$679
$51
$32
$21
Bonus Ticket

PRIZE MONEY
No. OF

WINNERS

3
10
373
1129

15,958
23,246
225,657

DIVISION 
ONE

6 winning Nos

TWO
5 winning Nos

plus the Bonus No.

THREE
  5 winning Nos

 FOUR
4 winning Nos

plus the Bonus No.

FIVE
4 winning Nos

SIX
3 winning Nos

plus the Bonus No

SEVEN
3 winning Nos

Total Powerball 
prizes $4,337,688

04

WINNING NUMBER

DIVISION ONE
Lotto Division 1 + 

winning Powerball No.

TWO
Lotto Division 2 + 

winning Powerball No.

THREE
Lotto Division 3 + 

winning Powerball No.

FOUR
Lotto Division 4 + 

winning Powerball No.

FIVE
Lotto Division 5 + 

winning Powerball No.

SIX
Lotto Division 6 + 

winning Powerball No.

SEVEN

PRIZE MONEY
No. OF

WINNERS

0
1
23
79

1115
1641

161,27

ROLLOVER
$40,973
$1,389
$99
$61
$38 
Bonus Ticket + $15.00

3
5
0
6
1
-0

1



NETBALL by Murray Robertson

A HANDFUL of goals in two 
games of high drama decided the 
finalists in Gisborne premier-
grade netball.

Whangara Old Girls will play 
YMP Sunshine Brewery after 
they won their semifinals at 
Victoria Domain on Saturday.

Extra time was needed before 
Whangara defeated Claydens 
Waikohu (1) 41-40.

YMP beat Taste One High 
School Old Girls 28-26.

Whangara were a goal up on 
Waikohu after 10 minutes (10-9), 
and four up at halftime (22-18).

But Waikohu clawed their way 
back into the contest to tie it up 
35-all at three-quartertime.

“It was a very close, 
competitive game that had to 
be decided by an extra period 
of play,” netball commentator 
Sherrill Beale said.

“The close result was a 
testament to the netball skills of 
all players on court.

“Both coaches made changes 
but couldn’t get the upper hand. 
Whangara pulled away by up to 
four goals a couple of times, but 
Waikohu pulled it back,”  Beale 
said.

“It is very hard to single out 
individuals as both sides’ players 
worked as a team with everyone 
doing their part on attack and 
defence and backing each other 
up.”

In the YMP-HSOG match, it 
was 8-8 after the first quarter, 
17-15 to HSOG at halftime and 
22-all at three-quartertime. 

“It was another tough, intense 
game that could have gone 
either way,” Beale said.

“Close marking by both teams 
created many turnovers and all 

players had to work extra-hard 
to free themselves from their 
opposition, and then had to 
be patient in working the ball 
through the court.”

She said YMP stuck with their 
starting seven for the full game, 
while HSOG made a change 
through injury but reverted to 

their starting line-up in the last 
quarter.

“So, it’s Whangara and YMP 
to decide the premier grade 
championship on Saturday, 
and Waikohu will play 2019 
champions HSOG to decide third 
and fourth this season.”

In the other premier grade 
games on Saturday, Ritana 
Senior A beat Horouta Gold 
36-24.

“The students played well, 
driving the ball speedily through 
the court, with players popping 
out to collect the passes,” Beale 
said.

“They worked together on 
defence and pressured Horouta 
into errors.”

Horouta finish their season in 
seventh position.

Then Gisborne Girls’ High 
School Senior A got home 
against Ritana 22-19, meaning 
Girls’ High finish fifth and 
Ritana sixth.

“It was another close game 
between the school teams, who 
have shown improvement this 
year,” Beale said.

“They have both gained 
confidence, especially working 
together as a team on attack and 
defence. They have displayed 
good netball skills and, at times, 
pushed the higher-seeded teams.

“Fingers crossed they can 
retain the bulk of their players 
for next year.”

In the other grades, the 

bottom four — except in First 
Reserve and Second Grade 
— finished their seasons on 
Saturday.

Other  results — A Grade: Claydens 
Waikohu Masters 36 Taiki 18, IMS 
HSOG Masters 33 Tatapouri Sportsfit 20. 
Finalists to play next week: Claydens 
Waikohu Masters and IMS HSOG 
Masters. Taiki and Tatapouri Sportsfit to 
play off for third and fourth. Fifth and 
sixth: YMP Masters 37 Horouta Taimana 
25. Seventh and eighth: Gis Fluid and 
Machinery HSOG 31 Old Girls Whangara 
29.

A Reserve: Tapuae 39 Whalis 20, 
Farmlands Ngatapa 35 FarmCare HSOG 
26. Finalists to play next week: Tapuae 
and Farmlands Ngatapa. Whalis and 
FarmCare HSOG to play off for third and 
fourth. Fifth and sixth: YMP Timber 
Pro 36 Gis Denture HSOG 26. Seventh 
and eighth: Claydens Waikohu (2) 29 
Campion Senior A 23.

First Grade: GGHS Jnr A 55 Uawa 
Ngarangikahiwa 23, Steve Craill Builder 
Ngatapa 25 OBM Blue 24. Finalists 
to play next week: GGHS Jnr A and 
Steve Craill Builder Ngatapa. Uawa 
Ngarangikahiwa and OBM Blue to play off 
for third and fourth. Fifth and sixth: Tyre 
General Ngatapa 20 Thistle Storm 20. 
Seventh and eighth: GGHS Snr B def 
The Stingerz by default.

First Reserve and Second Grade: 
Gis Glass Ngatapa 47 Thistle Phoenix 17, 
Uawa Kahukuraiti 33 YMP Manawanui 30, 
Tatapouri Sportsfit Social 31 Kotahi Aroha 
12, Ritana Toa def OBM Red Social by 
default, Uawa Kahukuraiti 27 GGHS TSA 
24, YMP Manwanui 33 Kotahi Aroha 27.

Finalists decided in day of high drama

CLOSE: Whangara goal shoot Sandee Porter (left) is closely marked 
by Karyn Matahia, of Waikohu. Picture by Paul Rickard
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WORLD TOMORROW
Adelaide showers 11 18
Amsterdam fine 11 22
Bangkok rain 25 31
Beijing cloudy 16 25
Berlin fine 10 26
Brisbane fine 19 31
Buenos Aires fine 10 21
Cairo fine 25 36
Canberra windy 5 18
Cape Town fine 10 22
Delhi thunder 28 36
Frankfurt fine 11 27
Geneva showers 14 23
Hong Kong showers 26 30
London fine 12 26
Los Angeles fine 16 27
Melbourne showers 12 18
Moscow fine 9 20
New York fine 11 22
Paris fine 13 26
Perth showers 9 21
Singapore thunder 24 34
Stockholm rain 11 18
Suva showers 22 26
Sydney showers 17 27
Tokyo cloudy 18 27
Toronto fine 6 21

Mainly fine, isolated showers 

about the ranges from 

afternoon. Northwesterlies, 

strengthening later.

High cloud increasing. 

Showers developing 

about the ranges. Gusty 

northwesterlies.

Mostly cloudy, with scattered 

rain. Gusty northwesterlies.

Mainly fine. Northwesterlies.

TOMORROW WEDNESDAY THURSDAY

FRIDAY

Fine. 

Northwesterlies 

developing.

High cloud 

increasing. Gusty 

northwesterlies.

Mostly cloudy, few 

spots of rain. Gusty 

northwesterlies.

1994 –  It was a dull month in 

Hamilton, where only 102 hours of 

bright sunshine were recorded. This 

was the lowest since records began 

there in 1936. Sunshine hours were 

also low along the West Coast of the 

South Island. Meanwhile, Gisborne 

and Hawke's Bay locations received 

only half their normal rainfall.
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TODAY IN HISTORY

NZ TOMORROW
Auckland � ne 18
Hamilton � ne 18
Tauranga � ne 18
Rotorua � ne 16
Taupo showers 15
Napier � ne 21
New Plymouth showers 16
Palmerston North � ne 17
Wellington windy 14
Christchurch � ne 20
Queenstown rain 17
Dunedin cloudy 19

morning min  10
max  20

morning min  8
max  20

morning min  13
max  20

A front moves north across 

New Zealand during 

Wednesday, then a trough 

of low pressure approaches 

the lower South Island 

on Thursday. The trough 

moves east over the lower 

South Island on Friday, 

followed by a narrow ridge. 

A strengthening northwest 

flow becomes established 

over the country on 

Saturday with an embedded 

front moving onto the South 

Island.
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NOON TOMORROW
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High drama as finalists decided 
by handful of goals

Five finals over two nights of 
indoor action on court PAGE 23PAGES 21, 22

NETBALL INSIDEBASKETBALL

RUGBY by Jack Malcolm

IT was a nail-biting finish in 
the first of two games between 
Poverty Bay and Ngati Porou East 
Coast.

The 34-31 victory for Civil 
Project Solutions Poverty Bay was 
the result of a hard-fought battle 
to the final whistle.

Ngati Porou had their 
opponents’ number for extended 
periods of the game but were 
unable to fully capitalise on their 
momentum.

It looked like Poverty Bay had 
run out of steam going into the 
second half. They slipped off 
tackles and had to defend for 
extended periods.

NPEC head coach Hosea Gear, 
who watched the game from his 
couch on the Gold Coast, said he 
was incredibly proud of his team.

“We showed a lot to lead for a 
little bit there . . . we just weren’t 
good enough to hold it, and 
Poverty Bay were good enough to 
come back and take it.

“I’m proud of the boys; they all 
struggle to get to training, and 
to come out and play like that is 
awesome.”

Poverty Bay started well, 
dominating at scrum time and 
scoring two early tries.

The first was a runaway try to 
winger Matthew Raleigh. Lock 
Fletcher Scammell capitalised on 
a wayward pass, scooping the 
ball up before offloading it out 
the back of his hand in the tackle 
to Raleigh, who sprinted up the 
sideline to score.

Te Peehi Fairlie, on the other 
wing, scored their second on the 
back of a beautiful set piece that 
gave them an overlap out wide. 
Fullback Andrew Tauatevalu drew 
in the last defender, giving Fairlie 
the space to make it to the line.

It looked as if Poverty Bay 
would take control of the game, 
but they started to falter as Ngati 
Porou steadied their nerves and 
fought back diligently.

The Bay’s decision-making and 
accuracy hurt them at times as 
NPEC hit the advantage line hard 
and exposed gaping holes in the 
defence.

Captain and No.8 Hone 
Haerewa had a man-of-the-match 
performance for his East Coast 
team, getting around the park well 
and consistently gaining metres 
after contact.

The building pressure proved 
too much as Ngati Porou scored 
their first points through halfback 
Hamuera Moana.

Haerewa made a break into the 
22, and as Poverty Bay scrambled 
to set their defence, they overran 
the halfback to put pressure 
on the first receiver. Seeing the 
overcommitment, Moana took the 
ball to the line himself, breaking 
through uncontested to score.

Poverty Bay were still in the 
game, scoring next through their 
captain, flanker Adrian Wyrill, who 
caught the defence sleeping as 
he quickly tapped the ball from 
a penalty close to the line and 
burrowed his way over to score.

Ngati Porou steadied their 
ship and scored next through a 

set-piece move that caught the 
defence off guard. Second five-
eighth Tutere Waenga and centre 
Pamona Samupo combined to 
catch the defence sleeping and 
Samupo waltzed through to score.

A series of three penalties for 
Ngati Porou meant the halftime 
score was 19-all, with some 
impressive kicking from the tee by 
George Shields.

As the second half started, 
Poverty Bay looked to be under 
the pump as NPEC continued to 
push the pace. The Sky Blues 
impressed with their strong ball 
running and smart defence. 

Haerewa was rewarded for his 
form with a try to put his team in 
front early in the second half. A 
steady build-up of phases proved 
too much for the Bay defence. 
Haerewa shrugged off the first 
defender from a pick-and-go as he 
pushed his way over the line.

NPEC continued to apply 
pressure, and they continually 

broke the advantage line with their 
strong running, which put Poverty 
Bay on the back foot. Reserve 
right wing Te Aho Morice reaped 
the reward for this pressure when 
he stepped off his outside foot and 
slipped through his opponents’ 
tackle attempts to score. 

It looked as if NPEC would run 
away with the game, but it wasn’t 
to be. Poverty Bay tightened up on 
their errors and fought back.

Tauatevalu and Fairlie passed 
the ball between themselves as 
they worked it up the wing. The 
slick handling put Tauatevalu into 
open space, and he sprinted to 
the corner to score.

The game went back and 
forth as both teams fought to 
take control. Raleigh got his 
second try with 15 minutes to 
go after pressure on an East 
Coast clearance gave Poverty 
Bay an attacking lineout on the 
22. A brilliant set-piece move by 
Tauatevalu to get on the outside 

of his defender forced the last 
man to come in, giving Raleigh 
the space to run down the sideline 
and score, to tie the game. 

It was a grandstand finish, both 
teams fighting tooth and nail to 
come out on top. Ultimately it was 
Poverty Bay who kicked one final 
penalty kick with five minutes on 
the clock to take the victory.

Poverty Bay head coach Tom 
Cairns said the game was “closer 
than coaches like”.

“When it goes down to the wire, 
it’s going to get scrappy . . . we 
had a lot of work to do at the end 
there.

“I’m proud of the boys, they got 
us over the line . . . they didn’t 
drop their heads and give up.”

Despite the win, Cairns said his 
team had a lot of work to do at 
training this week — particularly 
on defence — in the lead-up to 
the second game of the double-
header against NPEC.

SEE ALSO PAGE 21

LATE PENALTY WINS IT

BREAKING FREE: 
Tawhao Stewart, of 
Ngati Porou East 
Coast, tries to break 
clear of the Poverty 
Bay defence during 
the first of two 
games between 
the Bay and the 
Coast. Poverty Bay 
won the first game, 
at Rugby Park on 
Saturday, 34-31.

Picture by Paul 
Rickard
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